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0.1 Introduction
NASA, the University of Houston and Rice University intend
that the Summer Faculty Programs in Systems Engineering acquaint
the faculty of Selected engineering colleges with the systems
approach to complex design problems. The technique used is to
involve the participating professors in a real conceptual design
of a space system. See Figure 0.1, These summer educational
experiences are an evolving science based on pr. William BollayIs
initial graduate courses at MIT and Stanford. It is hoped that
some of the major beneficial results of the prograun are the
following.
• The participants will have a better understanding of NASA's'	 1
contributions, goals, and operations.
• The participants will be able to organize new or modify
existing design courses at their home institutions along
the lines of the summer program.
• The participants and their students will have a better ap-
preciation of the contributions of other disciplines, in-
cluding the non-engineering and the need for effective
cross-fertilization.
0.2 Participants
Nineteen professors and instructors from fifteen different
universities and colleges attended the program. By discipline
there were nine in electrical engineering, seven in mechanical
engineering, one in industrial engineering, one in engineering
science, and one in applied mathematics. Table 0.1 contains 'a
complete list of the participants. With two exceptions they had
no previous experience in space system engineering.
0.3 Time Table
The program started June 10 and ended August 23, 1968.
This eleven week period was broken into three phases, character-
ized roughly as the informRtion accrual phase, alternative
evaluation phase, and the reports preparation phase Oral
rTABLE 0.1 Participants and Staff
Prof E. G Zgne
Engineering Dept.
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Prof Albert C. Kent
School of Technology
Southern Illinois University
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University of Missouri at Rolla
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Mechanical. Engineering Tech.
University of Dayton
Prof. Stephen Riter
Electrical Engineering Dept.
University of Houston
Prof. E. W. Schedler, Jr.
Electrical Engineering Dept.
Southern Methodist University
Dr. Nazmi M. Shehadeh
Electrical Engineering Dept.
University of Houston
Prof. William R. WaXeland
Electrical Engineering Dept.
University of Houston
Dr.; Robert D. Holstead
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
C. J Huang, Director	 S. L. Dickerson, Associate
Associate Dean of Engineering	 Director
University of Houston
	
	
University of Houston and
Georgia Institute of Technology
A. N. Paul, Assistant Director
Dept. of Industrial Engineering	 D. B. Mackay, Faculty Advisor
University of Houston	 Dept. of Aerospace Engineering
Rite University
iv
Dr. Saad H. Amer
Electrical Engineering 'Division
Chico State College
Prof. John A. Bruyere
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
Lamar State College of Technology
Dr. Ming M Chen
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Boston University
Prof. Robert G. Colwell
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
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Electrical Engineering Dept.
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Utah State University
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University of Toledo
reports by the participants on project progress were prepared and
presented at the end of each phase to members of the Advanced
Science and Technology Division at the Manned Spacecraft Center.
The presentation for Phase III was a complete summary of the
entire project and was open to the public. A chronological
listing of the milestones during the summer are given in Table 0.20
TABLE 0.2 Project Milestones
Date	 Milestone
June 10	 Program begins
June 14	 Project teams organized, Phase I leadership
elected
July 2	 Phase 11 leadership elected
July 8	 Phase I oral report given detailing problem
definition t design guidelines, initial para-
metric studies
July 26	 Phase r1l leadership elected
July 30	 Phase II oral report given presenting chosen
basic configuration and substantiating
tradeoff studies
August 16	 Final and Phase III report given reviewing
entire project and presenting subsystem
design
.August 23	 Edited final wr i tten report contributions
due, program ends
0.4 Organization
The coordination of the team effort was accomplished by
structuring the group as indicated in Figure 0.1. The project
manager and group leaders were elected for each phase and were
the only voting members of the executive committee. This commit-
tee met daily and was charged with overall technical direction
of the project. The three project groups also met daily to co-
ordinate efforts in their areas of responsibility. If a task
required special attention and in the opinion of the executive
committee could not properly be assigned to one of the project
groups, an ad hoc committee was formed to accomplish the task in
a specified time and prepare a report. It was then dissolved. 	
-0
The staff advisors primary functions were support of the technical
work through continuous review, arranging for outside inputs,
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ABSTRACT
The preliminary system design for Satellite Servicing
Vehicles (SSV) is described in this report. included are
concepts, analysis, synthesis, and the evaluation of the
proposed SSV. This design is an extension and refinement
of many commercial studies made during the past three
years. The purposes of the vehicles are to repair, inspect,
and service orbiting satellites clustered near a mother
space station.
Xf satellites are to be economically serviced in space
they must be orbiting in a cluster that is accessable from
a permanent manned space station. The SSV will make
between fifty and one hundred service trips within the
cluster per year. Due to the wide variety of satellite
services required, two vehicles will be most economical.
An unmanned vehicle remotely controlled from the space
station and a two-man vehicle is proposad,. The modular
subsystems common to both the unmanned and manned SSV are
attached to a commontruss framework. These subsystems
include three docking booms, two bilateral.
the reaction control system, a fuel cell power supply,
communications amplifiers and antenna. The unmanned 8SV
will have in addition to the common modules a docking radar
and a television system.
The manned SSV has a crew supporting pressure vessel
built within the exterior framework. On-site docking will
be performed'visually by the pilot of this SSV. As an aid
to task performance, a half hard suit is provided for one
crew member. The manned vehicle is estimated to weig1i
2200 pounds empty while the empty robot weighs 1200 pounds.
The robot has an indefinite mission time capability, while
the manned SSV is limited, to 12 hours.
w"A
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mCHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Bob Colwell	 1.1	 1.2
Bill W'akeland 1.3
1.1 Program Ob jectives
Succinctly stated, the objective of this program was to com-
plete the preliminary design of a system for servicing scientific
satellites in orbit.
Such a system has been colloquially called a "space taxi"
but we have resisted the faint urge to adopt this popular monicker.
Instead it was deemed more descriptive, although less colorful, to
entitle this project Satellite Service Vehicles. The acronym SSV
will be seen throughout the report, or perhaps, service vehicle at
times.
This is not the first design of a system for maintaining the
viability of scientific satellites, however, the frontispiece should
attest to the uniqueness of the configuration. System modularity
and exclusion of earth reentry have affected the final appearance
drastically'. The design contributed by others are referred to
elsewhere in the report.
1.2 Manned Space Stations
Figure 1.1 shows an artists conception of a possible manned
space station configuration. It is rotating to generate artificial
gravity and appears to have a large central garage for ingress and
egress of scientific satellites, re-supply vehicles, etc.
It would have personnel on board of widely varying disciplines
and experimental gear of equally diverse nature.
The space station concept has been proposed previously, perhaps
most notably by Dr. Robert Gi'lruth in June, 1568 at the Hemisfair [1]*,
as a practical means for exploring and experimenting in space.
* References are listed at the end of each chapter.
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If a space station 'Installation comes to pass, it will natu.-
rally serve as a base for maintaining the neighborhood of space
around it. Since many of the desirable activities of the space
station require environments which are isolated from it, satellites
seem a logical choice for providing this isolation. Some examples
of remote satellites might be stella;e, solar and terrestrial ob-
servatories; zero gravity experimental laboratory; nuclear power
generating facility.
These satellites will require periodic service to keep them
operable. Two methods seem obviousi , either remotely transfer the
satellite to the station, or transfer to it with a vehicle laden
with tools, materials and men (if necessary) sufficient to perform
the desired work. The first technique is impractical for several
reasons, but one over riding one is for a massive satellite remote
transfer is very expensive.
It is proposed that, on a preliminary basis, the SSV' concept
forms the embryo of a practical, light, maneuv e-rable, and cost-ef-
fective system for performing useful work at ex satellite in the
vicinity of a manned space station..complex.
Since the nature of the space station is so important in deter-
mining the design of a service vehicle considerable portions of the
earlier part of this •report deal with space station concept. Chap-
ter 11 deals with the orbital mechanics of space stations and the
satelli",.tes in its neighborhood. It concludes that clusters of
satellites with favorable servicing characteristics are quite pos-
sible. Chapter III gives assuLt L.; 4;_-1ions and justification for the-
make- up and service mission requirements for a typical space station.
1.3 Design Philosophy
It seems appropriate to establish early the philosophies which
governed the decisions and approaches that were used in the design
of the SSV. Many of these will be explicitly stated throughout the
following material. However, some will not be so expressed, and it
is good to be aware of the design philosophy so that approaches taken
can be fully understood.
Astronaut's c afe y;	 All systems and components were designed
or selected so that the life of the astronauts (for the manned SSV)
ti
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would not be jeopardized by any single failure. Where it seemed
especially vital or was easily practical, the system was designed
so that more than one unrelated failure could occur without jeop-
ardizing the life of the astronaut. Protecting against any single
failure gives rise to a dual LS/ECS system. The SSV will not only
be pressurized, but the astronaut will also be in a pressure suit
which is normally unprassurized, as in the Gemini spacecraft. It
is planned, and the vehicle is designed, to accomplish the mission
without the astronauts leaving the service vehicle. Provisions are
i	 made for EVA as an emergency or contingency operation only.
Cooperatively designed satellites 	 It is concluded that it
would be very difficult to perform a wide assortment of maintenance
and refurbishment tasks on satellites in the hostile environment
of space, if the satellites are designed and constructed as they are
at the present. This is not at all surprising sin e they are main-
tained only on earth, with essentially an unlimited amount of sup -
port equipment and time..
'
	
	 An examination of the orbital. mechanics required to move around
in space leads one quickly to the conclusion that the range of the
SSV will be limited to a nearly co-planer cluster type of support
mission. C.onsequentlye it will not be an accident that a satellite
is in the spare station cluster. It is therefore assumed that any
satellite which is to hie serviced by the SSV will be part of a well
planned space station program.
Based upon th is assumption, it is then practical to require 	 1
that all satellites which are to be part of the space station cluster
and serviced by the SSV be .cooperatively designed. By designers
working on both ends of the maintenance or refurbishment problem,
all preconceived tasks can be reduced to simple motions. In addition,
I
each satellite can be designed to provide an easy attachment by the
spacecraft.
Thus, by this elementary and basic requirement, it is expected
that all tasks worth accomplishing in space can be reduced to mag-
nitudes of difficulty which can be handled by the SSV in spite of
the hostile environment.
Space station subsystems	 S.- a cie the range of the SSV is
s	 ,;
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necessarily limited to that of the cluster, it seems reasonable to
design the SSV as a subsystem of the space station. It is expected
that the SSV will be under continuous surveillance by the crew of
the space station throughout every mission. To accomplish this,
it is expected that the space station will have adequate tracking
radar for the SSV and the target satellite. In addition, the space
station is expected to be able to solve the navigation problem con-
tinuously in real time by the use of its on-board computer.
Communications will therefore play an extremely vital role, and
consequently the communication system is several times redundant.
Two way telemetry is planned so that vital navigational information
is continuously displayed.
In case of breakdown, or any other trouble where the SSV needed
rescue, the rescue would be performed by another SSV towing the SSV
in trouble to the space station, or by the logistics spacecraft.
If reentry is needed, the logistics spacecraft would be used.
Modular 'coris" ruction 	 It is considered advantageous to design
the subsystems and components of the SSA' so that they may be used
without modification in more than ons configuration. Consequently,_
1
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MISSION ENVELOPE AND PLANNING
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2. -1 'Irntro'duati'on
'Gene*r'al:	 All subsequent design of thel SSV subsystems is de-
pendent upon an analysis and projection of the mission envelope.
That is, how far will the service vehicle travel from the central
space station on any given mission and how much propellant is re-
quired? The maximum range between the SSV and the space station is
a necessary parameter for the design of the communication and power
equipment. The mission time is required for design of the crew life
support systems, the power generation equipment and other human
factors considerations. The propulsion components are sized on the
basis of the nominal maximum velocity - increment anticipated,
This chapter defines the region of operation for the SSV and
presents mission planning information,. Some consideration has been
given to planningfeasible satellite cluster arrangements, wherein
the space station is in an optimum position for an inexpensive trans-
fer to a satellite periodically.
In the initial phase of the project, a maximum mission was
postulated and the simple minimum energy transfer (Hohmann transfer)
calculations were made. These results were used as design criteria
of other subsystems. Section 2.2 discusses the implications of
making orbital transfers in a shorter time than the Hohmann transfer
allows. It is demonstrated therein that the design criteria as
initially selected are valid.
The orbital mechanics analysis is performed in the appendix.
Representative examples and curves are contained in this chapter.
Conditions;	 As the United Stated develops more _powerful
rocket engines, the tendency is to increase orbital inclination of
certain classes of satellites so that they pass over -a maximum of the
habitable' earth. All of the results to follow in this chapter are
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based on current NASA plans for inserting manned space stations in
circular orbits at about 260 nm a l-itude, 50° inclination posigrade.
SSV maneuvers are assuner,, to be initiated from a space station
on this orbit. In the design of the service vehicle, altitude changes
greater than + 40 nm and plane changes greater than + 0.5 1 are not
anticipated. These are said to form the nominal maximum constraints
on the mission envelope. Plane changes of sufficient magnitude to
allow the SSV to patrol a large volume are very expensive (high
propellant consumption). Therefore, except for small corrections
due to orbital or thrusting dispersions, the SSV will operate in a
plane.
2.2 Coplanar Altitude 'Change
	
Hohmann'transfer:	 The Hohmann transfer is an ideal, two-im-
pulse transfer from one circular orbit to another in the same orbital
plane. It can be shown to require the minimum possible velocity
increment since impulses are applied tangential to both the initial
and final orbits. Since both the initial and terminal orbit are
circular, the transfer orbit must proceed through 180 0 and the trans-
fer time can be simply calculated.. Also it follows that the transfer
which is accomplished with minimum AV must require maximum time, if
the transfer occurs in less than 180 0 . See Figure A..l.
These calculations, of course, do not account for dispersions
or any part of the terminal phase. See section 2.6 for the terminal
phase discussion, which recommends a stable orbit terminal phase
initiation.'
Based on the Hohmann transfer and the conditions given in section
2.1 the following is an estimate of the AV required for any coplanar
mission round trip. The important restriction is that the result is
only accurate for small Oh compared to the radius of the initial
orbit.
Using Equation A.22 with r  equal to the radius of the space
station orbit (3700 nm) and the earth's gravitational constant,
u = 1.4077 ft 3/sec 2 it is found that
	
AV	 13.6 Ah ft/sec	 (2.1)
for a round trip. This includes the transfer from the space station
to the target satellite, _transfer-to Ah below the space station to
r
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regain the phase angle lost during the work period at the satellite
and finally transfer from the catch-up orbit to the space station.
Tr'a'n's'f'e'r' 'time:	 Hohmann transfer round trip time is given by
Equation A.25. Under the conditions already given
T 	 141 - 0.0'286 Ah minutes	 (2.2)
In'it'ial phase 'angle:	 For rendezvous at the end of half of
the first transfer orbit, the target and the chaser should have an
initial phase angle given by Equation A.5. This results in
0 _ 0.0364 Ah degrees
	 (2.3)
1.456 degrees for 40 nm altitude change
other trans'fe'rs The NASA-MSG computer program for an ideal
two-impulse transfer based on Lambert's conic equations was used to
obtain AV for transfers other than the Hohmann.
Two separate computer runs were made. The first was necessary
to demonstrate the AV penalty paid whenever faster coplanar transfers
than the Hohmann are used. The second run yielded information about
E
	
	 AV necessary for coorbital maneuvers. The results of these runs,
with the parameters employed, are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Ex-
cessive computer time for these runs prevented making a more extensive
study.
The transfer orbits for any Hohmann transfer from the space
station to another orbit less than 40 nm away will all have half-
periods of about 47 minutes. This, except for the terminal phase,
is the total time for one 40 nm transfer and Figure 2.2 indicates
that to shorten it by about 15 minutes requires twice the AV. Usually
a mission will not be initiated for an emergency. Since this is the
case, the Hohmann transfer is recommended for all typical altitude
change mis-sions. This recommendation is emphasized when one realizes
that nontangential retro-fire
 is more complicated than deceleration
tangential to the desired orbit and therefore is likely to require
more trajectory correction. Hence more AV than is shown on Figure 2.1
is required to shorten transfer time.
Further it can be shown, using a cost functional relationship,
that the optimal transfer time is very close to the Hohmann. Rate
of expenditure on a mission can be related to the propellant ;consump-
tion and the cost of astronaut time. It appears that it might be
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economical to use more fuel to shorten mission time if the cost of
man's time is high enough. The cost functional is written
$ = K f QV + K,mt	 (2.4)
where mission cost, $ is related to the AV required and the mission
time, t. But AV = f(t) and this equation can be differentiated to
find the minimum as
a$ - K aw_
Kat	 f at	 m _
Solving for the change in QV with mission time of minimal cost it is
found
d (AV)
	 'Km	 (2.5)
K 
Now the constants must be defined
Km AN, $/min where A = $/min for an astronaut on a mission
and N = number of astronauts involved during
the mission.
K	 _	 , $/ft/min,fgc sp
where F = $/lbm for fuel
and M	 mass of SSV
This can be obtained if the mass ratio of fuel used to SSV is small.
See Equation 9.3. The optimal now becomes-
.d (AV)	 A ,N, I Sp gc (2'6)FM 
Chapter IV contains 'rational approximations to the cost of man and
cost of expendables. These are A $42/min and F = $1000/lbm. The
unmanned SSV uses one man while the mann6d vehicle requires contin-
uous attention by three men. Us.ng Ise 300 lbf-sec/lbm and
M = 315 and 2775 lb for the unmanned and manned vehicles respectively,M
d AV f t/s'e cthe slope of the
	 ---	 curve for minimum cost becomes 0.31 forWit` min
the robot and 0.44 for the manned vehicle. Referring to Figure 2.1,
it is seen that the line has these slopes at points very close to
the minimum energy transfer.
2.3 'Small' 'P'l'a'n'e' 'Ch'anges
The circular orbit velocity for the space station is very close
11
`	 to V = 25,000 ft/sec. Equation A.23 can be used to determine the
velocity increment required for a round trip plane change if the
wedge angle AO is small. The result is
AV	 (25000) 2-- A'O _ 8.74 04 ft/sec	 (2.7)
2.4 Combined AO and Ah
The AV necessary for a plane change combined with a I3ohmann
altitude change can be obtained from Equations 2.1 and 2.7. These
are vector equations with the two vectors always orthogonal so vector
addition results in
V 	 = H13.6  Ah) 2 + ( 874 AO ) 2
] 1/2	 (28)
Equation 2.8 is used to construct Figure 2.3 which is an estimate
of a region in space that can be reached by the SSV from the space
station. The parametric curves depict the AV which is theoretically
required for a round trip transfer from a space station at 260 nm to
f
	
	
a satellite in a circular orbit at a different altitude and inclina-
tion. No allowance for error in the impulses or the docking phase
has been made. The terminal point of the transfers depicted here
occurs coorbital with the target and 1000 ft or so behind. So the
terminal phase AV should be added for each transfer to get a more
complete AV requirement. This is an estimate only because an actual
transfer to some point on the graph from the origin will result in
more AV expenditure than predicted, especially if a shorter time
transfer than the Hohmann is used. The penalty for shortening this
time is discussed in Section 2.2
2.5 C'oorbtal Transfer
Figure 2.2 gives the AV for both impulses (which are nearly
equal) of a 10 nm coorbital catch-up. The important conclusion..
drawn from this computer solution is that AV for a maneuver of this 	 3
type can be accurately calculated by dividing twice the distance
travelled in feet by the transit time in seconds. The times and
AVs shown do not account for the docking phase.
`	 2.6 Rendezvous' and 'D`ock'ing
Types' 'of' 'man'euv'e'rs 	 The previous sections of Chapter II are
devoted to the initial phase of the SSV transfer from the space station
to a target satellite. The AV required and transfer times were
1000 fps
©0
1.
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obtained therein up to the terminal. phase. The terminal phase is
meant to be that final portion of the transfer which is manual, u6aally
quite dispersive and ends with a physical dock at the target. To
obtain total AV for a mission, the terminal phase estimation must
be added to the initial phase and projected mid-course corrections.
To accomplish the terminal phase several practical rendezvous
techniques have been devised.
1. Tangential orbits Early Gemini missions used this rendez-
vous technique whereby the chaser vehicle gets ` into an elliptical
orbit whose. .apogee is tangential to-the circular orbit of the target..
It was a satisfactory technique which gave low closure rates prior to
the terminal phase.
2. Coelliptic orbits - An active-vehicle orbit is established
which is coelliptic with thF target-vehicle orbit and which allows
proper phase angle at a selected time for the terminal phase initiation.
This is a very satisfactory technique.
3. Stable orbits The active vehicle attains an orbit which
is coincident with the target vehicle before the terminal phase
 If
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initiation. This may be preferred over the coelliptic sequence be-
cause of the possibility of performing check out and preparations for
docking at theoretically zero relative velocity with the target. All
terminal phe,se calculations and estimates in this report ire based
on the stable orbit transfer. It is also expected that the terminal
phase will be initiated from within about 1000 feet range of the
target.
Terminal phase analysis:	 At present, and probably for several.
yeazs , the terminal phase is basically a manual operation dependent
upon simple devices for reducing propellant usage.
A simple reticle that is marked for range settings much the
same as an open rifle sight could be used to point the service veh-
icle in a direction that sho^,ld result in rendezvous in a desired
time. Corrections would be made by Line-of-sight to result in a
successful dock.
If it is assumed that a clock is desired in 10 minutes from a
coorbital position 1000 ft behind the target, the AV for the man-
euver is 3.2 ft/sec according to Section 2,5. It has been found in
Gemini missions that a manual factor of about twice that calculated
is necessary for the astronaut to perform a dock. So the terminal
phase in this example would require about 6.5 ft/sec in addition to
that calculated in previous sections to perform the initial part o f
s ome transfer,
Docking time:	 To estimate the time required during the ter-
minal phase some information obtained from J. D. Alexander at MSC was
used. He volunteered some practical range- rates between SSV and
satellites at various ranges for docking. This information is con-
tained in Table 2.1. of course, these are not hard and fast relative
TABLE 2 .1
Practical Dockina Techniaue
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velocities but merely represent very safe closing rates.
These rates were plotted on Figure 2.4 along with some reason-
able extrapolations to longer ranges The limits of 125 ft/sec and
50 ft/sec are again practical limits on closing rates at longer
ranges.
From Figure 24 the docking time from various initial ranges
was obtained. It was calculated by incremental integration of the
range divided by the range-rate. These results are shown in Figure 2.5.
The time to dock from any initial range less than 500 ft was taken
to be ,about 8 minutes, but a terminal phase should never be initiated
from less than this for safety at the end of the initial phase.
Lighting for dock'i'ng: 	 Gemini astronauts experienced that a
maneuver from below and behind the target required less fuel than
the alternate above and ahead situation. From an orbital mechanics
viewpoint there is no difference in these approaches
The fundamental difference in these techniques is the difference
in lighting. When the chaser vehicle is &head and above the target,
earth is in the background with either a daylight-bright and mottled
reflection condition or a night-time condition with many lights of
assorted colors and varied brillance. in either case, the target is
difficult to see, In the daytime it tends to blend into the back-
ground and at night its docking lights may be lost in the background
of lights.
Conversely, if the approach is made from below the target is
either brightly outlined in a black sky or its docking lights are
designed to be easily discerned from the star background.
The service vehicle will have floodlights for docking, but these
will not be useful until the range is about 150 feet or less,_
The consequence of poor lighting is, of course, error in line
of sight trajectories and must be evidenced by increased fuel expen-
diture.
2.7 Sate'l'lite, Clusters
The concept of maintaining a cluster of satellites in the vicin-
ity of a manned space station is a very attractive one. Certain
classes of orbital activity must be carried out in environments which
are mechanically and thermodynamically isolated from the space station.
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Examples are stellar, solar, and terrestr.al observation. The space
station which probably is rotating to provide an artificial gravi-
tational field does not provide a particularly suitable observation
platform of any kind.
It is natural to desire that these unattached satellites are
close enough to the space station to readily be serviced at frequent
intel-vals. It seems reasonable that most scientific satellites could
remain fixed in position relative to the space station without ad-
versely affecting their operation. However, some satellites may not
be permitted to assume this rather convenient posture. We are led,
then, to define two different types of clusters:
1. Continuous transfer to a satellite is convenient at least
once per orbit.
2. Intermittent transfer to a satellite is practical less
frequently than once per orbit.
These types are illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Continuous Cluster
Intermittent
Cluster
s"
4
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Conti'nuo'us' 'c'lus'ters:
	
Two basic types have been considered
and each has definite desirable features.
1. A cluster of satellites that is coorbital with the space
station is a simple arrangement and if the satellites are within
telemetry range, the space station can direct the station-keeping of
the cluster. These of course can be visited anytime at the same AV.
Satellites which are intended to continuously observe a specified
region of earth might benefit from this configuration since the Ar
and Lax are constant relative to the space station. The satellites
might relay the telemetry information along the orbit back to the
central data complex of the manned station.
This ty . >e of cluster received preliminary AV analysis in Figure
2.3. The design of the communication systems limit the relative
range between the manual or robot SSV and the station. Except for
time limitations and docking expenses coorbital transfer is very
economical, The propellant burned is approximately inversely pro-
portional to the transfer time for a given Ax
It should be noted that the above example requires that the
satellites in the ,cluster be incrementally spaced ground the orbit.
Only a minority of them are close enough to be serviced by the SS"V
or to have their attitude changed by the space station.
2. The other continuous cluster considered is diagrammed in
Figure 2.7. This figure also appears in Appendix A with mathematical
cluster description. The satellites arEll in the same plane as the
space station but are in slightly elliptical orbits. Ideally, the
apogee of these orbits is above the space station by a small amount
(10 nm in Figure 2.7) and the perigee is below the space station by
the same amount. Actually, the perigee will not be quite as low as
desired, but since the eccentricity is on the order of 2%, this can
be neglected for purposes of analysis.
Several satellites can be put in identical elliptical orbits
with their major axes tilted on the . orbital plane to orient their
positions around the space station. If each ellipse is identical
the cluster is circular (although undulating with time) with the
space station at the center.
Again referring to Figure 2.7 it is seen that if a satellite`
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is oriented as shown at position 1, after 1/4 orbit (position 2), it
is below th .,'pace station slightle. Using the resulting .Equation
A. 6 with Ah1 + 10 nm, rss _ a 3700 nm and Ax  = 0
2
Ah2 	(A.6)
it is found that	 r
Ah2	 1	 (6080) = 82 ft.
 2]	 JIM'
The angle y is
Y = tan^l rss
x	
= tan	 LT1 + .10	 _ - 0.0 77° 	 (A. 7)Y 
The -satellite is also behind the space °station by very close to 10 nm..
At position 3, the satellite orbit is at its perigee and 6h3 -9.95
nm approximately, Ax - 0. After 3/4 orbit (position 4) the satellite
L
af+.
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is 82 ft below and 10 nm ahead of the manned station.
At positions 1 and 3 the relative velocity between a satellite
in the cluster and the space station is calculated by
AV
 F
' 'Qh
	
a a
	
(A.8)
to be
AV	 67.5 ft/sec.
It is shown in Appendix A, Section A.5 that AV = 0 at positions 2
and 4.
If perturbations are ignored the motion of the space station in
.inertial space is irrotational. That is, relative to a fictitious
observer who stays directly below the station on earth, the station
rotates once per orbit.. The rotation opposite to the direction of
the orbit so that, except for the small motion described above, the
satellite remains fixed with re gard to the space station except for
a slow perigee precession discussed at the end of this section.
Summarizing the primary motion of each satellite in the cluster,
the two primary effects are due to the shape of the elliptical sat-
ellite orbits. This results in the satellite approximately sweeping
a small oval path with semi-major dimension of 82 ft and semi-minor
dimensions of 330 ft as shown in Figure 2.8
330 ft
Space Station
C: 6	 tr
	10 nm	 a
Motion path
FIGURE .2.8 Primary .Satellite Motion inCoal. i,nuous Cluster
Again looking at Figure 247, it is clear that the transfer from
space station to satellite is nearly a stable orbit transfer at pos-
itions 2 and 4 For example, near 4 the SSV might leave the space
_T ,
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station by firing on a course which would put it below the target
satellite. From Figure 2.3 an initial impulse of 35 ft/sec would
close the 10 nm separation in about 30 minutes, after which an
additional 35 ft/sec for braking is.required. This part of the man-
euver would put the SSV on the same orbit as the satellite and within
about 1000 ft. The terminal phase is initiated after appropriate
j 	 check-outs for docking are completed. The terminal phase.will re-
quire about 6.5 f t/sec ( according to Section 2.6) and about 10 min-
utes. The total AV required is 76.5 ft/s'ec and the total transfer
time is 40 minutes. The return trip is an exact replication of the
one just described since the geometry between satellite aiid space
station is just reversed at p osition 2. Hence AV = 153 ft/sec for
a mission round trip to a cluster satellite.
For the manned vehicle (2775 lbm) Figure 9.3 reveals that 45 lbm
of propellant (I sp 300 lb f-sec/lbm) is required for the round trip
The robot service vehicle (1315 lbm) would require 21 lbm for the
same transfer.
Although the transfer described above may not be optimal it
seems likely that it is since the relative velocity between target
and chaser is nearly zero to begin with and the distance between the
two is always about the same anywhere in the cluster. If a transfer
is initiated at position 1 or 3 preliminary calculations indicate
about twice as much fuel would be required. , It is therefore rec-
commended that rendezvous in the cluster should be started near,
position 4, with the return trig) starting near position 2 for any
satellite in the cluster.
A secondary cluster motion? arises from the perigee precession
rate w of each orbit. This amourit-5, to a slow change in the tilt of
the major axis of the orbit And is due to the oblateness of the
earth. This phenomenon is treated analytically in Appendix A. All
the satellite orbits in the cluster precess at the same rate'so the
satellites rotate about the space station with no relative motion
between them. Using Equation A.21 the period of this motion is
calculated to be 87.5 days.
'I'n'te'rmitten't 'Clus'te'rs: This study is limited to intermittent
clusters constituted by circular orbits' + 40 nm from the . space station,
n
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within 0.5° of i
	 50 0 and within 0-o5° of the space station ascending
node location. See Figure A.4 for an explanation of these orbita l
parameters. The AV and transfer times for these conditions have been
evaluated in Sections 2 . 2 0 2. 3, 2.4 and 2.5.
Two primary phenomena preclude transfer less frequently than
once per orbit to orbits which are within the previously defined
mission envelope. These are:
1_. Differential periods at different altitudes.
2 Differential nodal regression rates A between space station
and satellite orbits.
Satellites in these orbits are faster or slower than the space
station. Rendezvous is desirable only when the phase angle between
the target and chaser is within certain limits. Once the phase angle
gets too large transfer must be postponed for several orbits until
they are back in phase again. The time increment for the two vehicles
to be in phase is given by Equation A.11. It is found that
. 
,1,6.1.. 3 i
P	 ^h- days	 (2.9)
r	 This is about four days when ah = 40 nm.
If the ascending node of one orbit moves around the equator at
a different rate than another orbit, a difference in the wedge angle
between the orbits will result even though their inclinations do not
change. If the wedge angle increases beyond 0.5 1 the SSV would not
be used to go_ from once of these orbits to the other.
The nodal regression rate of an orbit is due to the oblateness
of the earth and is a-function of altitude and inclination. If an
orbit above the space station is to be serviced with the frequency
restriction because of the difference in periods only, it must have
slightly idfferent inclination angle. This way both orbits will have
the same nodal regression rate.
Recognize that changing inclination angle is not the panacea to
the problem because if the satellite orbit is inclined more than 0.50
'	 different than the space station orbit it is outside the nominal
mission envelope for the SSV. To evaluate this effect, the equations
in Appendix A, Section A.6 are used.
The aeneral eauation for nodal regression rate is
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SZ	 37T J2 P	 cos i rad/rev.	 (A.12)
For the space station this yields 4.94 degrees/day, where
J2 = 1.082 x 103
R = 3444 nm
P = 3700 nm
i	 = 50°
it is of interest to note that for the continuous cluster veh-
icle to have the same regression rates as the space station Equation
A.14 gives the difference as Ai = 7 x 10 -4degrees, where Qh = 10 nm
and a 3700 nm. it is concluded that nodal regression is a neg-
ligible effect in keeping the cluster oriented properly. (ie: a
station keeping magnitude). I
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The intermittent cluster vehicles, at different altitudes Qh(nm)
from the space station will have the same nodal regression rate as
the space station if their inclination angles differ from that of
the space station by
Q	 - - 0.0453 Ah degrees	 (2.10)
which came from Equation A.15. This relationship is shown as curve 1
in Figure 2.9. If these inclination angle differences are used, the
orbital planes of the cluster vehicles will keep their relative
wedge angles with respect to the space station orbital plane. In
this case, rendezvous is possible when the phase angle between the
target and the chaser is of the proper value. Equation 2.9 gives
the period between possible rendezvous for different altitude change
Oh. However, if the vehicles in the intermittent cluster have the
same orbital inclination angle as that of the space station, the
orbital planes will drift apart and rendezvous will not be possible
until a relative drift of 2Tr occurs. This rendezvous period is given
by Equation A.19 and is rewritten
P 2- --^ years	 (2.11)
Lines of cc';stant nodal regression intermittency can be drawn
on Figure 2. 9 by referring to Equation A. 20 and determining constants.
For our conditions
l3C l -	 0.417 x 10
C2 0.607 x 1O r3
C 3 =	 0.765
0.1283C^ -	 P
.Then Equation A.20 become s
0.607 x 10 3 Ah + 1.34 x 10- 2 Qi
.	 ,...,:1,2,8,3.
--
where	 1 is in degrees.
Curves 2 1 3	 and 4 o-f Figure 2.9 show this equation for three
different_ values of P, namely P of 20, 10, and 5 years rendezvous
period respectively.	 Note that for Ai _= 0 the time in years for
both vehicles to get in phase is about 211/Ah
'C'obftuhi'c'a't'i'o'n` r'an'ge: Using Equation A.9 and substituting" for
0, the range ,between the space station and the 55V while on mission
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is given by
R	 2r sin	 ^7_ Tmission (A 9)
s	 2T	 rs	 s
.r
where TS 	-	 27r	 µ	 -	 94.1 minutes
and the phase angle from Figure A.3
. 0	 , 17T 	 ,0h
y `	 77— S	 Tmission
2	 -	 1.35 x 10 5Ah Tmission radians (2.12)
where Tmission is in minutes and Oh is in nm.
For a maximum mission time of 12 hours (720 minutes) and an altitude
change of 40 nm, the angle is 0.389 radians or 22.2 degrees.	 Since
this mission time and altitude are upper bounds, the angle would
be smaller than 20 degrees, therefore for our case we can consider
sin	 to be equal to 	 within 3 per cent error, and the expression
for the range would be considerably simplified to
37TR	 =	 Ts	 Oh Tmission nm
0.1 Oh Tmission nm	 (2.13)
From this relationship the length of the communication link could
be evaluated. on the other hand, the upper bounds of the altitude
change and the mission time Could be used to estimate the length of
the communication link.
Referring to Figure A.3 the maximum value of the communication
link can be evaluated. The link is limited by the lineof sight. It
is taken 100 nm above,the earth surface to avoid excessive atmospheric
attenuation. Using Equation A.10 with r 	 3700 nm, r2 . = 3740 nm for
an altitude change of 40 nm, and R = ;3440 nm
Rmax	 2280 nm
For this maximum range and using a 40 nm altitude change the upper
limit on the mission time evaluated from Equation 2.13 is 570 minutes
or 9.5 hours. For analtitude_change of '10 nm and using the same
reasoning, the maximum line of sight range is 2185 nm and the limit
on the mission time is 2185 minutes or 36.4 hours.
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2.8 'Orbital Decay_
The chief perturbations to satellite orbits are due to:
1. The earth's oblateness which causes nodal regression, St
and perigee precession, w.
2 Atmospheric drag leading to small but steadily increasing
changes in inclination, i, periodic changes in nodal regression, of
and changes in w.
3. The sun and moon which cause small gravitational pertur-
bations.
This section will consider the effect of atmospheric drag upon orbital
radius, r. The change of altitude (4h) or orbital radius (Ar) was
shown in Appendix A, Equation A.27 to be determined by the expression,
	
Ar/Ot -	 2Bpavrov	 (2.14)
in this expression B is the ballistic number, which is given by
.c,dA
B - .—-
As an example of how to determine the ballistic number, consider the
manned SSV. Its ballistic number is
B	 90 	 0.4.2 slug/ft2
2..25 (Tr/4) (11)
The ballistic number of the unmanned satellite is
B	 2. 
40 F	 0.187 slug/ f,t2
Referring back to Equation 2.14, t1he effect of ballistic number
and time in orbit were considered and the results are shown in
Figure 2.10. In this figure the density is assumed constant over
the altitude changes shown. As would be expected, a Satellite or
spacecraft with small mass and large area normal to the orbital, path
will have a rapid decay.
If a prolonged satellite life at near-earth altitudes (400 nm
or less) is desired, a velocity change must be applied to the sat-
ellite periodically to counteract the otbital decay. Figure 2.11
shows the AV requirement necessary -to boost a satellite back to an
initial 260 nm orbit after decaying to a given altitude. When the
AV requirement is established, Figure 2.12 can be used to determine
the propellant weight necessary for boosting a satellite of known mass.
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2.9	 S`u^arlr
In summary, the elliptical orbit continuous cluster is recommended
as a primary technique for keeping a group of satellites in the vic-
inity of a manned space station.
The coorbital cluster may be valuable for some applications and
the analysis has been br i efly considered.
Intermittent clusters with nodal regression rate identical to
9
that of the space station is practical. 	 They require higher AV
than the continuous cluster per SSV trip primarily because of the
necessary plane change.
	
However, because the intermittent cluster
does allow spacing satellites all around the earth in the orbit plane,
it is envisioned that some satellites will be in the intermittent
cluster of a well developed space station. 	 This would allow con-
tinuous tracking of solar or stellar phenomena and/or more synoptic`
observation of the earth.
The next chapter postula.es the number of satellites in each
cluster, the tasks to be performed, and the frequency of SSV missions.
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ICHAPTER III
TASK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Ted Glen
3 1 Introduction
When operating in space as planned, man-made satellites are
magnificent mechanisms that can provide an invaluable service to
mankind in his quest to obtain a better life. However, vian-made
satellites are complex, not totally reliable expensive, become ob-p	 i	 ,^	 r	 p	 r
solete, and will deteriorate.
Since so many aspects of space are dynamic, it 'should be clear
that it would be foolhardy to expect that satellites cov1d be man-
ufactured so that they would never deteriorate, have a limitless
useful life, be absolutely reliable, and be inexpensive and stan-
dardized instead of complex. The best that can be hoped for is an
improvement over the present situation. one possibility is to de-
vote more of society's limited resources to greater pre-orbit e fforts
of design, manufacture, test, and launch. However, the incremental
improvement in the listed problem areas resulting from greater pre-
orbit efforts would probably be very small relative to the effort
involved. The largest difficulty, of course, would be that of know-
ing all future conditions and events.
An alternate way to improve the present situation would be to
make corrections and improvements to the satellite' 'after it is in
orbit. In other words, launch the satellite, let it malfunction,
run-down, deteriorate,' or become partially obsolete, then take
corrective actions while it is in orbit. This technique has the
tremendous advantage of;pin pointing a problem for that specific
satellite thereby creating a high probability that a specific relative
4
improvement can be made. Furthermore, this improvement can usually
be accomplished in a short time and'wth less expense re'lat.,;°°e to any
pre-orbit effort. The obvious superiority of the in-orbit correction
method led space program planners to suggest the creation of a space
vehicle that would be designed to perform the necessary corrections.
.:-^ ^ 	...	 -.x	 - .,,a.	 , .may.,=^	 _._	 —	 yra.a" P..or*t ...!iik=.•s `^., ...	 ,.	 :	 .y	 ^	 -.,..
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3.'2 Constraints
In order to des' q-`, an in--orbit service vehicle several cons * raints
I
^	 must be satisfied',-
I	 1. The service vehicle must attach itself to the satellite so
that°, work may be performed This involves a pursuit, capture, and
docking maneuver. The pursuit function is a problem of orbital
mechanics of getting the vehicle in the proximity of the sate llite
4
	
	 and is covered in Chap-ter 11. The capture function is a problem of
aligning the vehicle with the satellite so that there is a zero
relative motion between the two. Some satellites may be tumbling
thereby creating a problem of dissipating that satellite's energy.
Finally, the docking function is that of ,mating and joining the two
so that a fixed work location is created.
2. Capability to perform the corrective action must be provided.
There will be many specific tasks that will be well defined before
they are performed in space. Among there are the refurbishment tasks
such as refueling, reloading camexa film, and replacing batteries.
The initial design of the satellite: to be serviced may therefore
include features of hardware design that will allow simplified task
performance. tither tasks may only be planned in genera. and must
await event occurrence before detailed procedures can be formulated.
Experiments and repair work fall in this category.
3. The cost of the task performance must not exceed the cost of
the value adde6 to the satellite or ,,.to the space 'program. ;Although
the purpose of a service vehicle is to extend our resources, especially
moneys the use of the service vehicle will not be inexpensive. Each
mission should be justified onits own merit. It would be pointless
to send the service vehicle on a mission for :a single low-return task
but a number of such tasks performed on a single mission could con -
ceivably be justified.
4. The cost of a single service vehicle mission must not exceed
the cost of an-alternative means to obtain equivalent results. For
example, if a new sub-assembly were to be added to an existing sat-
ellite in -space, the time, effort and cost may exceed that of laun-
ching an entirely new and separate satellite from earth.
5. Several alternate methods of perfozming the same tank utilizing
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the service vehicle must be provided. Reduzndancy is the 6ine qua
non of spacecraft design. The payload of the service vehicle %s the
equipment and manpower necessary to perform the required task. In
order to execute a successful mission, the service vehicle must have
several back-up methods.
6. Any method used must include man in the system loop. The
delicate and expensive work involved dictates the need for a man's
brain. Although the man's body will not necessarily be physically
located at the work site, hi s intelligence must contrQ1 the activities.
His thought process may be on a real-time basis or it may exercise
its influence on the planning of the mission far ahead of actual
task performance. In any case, the event at the satellite occurs
and is followed by an action controlled by man:.
7. Any method used,jnust not expose astronauts to any excep-
tional dangers. Any exposure to the hostile space environment is
hazardous. However, the hazards should not be compounded by sending
an astronaut into a dangerous situation such as a. radioactive sat-
ellite. A second important feature of this constraint is that, if
an astronaut is physically present on the service vehicle, the mission
must be planned so that his fuel and life support system is not in
danger of being depleted before he returns to his home base.
3.3 Description 'of Tasks
As of December, 1967, the United States has launched 514 space-
craft, of which 265 are still in orbit. [11 Many, many more space-
craft will undoubtedly be launched. Before service tasks can be de--
fned, it would be a good idea to attempt to describe the satellites
that will require service and point out features of these spacecraft
that will need attention. This, -however, would cover many volumes.
Corl.isS [2] has described several hundred scientif ic satellites that
have been manufactured. The variety and complexity of these man-made_
satellites appear to be increasing at an exponential rate. It is
extremely difficult to forecast t o c ,^ tj ^xrat .on of future satellites
because of this growth_. The beet,, 	 t 'a't be done is to recognize
that the man-made satellites c'► rs ,- 4q;= __ from service and generalize
the service needs. From these generalizations, a service vehicle
may be designed to act as 'a general practitioner, leaving the specialty
a.-s..	 ^	 w. g^dnai,mriLan.^u..^	 a	
-	 -	
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work for subsequent determination. It is also reasonable to expect
that future satellite design will be influenced by the capabilities
of a space service vehicle.
A listing of general activities of a space service vehicle would
not be too dissimilar from a list of service activities performed on
complex equipment on earth. The broad categories used by our systems
group are maintenance, assembly, refurbishment, inspection, and
periments. (This permu;;ation of categories lends itself to the
creation of the acronym MARIE to describe the functions which enabled
us to emulate the distinguished workers in the space field and was a
r
temptation we could not resist.) The tasks to be performed by the
service vehicle can be described under these broad categories.
Mai'ntenaxice:
	
Those activities that are either of a repair
nature or an attempt to prevent repairs fall in this category. This
is the broadest category in the listing. Anythi ng that becomes dam--
aged, broken, worn, deteriorated, or malfunctions can the satellite
needs to be corrected if the satellite life is -to be saved or extended.
A specific listing of things that can go wrong on a satellite would
cover many volumes. The corrective actions, however, can be conden-
sed into such activities as: replace,or mend broken or worn parts,
renew surfaces', adjust, lubricatee and clean. A disassembly and/or
reassembly may be required.
In addition to these terrestial types of activities, space fun-
ctions might include such things as the correction of satellite dy-
namcs and the deorbiting of inactive or dangerous satellites.
Assembly:	 At present, size and weight of satellites are lim-
ited by the power and configuration of today's launch vehicles As
a result, satellites may be limited in their functional performance.
As an example, a radio telescope is limited in its viewing range
beoause of the restrictions to the size of its reflecting dish that
can be contained in the payload section of a launch vehicle. If,
however, assembly capabilities were available in space, the telescope
could be sent up in sections or in a`knocked-down package. This
would eliminate any restriction to size and greatly enhance the space
program.
Other space assembly activities are equally exciting in potential.
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Many satellites have a framework of power, communications, propulsion,
etc. designed for a specific one-t me use. If this framework could
be reused in space for other tasks i-,y assembling new components as
they are developed, there should be great economies realized.
Re'fu'rb'i's'hme'nt ; 	 By far the most frequently occurring task,
refurbishment is a logistics function. There are expendables on
f	 most satellites aid, if these expendables are renewed or replaced,
f the useful life of the satellite can be greatly extended. Scientific
packages that include film, tape recorders, or counters can be re-
placed for more thorough, accurate, and comprehensive fact gathering.
Power supplies such as batteries, fuel cells, and solar cell panels
eventually degrade and stop producing power for the satellite. If
replaced, the functions can resume. Liquid and solid propellent also
needs periodic refurbishment if satellite life is to be extended:
Life support supplies such as air, food, and water will enable a
satellite with men, animals, or plant life to continue to be occupied
for a longer time .
Two special types of refurbishment or logistics missions which
are of special significance to SSV operations are (1) astronaut
transfer between cluster satellites and the space station and (2)
entire satellite repositioning. In this latter category, the pur-
pose may be to change the satellite orbit or to cause rendezvous
between two satellites.- Space ship resupply vehicles launched from
earth might be guided in their final rendezvous maneuver by a SSV
and thereby simplify and lighten the resupply vehicle particularly
if the resupply vehicle is unmanned.
These activities can be predicted and scheduled. Because of
the predictability, task performance can be simplified. Modular
_design of packages and placement of packages for easy access in space
should be specified for satellite designers. A cooperatively de-
sig:led satellite will enable the' service vehicle operators to perform
these refurbishment tasks with a minimum expenditure of time, effort,
energy and expense
'I`n`spe'cti`on:
	
Probably the optimum way to monitor a space sat-
ellite is with instrumentation from -a comfortable and safe location.
However, instruments can be influenced by noise and give puzzling
.
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readings. It may be necessary to visit a satellite to determine
if the unusual readings are a result of malfunction of the satellite
or of some external cause. inspection is often required before
maintenance is performed.
exp'e'riment:
	 Having a service vehicle in space can also be
considered as having a special, flexible, and creative satellite in
space. Prototype components may be fabricated and tested in space
to assist designers on earth. Having men available in space could
conceivably be sufficient to perform some experiments. The rear-
rangement and adjustment of existing space satellites can be in the
form of conducting a new experiment. In short, resources or men and
machines will be available in space for utilization by space experi-
menters.
3 4 Alte'rnat'e' Methods of Pe'rf'or fiance' bf 'Tas'ks
All methods of performing -the MARIE tasks are variations of man-
machine systems. There are several books available describing man-
machine systems [3, 4, 5, 6, 7 .1. In general, the field of Human Fac-
tors Engineering deals with the interface problems of men and machines
in man-machine systems. Machine is a generic term and covers a broad
spectrum of hardware ranging from simple hand tools to the most com-
plex mechanism. Man is also a generic term covering any number of
human beings. There are an infinite number of combinations of men
and machines to make up an operating man-machine system. one of the
major problems facing the Human Engineer is to determine the assign-
ment of responsibilities and allocation of duties to the man and to
the machine when designing a system that will perform certain tasks
Morgan et al [3) suggests a listing of superior attributes to compare
the two
Mac'hi'ne	 Man
routine tasks (volume)	 discriminate (signal in noise)
forces (strength)	 pattern discrimination (closure)
stresses (hazards)	 choice of inputs (judgement)
speed ( reaction)	 flexibility in new areas
precision (accuracy)	 (creativity)
problem solving (logic) {
process incidental intelligence
(awareness)
alternate modes of operation	 r(versatile)
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An optimum man -machine system should attempt to incorporate the
best features of the two choices for performing a task. To do this,
however, first requires an analysis of the tasks to be performed.
The results of the analysis determine the parameters of task per-
formance. Capabilities of men and of existing machines within the
task environment are matched against these parameters. Frequently,
the tasks are of such a new nature that we do not know if man has
the required capability. Secondly, there may be no machine available
to perform these new tasks and finally, the design of a new machine
is filled with uncertainties as to its adequacy to perform in the
system. Certainly the space service vehicle falls in this category.
Recently, several industrial companies have studied the prob-
lem. All have gone through the process of task analysis and postu-
lated a man-machine system. A brief summary of their efforts follows:
Martin -, Marietta [8,  9]:	 How to perform task analysis received
much attention from this company. They proposed an integrated main-
tainability criteria development technique utilizing a computer ap-
proach to categorize specific tasks that would provide fine details
to assist in satellite design, tool design, and mission planning. In
addition, this company performed a separate development program for
the manufacture of space :hand tools for the astronaut to perform
maintenance tasks in an EVA (extra-vehicular activity) mode,
North 'AZerican' Rockwell [101:	 Concentration of _EVA performance
was emphasized and much attention was focused on the forecase of
future space activities. Over 1200 space activities in the 1968
through 1980 period were defined, analyzed, grouped, and categorized
from which 16 were chosen as being typical. These 16 tasks were
analyzed in depth to define equipment, techniques`, simulation programs,
timeliness, and instrumentation that would be used in establishing an
experimental program to allow verification of the capability of EVA.
B'all' B'r'o'thee s' 'Re's'e'arch [11] :	 EVA was also the choice. of this
company. They utilized the Apollo command module to transport, the
astronaut to the satellite. The Apo to was also used, in the con-
ceptual design, as a base for a work platform. The retractable work
platform serves as a docking device to the satellite, a passageway
for the astronaut to get to the satellite, and a restraining device
sx. 	 Ti>. 
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for the astronaut while he performs his work.
LTV 'Ae'ros'pace [121:	 Two devices were proposed, a manned
workplace platform (MWP) and a space taxi. The MWP is essentially
a space sled that transports the astronaut to the satellite, holds
his tools and equipment, and stores the necessary cargo. The astro-
naut is exposed to the space environment at all times, and his work,
of course, is all EVA. The space taxi, on the other hand, is an
enclosed one-man cabin. The taxi, in addition to being used for
transportation, is equipped with electro-mechanical manipulators of
a type used in atomic research and developed by Argonne Laboratories.
-The astronaut is in a shirt., sleeve environment inside the cabin and
performs his tasks by looking out of the cabin window at the work and
maneuvering the manipulators with controls.
'Gen'eraI E'l'e'c't'r'ic [13] :	 An unmanned vehicle provided with
manipulators controlled by man using television is proposed. The
man may be located on earth or in a space station but is in the loop
through communication devices. The vehicle is expendable and could
be based -either on earth or in space. This concept is sometimes re-
ferred to as the robot design.
A study of each of these design configurations was made by our
systems group and each was found to be feasible. All had certain
advantages and disadvantages over the others making it difficult to
totally accept or reject any of them. A review of our MARIE tasks
showed that there was enough diversity between tasks that no one
service vehicle configuration of those already conceived was superior
ire the performance of all tasks. Our conclusion was that aspects of
all configurations should be included in the design of our space
service vehicle.	 {
3.5 Man'-Machine' 'C'o'ns'i'de'rat'i'on's f'ar' 'S'p'ace' 'S'e'rvi'c'e' V'e'hic'l'e Des'i'gn
Johnson and Corliss [14] stated the following philosophy:
Man in a space vehicle is a weight cost liability or
he is equally an indispensibl.e means for enhancing over-
all system effectiveness for achieving mission objectives.
...Such extreme over-simplified generalizations result when
attention is focused upon an equipment oriented approach
to defining requirements rather than a system-oriented
approach.
Utilizing this philosophy, hardware design should fit our service
r WW
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system requirements and components of the system should be thoroughly
studied.
Research such as that performed by Bond [151 shows promise in
the utilization of Bayesian statistics for training of astronauts
in trouble-shooting repair functions. Abbott [161 has studied the
repair-replacement problem, an area that should have application in
this service program relative to the constraints lasted in an earlier
section. Studies such as these two are needed so that the design will
avoid the hazards of sub--optimization.
Man, especially man in space, is the m.-ast complex component in
our system. EVA, of course, has been the subject of extensive re-
search, especially since NASA's Gemini program. In spite of the
impetus generated by the Gemini flights, there is much more to be
I learned about man e's capabilities in space as well as on earth. For
instance, Green et al [_171 have studied nine methods for measuring
the physiological cost of work. These methods need to be translated
for space work so that one can determine the energy expenditures
required for any particular space task for use in the cost-effective-
ness trade-o.-, f studies. Energy expenditure and fatigue were also
studied by Pierson and Rich [18] who showed that subjective opinion
of performance does not reflect in objective measures of performance.
How this might affect mission planning needs to be shown. The im-
portance of energy considerations as determinants of system design
was -discussed by Streimer (191, who showed that performance time and
energy expenditure will vary between systems by factors as great as
four or five
Man's performance in unusual environments has also been inves-
tigated. Bowen et al [20] studied divers' performance during a 15
day submergence at 205 feet of water. They found that concern for
one's safety may detract from the amount of attention one gives to
the , task at hand. Trumbull [21] found fifty patterns of f lubtuating
functions within man which have varj,.ous degrees of influence upon
his level of performance and ability to maintain performance.
The effect on human performance due to the reduced pressure of
a space suit was studied by Seminara 'et al. [221, and by Pierce [231.
In essence, their work 'showed an increase in total time for performance,
p,
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total errors, heart rate, and carbon dioxide production over the am-
bient condition.
Other than the EVA, all the other modes of operation in our
system involve the use of manipulators. Although the Atomic Energy
Commission has used manipulators for some time now, their use in
space is still to be tried. Research is being conducted to learn
more about the operation. Weltman et al 7241 showed that ability to
see the manipulator areas improved the operator's control coordina-
tion and decreased the movement time. The study implies the need
for a clear direct visual control for the manipulator operator.
Other than having the operator in proximity to the workplace, it may	 1
be possible to place television cameras on or near the manipulator
areas to provide visual, feedback. , Since stereo TV has not yet been
developed, two cameras would be required to give b the three dimensions
of viewing on two separate screens. But here, too, there are problems.
Crawford and Kawa [25] conducted an experiment to determine human
capabilities for making judgements of relative distance based on
cues obtained from two ordinary, two-dimensional closed-circuit
television systems. As expected, thresholds for relative depth, per-
ception were reached much sooner than in a naked eye' condition.
Clark [26] conducted a simulation exercise to evaluate different
cockpit instruments on the control of a remote maneuvering unit on a
coplanar satellite inspection mission. He found that the instruments
of most value were found to be those which provided x ('longitudinal)
and z (vertical) distance information. Ferrell [27] studied the
effect of delayed force feedback where operating master-slave manip-
ulators at very great distances. He suggests that work needs to be
done to overcome the stability problem encountered in these situations.
The need for more than a one man service operation was strongly
implied by Lewis et. al [281. In studying the difference between
-dual and solo pilot navigation in heliocopters flying at low _ level,
they found that accuracy in navigation and simultaneous flying was
improved when the task is shared by a team.
The field of operations research holds promise for assisting in
the development of a service vehicle. in particular, the ;,type of
, cooperative design required of a satellite and the design of the
-{ a
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instrument panel for control. of manipulators may benefit from the
work done by Freund and Sadosky (291 who studied the application of
linear programming fore the optimization of instrument panel and
workplace layout.
One of the major measures of effectiveness of any man-machine
system is the time required to perform a task. A survey of the
literature indicated a need for some fundamental work measurement
studies. Researchers appear to neglect information readily available
to them. The efforts by the commercial companies include attempts
to define maintenance activities in their gross form while ignoring
the simple fact that any activity performed by man is comprised of a
series of basic body motions. Thes6 body motions have been studied
and measured for a.long time now and earth-bound times are amply
recorded in such systems as MTM (Methods-Time-Measurement) [30,31].
It is suggested that these times be used as a base for establishing
activity times in space. A functional relation between earth and
times needs to be established to account for such factors as weight-
lessness, pressurized suits, bulky gloves, etc. Once these are es-
tablished, any system performing any activity may be quickly eval-
uated. A later chapter of this report shows our group's efforts to
establish the functional relationships. See Appendix B.
3.6 Task Frequency
Critical to cost-effectiveness analysis of the SSV is a knowledge
of the demand for task performance. It is difficult to generate with
confidence numerical task frequency data. However, a set of assump-
tions based on logic and experience must be made.
Chapter IT demonstrated that satellites to be serviced must be
part of a continuous or intermittent cluster. Possible reasons for
locating a satellite away from the main space station include:
1. Need for high accuracy stabilization of a payload package in
a reference frame different from that of the body centered space
station coordinates.
2. Possible contamination between a payload package and the
space station.
A payload package is a sensor, experiment, or support package.
The major payload packages for low earth orbit operations together
F-
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with special stabilization requirements and/or contamination char-
acteristics are listed in Table 3.1. Xn thi s table moderate pointing
accuracy implies that the accuracy can be achieved through a gimp
balling arrangement with a spinning manned spacecraft, but that the
state-of-the}-art is being pushed. The table indicates that there is
reason to have as many, as eight different types of satellites in a
cluster ('besides the space station) for reasons of stabilization and
contam.^ Iaation. These axe: (1) an orbiting solar observatory,
(2) an orbiting astronomical observatory, (3) an earth--resources
satellite, (4) a- zero-ag laboratory, (5) a radio telescope, (6) a
high vacuum laboratory, (7) a nuclear 'power supply satellite, and
(8) a comtiunications relay satellite. A separate particle sensing
satellite has been omitted because its function could likely be con-
veniently achieved using the pointing characteristics of the other
cluster satellites. A separate power satellite is open to ques%L.on
since there is currently no effective way to transmit large amounts
of power through space directly. A nuclear power satellite could be
a base for generating hydrogen and oxygen from water and the SSV
system could be used to recycle these materials throughout the cluster.
An alternative to a Separate nuclear potter satellite is solar power
or a large mechanical separation of men and the nuclear reactor as
"shown in Figure 1.1.
A second consideration in determining the number of satellites
`	 is the number of each satellite type in a cluster about one space
station. In order to get continuous coverage of a star or the sun
at least two each of the 050 and OAO are required j,n an intermittent
cluster with 1800 spacing. Good earth--resources coverage might also
require two or more in an intermittent cluster. This depends on the
frequency of . coverage desired and the allowabhe kN^dth of ground
coverage from 260 nm altitude.
On the basis of the above discussion, Table 3.2 gives the nomi-
nal complement of a well developed cluster which forms the basis of
the task frequency calculations
Having set the nominal number of satellites in a`cluster, the
task frequency depends on the number of trips per year that the SSV
makes to each satellite in the cluster. r<<. trip to a cluster satellite
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TABLE 3.2
Nominal Cluster Complement
Satellite Type
	
.Number in	 Cluster Type
11..,11
	 11...11,	
. " ,Cluster	 1111.,,,.
_1111
Solar Observatory (OSO)
	
2	 Intermittent
Stellar Observatory (OAO)
	
2	 Intermittent
Earth-Resources	 1	 Continuous
Radio Telescope
	
l	 Continuous
Communications Relay	 l	 Continuous
Zero-G Laboratory	 1	 Continuous
Fanned Space Station	 1	 ----
is either a scheduled trip or a contingency trip made in repose to
an unexpected abnormal condition.	 The scheduled trips are of the
refurbishment or scheduled maintenance type.	 The contingency trips
are of the repair or inspection variety.	 The only other type of
trips made to sustain the cluster are associated with docking of
earth-launched resupply vehicles with the space station (using the
SSV as a "tugboat") and in assembly of new cluster satellites.	 The
assumptions for number of trips per year are given below.
TABLE 3.3
SSV Trips per Year in Cluster
Tr Type
._.
Number Per Year
-	 11_1_1
'Comment 
Scheduled 6 in continuous AV = 150 in
maintenance per satellite continuous
and refurbishment _4 in intermittent AV - 400 in
per satellite intermittent
Unscheduled 1 in continuous MTBF of current
maintenance
	 _ per satellite satellites is
-(repair) 0.5 in intermittent of order of
per Eatellite one per year
Inspection 2 for entire In response to
cluster undiagnosed
abnormality	 I
only
Assembly 2 for entire
cluster
Docking_ resupply 4 Once every 90
vehicle days
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Using the assumptions of Table 3.2 and 3.3 a nominal niunber of
missions per year is generated as shown in Figure 3.1. This figure
shows the nominal, mission frequency slightly higher than required for
sustaining the cluster since some missions will not be for service
of the cluster. This is particularly true of the experiment missions.
Figure 3.1 forms a basis for calculation of the value to the
space program SSV system in Chapter IV. The category "maintenance"
is the repair in response to a contingency only. The category
"refurbishment" includes both scheduled refurbishment and maintenance.
It is assumed that the number of refurbishment missions is reduced by
the number of maintenance missions since scheduled refurbishment
would be accomplished during maintenance. The positioning category
includes all complete satellite transfers including docking of space
station resupply vehicles. No account has been made of Figure 3.1
for SSV missions to service the space station itself.
3.7 Summary
it is desired to extend and create satellite life. Pre- launch
efforts cannot be expected to give significant improvements. The
best hope appears to perform work on satellites in space. Work in
space to extend satellite life includes activities of maintenance or
repair of satellites, Inspection to identify malfunctions, and Re-
furbishment of supplies and equipment. The creation of new sat-
ellites may be accomplished by Assembly operations, especially of
very large satellites or a modification of existing satellites. The
operation of Experiments is also a form of creation, involving the
use of the space service facilities.
A review of the literature showed that commercial companies
have proposed three fundamental ways to perform the general space
tasks: EVA; a manned space vehicle with electro n-mechanical manip-
ulators; and an unmanned or robot space vehicle with manipulators.
Any method should meet several constraints: (1)- The service
vehicle must attach itself to the satellite so that work may be per-
formed (2) Capability to perform the corrective action must be
provided; (3) The cost of the task performance must not exceed the
cost of an alternative means to obtain equivalent results; (5) Sev-
eral alternative methods of performing the same task utilizing the
tO
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service vehicle must be provided (6) Any method used must not
expose astronauts to any exceptional dangers.
Much remains to be known about the performance of man-machine
systems in space as well as on earth. , Researchers have provided
some information that may be utilized in the design of a space ser-
vice vehicle but new research is needed to obtain an optimum system
design.
A set-, of consistent assumptions are made to establish a basis
for calculating task demand for an SSV system based on a space station.
The space station is assumed to be the center of a cluster of
satellites. A servicing frequency is postulated for each of the
satellites. An attempt is made to proceed logically but much further
study is needed in the task frequency areas.
3.8 Conclusions
All of the commercial devises proposed have merit. However,
none is superior to the others in the performance of all tasks. Our
	 j
systems engineering group concluded that a space service vehicle
should attempt to include the best features of all devices. Accord-
ingly, our system will include manned and unmanned features, manip-
ulator and EVA possibilities Specifically, we visualize operations
r	 as follows:
1. Maintenance is to be basically performed by a two man team.
One man will control manipulators in a shirt sleeve atmosphere from
1
inside the vehicle cabin while the second is in an extendable half-
hard suit. In the event the satellite is hazardous, a robot vehicle
may be sent out to neutralize it before work is begun.
2. Assembly operations will be performed basically in the same
manner as maintenance. If more men are needed,; the activity may be
performed in the vicinity of the space station where other astronauts
may participate in an EVA attitude,
3. Refurbishment functions will be performed by the robot veh-
icle. This assumes a cooperatively designed satellite that will
permit relatively small modular replacement. Since this will be the
most frequently occurring activity, the robot will require much, less
fuel becuase it is lighter than the manned spacecraft.
r
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4. Inspection may be performed by either robot or manned
vehicles depending on the circumstances.
5. Experiments will be performed essentially by the manned
vehicle to take advantage of man's creativity, judgement and lcc,.
All of these conclusions are depicted in an artist's conception
in Figure 3.1.
It is concluded that a good working figure for a number of tasks
per year to be performed by the SSV system on board a space station
is in the 50 to 100 range.
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CHAPTER 'I V'
ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS AND SELECwION
Al Igne
4.1. I'Atr'odu'c'ti o n
The problem of choosing an alternative configuration that sat-
isfies a set of constraint or specifications plays a very important
role in the preliminary design of a complex system. Once the major
alternative design concepts are determined, parametric studies and
trade-offs can be made on a systematic basis and ar alternative con-
figuration selected.
In this chapter, five alternative designs that could conceivably
satisfy the mission requirements will be discussed and systematically
chosen on the basis of a cost-effectiveness analysis.
4.2 Alternative Designs
The mission requirements have been established in previous
chapters. In essence, the problem is to provide a vehicle based
at the space station to provide services to satellites in the vic-
inity of the space station. These services such as maintenance,
assembly, repair, inspection, experiments and orbital corrections
greatly prolong the life and usefulness of the satellites. These
clusters of satellites in the proximity of the space station could
be updated and modified in order to provide state-of-the-art tech-
nologies to otherwise obsolete satellites. A tremendous savings of
taxpayer's monies could be realized with the existence of a SSV
system.
Many alternative configurations were generated during the pro -
gram. Many ideas were "far-out" and novel. These preliminary ideas
and concepts were presented to the group for comments and discussion
in order that they be integrated into a system or discarded. Many
^.
	
	 of the concepts were eliminated and a few keptfor closer engineering
analysis. initial parametric analysis ruled out more ideas until
finally five alternative concepts were deemed feasible to satisfy the
mission and task constraints. The five alternative configurations
0#5	 ft
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are listed in Table 4.1. Each alternative relates to the kind and
number of service vehicles to be assigned to a space station or space
cluster.
TABLE 4.1
Service Vehicle Alternatives
1. Unmanned
2. Manned
a. One man
b Two men
3. Two vehicles man plus unmanned
a. Independently designed
b. Combination
4.3 Unmani,ie'd 'S'e'rVkae` Veh'i'cle
The unmanned service vehicle configuration is fully controlled
by the: space station at all times. Instructions to the unmanned
vehicle could be both active and passive. Act i ve instructions are
real time instructions from the space station such as instructions 	 1
on guidance and navigation, altitude control, rendezvous and docking,
the initiation, execution and completion of tasks and to return.
Passive instructions are programmed instructions on board the vehicle
to do a specific command or sequence of commands in _order to perform
a givers task.
The main advantage of the unmanned configuration other than the
lower procurement and operating costs is the inherent astronaut
safety, becuase no astronaut is required on the vehicle itself for
its operation. Hence, the unmanned vehicle could venture into the
radiation beit regions, be on a long term mission and could be ex -
pendable. The main disadvantage of this vehicle is the.poor per -
formance of the mission tasks. Tasks performed by an unmanned veh-
icle must be very simple. Salient features of an unmanned service
vehicle are shown in Table 4.2..
4.4 'Orie'- 'Man' 'S'e'rtri'ce' Vehicle
A one man service-vehicle Was proposed early in the program as
being a likely candidate to fulfill the mission. and performance
requirements F. one man vehicle is `a complex system as compared to
	 I
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TABLE 4.2
Salient Features of an Unmanned Service Vehicle
Real time control from space station
Simplified structure
Radar and TV required
Maximum safety no man in taxi
Complex communications
No life support
No radiation limitation-
Lighter in weight
r	 Long term mission possible
Expendable
Less task versatility
Automatic renA.;aszvous and docking necessary
an unmanned vehicle. The one man vehicle must have a man-rated
pressure cabin to protect the astronaut from space hazards such as
I`	
vacuum environment, extreme temperature differentials, micrometeor-
ite penetration, radiation, e ,;.c. For an added safety feature a
soft suit is used. The electronic system on this vehicle could be
simpler becuase a highly trained astronaut can be used for rendezvous
and docking, and line-of-sight type navigation and guidance.
The one man vehicle configuration is not significantly more
effective than an unmanned configuration in performing mission tasks
because of the tremendous amount of pilot tasks necessary to keep
the service vehicle in "go-condition" With no half hard suit or
EVA capability, the task performance suffers, except for relatively
simple tasks. These type of activities require a buddy system for
reasons of safety and effectiveness. Since only one, one man service
vehicle is assigned to the space station, this configuration suffers
from the safety point of view because another vehicle is not avail-
able for rescue or recovery. _ Hence, this configuration is dropped
from contention. Table 4.3 is a_ list of features of the one man
service vehicle.
..	 4.5 TWO-Ke'n' 'S'erVi*Ce Ve'hi'cle
The two men service vehicle was considered as an alternative
s
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TABLE 4.3
Salient Features of a One Man Service Vehicle
Continuous surveillance by space station
Continuous voice communications necessary
Life support necessary
Buddy support not available on board
Since only one vehicle exists on space taxi,
not amenable to be recovered if required
Not significantly
 more effective in performing
space tasks ds compared to an unmanned config-
uration
because it was felt that the satisfactory performance of the mission
	
1
task requirements were of prime consideration for the service veh-
icle concept. The life support system necessary to provide for
astronaut safety and comfort is not more complex than for a one man
service vehicle.
One of the main advantages is the ability to perform the mission
task requirements more effectively. The reason for this advantage
aside from the psychological one in having a buddy on. board is that
one pilot can tend the vehicle while the other can fully concentrate
in the performance of the -tasks. The half hard suit which in inte-
gral to the man cabin and the possibility of EVA makes the two--man
service vehicle concept appealing. Also, if an airlock is provided
for satellite, modules, shirtsleeve testing and repair is possible.
In the cost-effectiveness analysis only one, two men vehicle was
considered to be stationed on the space station. Table 4.4 presents
the features of a two-men service vehicle.
4.6 Two Vehicle, Man 'Plus' UhMahne'd Service Vehicles
The mission tasks established previously indicates that some
tasks can be performed satisfactorily by an unmt^nned service vehicle
while other more demanding tasks requires a manned service vehicle.
An obvious means to accomplish these varied task requirements is to
have on the space ,.tation twot vehicles, one^an unmanned vehicle and
the other-a manned vehicle. The manned vehicle being a two-men	 -
vehicle in order to satisfactorily perform the more difficult mission
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TABLE 4.4
Salient Features of a Two-Men Service Vehicle
Continuous surveillance by space station
Continuous voice communications
Life support necessary
Buddy support at taxi re
Rescue by logistics spacecraft
EVA possible (but not a planned mode of operation)
Complex and a heavier structure
4 hands and eyes available for work
Half hard suitP ossible
tasks. Preliminary cost effectiveness analysis indicated that this
two vehicle alternative, the man plus the unmanned service vehicle
alternate is a serious contention with the other previously mentioned
service.vehcle alternatives.
There are, in essence, two methods ,to procure these vehicles.
In one instance, the two vehicles could be independently designed to
a specification for the unmanned vehicl=e and another specification
for the manned vehicle. Each of these vehicles could be optimized
for its particular mission and task requirements. In the other
instance, the two vehicles could be designed such that the unmanned
and manned service vehicles share as many subsystems as possible.
In-this case, the individual, vehicles are not optimal in design but
rather of a compromised design. Subsystems that could be common to
both vehicles includes the propulsion power supplyi` _ guidance and
navigation, docking and manipulators, and some electronic components.
One of the main advantages gained by.the combination concept is the
lower development and procurement costs. A few disadvantages arise
that tend to negate this advantage. For example, the weight is
higher, the reliability of the overall system will probably be de	 `
"
creased, the design more CUfficult, and the overall performance of
the design compromised._ These disadvantages are not deemed serious
by the group and could be overcome by current state-of-the-art tech-
niques.
Table 4.5 briefly summarizes the proposed method of operation
tpp­r
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with ,the combination unmanned and manned service Vehicle.
TABLE 4.5
Proposed Method of Operation
with Combination Configuration
VUgdti'on	 Method 'of 'Op'er'ati'cin
1. Preplanned refurbishment	 U With manipulators, TV
maintenance,,. ,ox, xe,pair
	 and remotte, control
2. Tow small satellite Into
	
U or M Depending on cooper-
station for unplanned	 ative design
work and orbit maintenance,
3. Enter large, pressurized
	 M With an airlock
satellite for internal
refurbishment, repair, or
modif. cation
	 i
4. Repair or modify exterior	 M With half hard suit or
of ,large .satellite
	 complex manipula ors
5. Anything not possible by
	 M EVA
other means and deemed
essential
4.7 Me hod 'of Se'le'ctin'g' 'the` 'Alte'r'n'ati've' 'Co'n'f'ilu'ratians
...
A method used in selecting among the alternative configuration
is based on a cost-effectiveness analysis. This analysis must be
systematic, logical and should incorporate data generated on similar
projects if it exists. In the costing procedures of advanced space-
crafts, the exercise of judgement has not been excluded, because
judgement is essential to costing accuracy, regardless of the tech-
nique employed. As long as the criteria assumed is Consistent for
all configurations, the gross-level estimate may be in.-error, but
the relative costs of each configuration should not change.
The method used in determining the development and procurement
cost is based on .Mandell's work at MSC [1] . The posts of the launch
cost is based on work by TRW (2].
4. 8 ` 'P'tq ram 'Cos'ts
The total program costs of four service vehicle alternatives
have been calculated. The four alternative configurations are listed
in Table -4.6.
l
F#
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TABLE 4.6
Service Vehicle Alternatives
1 Unmanned
2. Manned - two men
3. Two vehicles two-men + unmanned
a, independently designed
b. Combination
The cost analysis assumes only one unmanned and one manned vehicle
exist at the space station. While with the two vehicle Configuration,
an unmanned and a manned vehicle exist at the space station.
The total program cost could_be approximated by the following
equation:
EWi $di + EW1Ni $pi + EW1MiN1 $ f + ENMiP i $m + ENiWi$L
where	 = program cost, dollars
EW.$di = development cost, dollars
EWiNO ' 9 $pi production cost, dollars/1b
EWiMiNi $ f = fuel cost, dollars/lb
	
ENiMiPi$m
	
man cost, dollars
	
ENW$L 	launch cost, dollars
and	 W 	 weight of 
ith 
module, lb
Ni = * number produced of i th module
	
$di
	
dollars/lb for development of i th module
$pi = dollars/`lb for production of ls t item, i th module
	
Mi 	number of missions of ith module during life time
P1 = number of astronauts tied-up/mission for the i thmodule,
man-days
	
$f 	fuel cost per mission, dollars/lb of module
	
$m 	man cost, dollars/man-day'
$L = launch cost, dollars/lb, to orbit
As'su'me'd 'n'omin`al ' Ar,'ame'te'rs
Fuel Cost:
Fuel cast in orbit $1000/lb.
Assume
AV = 200 fps (nominal mission)
T P = 300 fps
.>.ro. 	 w..,,,..w...,:......+:T.necw*m».n.w......o....,..ss.L.. weCMxn :^x:drKVti	.m^emt.v 	 a.nvn Y. ^. +n r..+',fp+r.W	 .rc_ sa+rv+n	 _..ry 	 . _..... _...:....., '.¢,•^ct••.,•..-+«v.,; .c.+.=^^a	 a.''sAXr' .iL 4TU.aGR.Yx.'
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.Mass ratio w 2.5%
$,f, . = .$,2,5/1 b,/mi,s.s i_oh
Man Cost:
,assume 100 men in space for one year costs $1.0 x 10 9 . Then
one man day is 109/365 • l00 as approximated.
..$.3. x 10.4/day
This is equivalent to saying that every man day in space costs
300 man days of support effort at $100/man-day.
r	 haunch Cost:
Saturn 'V launcher
$L = $60.0/lb
Five clusters in period 1975-85:
j	 N., then for the various alternatives becomes;f	 ''	 ,I
Unmanned configuration
	 S	 ( - 1)
Manned configuration	 5	 (	 l)
Independently designed
manned'vehicle	 5	 (i	 1,2)
unmanned vehicle 	 5	 .
Combination configuration
common subsystem	 10
manned cabin	 = 5	 (i = 1,2,3)
unmanned cabin	 = 5
The life of the service vehicle is equal to five years:
Mi, then for the various alternatives becomes;
Unmanned configuration	 187.5
Manned configuration	 284.0
Independently designed
manned vehicle	 127.5
unmanned vehicle	 = 187.5
Combination configuration
common subsystem	 (not applicable)
manned cabin	 _ .127.5
urtmanr ed cabin	 187.5
This is based on the projected task demand of Figure 3.1 and
the capability of the various alternatives to meet the task demand.
Rmw
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If both a manned and unmanned service vehicle are available, the
entire demand can be met. if only one is available then only a
fraction of the demand can be filled. The postulated percentage
capability of the manned and unmanned capability by task groups is
given in the third and fourth columns of Table 4.10. It can be
summarized as follows;
1. The manned SSV can perform 90% of the total tasks The 10%
which it cannot perform result primarily from safety considerations.
2. The unmanned SSV can perform 00% of the total. tasks. The
40% which it is not capable of is due largely to the limited versa
tlity in task perception and response.
Because of the lower cost when both Manned and unmanned are
available, the unmanned is used on 60% of the missions-the manned
on 40%.
Knowing the subsystem weights of the four configurations_, and
knowing, the rate (cost/lb) .from [I] gives the first item cost. These
costs are presented in tabular form in Table 4.7. The weights given
or the combination configuration are not precisely those given in
Chapter V for the SSV but were estimates, made prior to design of the
SSV..
The first item cost can now be used to calculate the total
program costs for the four candidate alternatives. The total cost
is calculated in Table 4.8 and 4.9. A more appropriate format of
the summary of the total program Cost is shown in Figure 4.1. The
sensitivity of the various factors that dontribute to the total cost
such as development, procurement, fuel, man, and launch is easily
and concisely shown in this figure. It should be noted that the
most costly configuration is the independent- U + M configuration
because of the high development costs. Also seen in the figure is
the magnit ,ode of the fuei cost on all the alternative configurations.
As the figure shows. this cost is not a small negl igible^ item, but
of the order of magnitude to the procurement cost. The man cost is
also about the same magnitude. The smallest cost in all cases is
the launch cost.
The total program cost is least expensive for the unmanned con-
figuration followed by the combination U +, the manned and the
I60
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independent U + M. The manned vehicle is more costly than the com-
bination U + M configuration because of the additional astronaut
man-days and fuel costs. This results from the fact that all the
mission task requirements that could be done with either the
manned or unmanned vehicles, must be done with the manned configura-
tion: The combination U + M is less expensive than the independent
U + N, because the development cost is lower due to the sharing of
as many subsystems as possible.
4.9 Value' Added
The primary purpose of the service vehicle configuration, is to
prolong the usefulness of the satellites clustered about the space
station by performing services such as maintenance, assembly, repair,
inspection, performance of experiments and satellite positioning.
These services enhance the satellite net worts. The basic objective
of this section is to determine in a systematic manner, the value
added by the service vehicle in performing the above tasks in a
;luster of satellites.
4.1`0 Basi's' *of' Value' Added 'Calculations
The following assumptions were made in order to perform the
value analysis
1 The serviced satellite weighs 10,000 lb.
2. The 'value- (first item cost) = $2.45 x 104 W0.87 = $7 3 x 106
[2]
3. The value of replacement item = $ 5 0 x 106.
4. Life or meantime between spacecraft failures equals two
years without servicing and four years with service avail-
able.
From these assumptions it is reasonable to take the value of
SSV functions in servicing a satellite as something less than
$50 x 10 6 over a four year period. In the continuous cluster each
satellite is assumed in Chapter III to be serviced six times per
year - five refurbishment and one repair (maintenance). If the
value of these missions is taken as '$10 x 10 6 and $4 x 10 6. respec-
tively, the total value added is then $36 -x 106 over a four year
period. These figures are admittedly gross estimates but are at
least correct in an order of magnitude sense. Relative to,these
yy
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k-,asks, the other SSV tasks were assigned values as shown in the
second column of Table 4.10 as the v j values.
The value added to the space program can be represented by:
VA = ENiMiVi
where	 Vi
£Kij
and	 K 	 frequency of performing the jth mission task if
both manned and unmanned capability is available.
K1 .	 frequency of performing the j th mission task with
]	 manned SSV if both available'
K 2 = frequency of performing the jth mission task with
unmanned SSV
K3 . = frequency of performing the j th mission task with
manned SSV if only manned vehicle available
v. = value added in the performance of the j th mission
tasks
The value analysis calculations based on the above equations
are in Tables 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12. A summary of the value analysis
calculations is shown in Figure 4.2
The value added to the space program for various service vehicle
configurations (Figure 4.2) indicates that the independent U + M
and the combination U + M configurations provides thehighest value
added. This amounts to $4.08 x 10 9 over the five year period. This
is due to the capability of the two vehicles man plus unmanned
configurations can perform all the postulated mission task require-
ments. The manned and unmanned configuration does not enhance the
space program as much because each of these vehicles by theselves,
can perform only a certain fraction of the mission tasks. The
figure also shows the sensitivity of the task performance areas and
their contributions to the value added parameter. In the manned
configurations the maintenance, assembly, refurbishment, and exper-
iment categories are about equal in magnitude and contribute a large
percentage to the value added. The inspection and positioning task
areas are about the same order of magnitude for all the alternatives.
The figure shows that no assembly can _be_ performed by the unmanned
vehicle. By assembly, it assumed to imply the building of a complete
satellite from components. The unmanned vehicle adds value to the
67
TABLE 4 11
Value Added Calculation
Task	 v^KI	 viK2a	 vaK3 ,_
x loi $	 x 106 $	 x 10 $
Maintain	 25.2	 2.8	 27.2
Assemble	 40.0	 0.0 40.0
Refurbish	 7.0	 28.0 33.0
Inspect	 2.4	 3.6 4.0
Experiment	 20.0	 20.0 30.0
Position	 6.0	 6.0 10.0
E	 100.6
	
57.4 134.2f
V	
100.6
	
=	 4.151	 25.5
V	
__	 57:4	 _	 1.532 37.5
V3	 ,..	 134.22	 =	 2.3656 .8
program when it is used mainly for refurbishment, performing experi-
ments, inspection and positioning.
4.11 ' 'Co's't-E'f`fe'ct'i'v'e'n'e's's' 'C'omp'a'ri's'on' 'an'd 'S'61'ec'ti'on
A cost-effectiveness parameter characterizing the various con--
figurations investigated is the ratio of the value added to the space
program to the total program_. cost._
	
This is-analogous to computing
p	 how many dollars will be returhed for each dollar of initial invest-
ment.
	 This parameter is visualized graphically in Figure 4.3 as the
slope of a line drawn from the origin, of the graph to the alternative
point.	 The highest return is achieved with the combination U + M
with 12.0.	 This means that 12 dollars is realized for a one dollar
Lon
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TABLE 4.31
Value Added Calculation 8dMm&ry
VA	 ENiMiv,i
Configuration	 N,iMi	 Value Added
Unmanned	 938	 $1.435 x 109
Manned	 1420	 3.35 x 109
Unmanned	 9
plus manned	 4.08 x 10
Combination	 4.08 x 109
Common	 1576	 __O0 -
Manned Cabin	 638	 2.645 x 
109
Unmanned Cabin	 938	 1.435 x 109
initial investment. The other configurations range from 8.7 for the
manned configuration to about 10.9 for the independent U + M con-
figuration. In all cases,,a significant return based on initial
investment is realized.
A second cost-effectiveness parameter characterizing the various
configurations is the difference between the value added and the
program costs. This is analogous to computing profit. This param-
eter can also be visualized in Figure 4.3 as the length of a ver-
tical line from the break-even line to the alternative point. The
highest profit is achieved by the combination U + M with 3,.74 billion
dollars followed by the independent U + M`with 3.61 billion, 'the
manned with 3.00 billion and the unmanned with 1.3 billion.
Generally, neither of these cost-effectiveness parameters by
themselves are sufficient to make a decision except when both give
C, the same answer as in this case. A more realistic means of choosingit
IConfiguration
w
Manned
Unmanned
Independent U + M
Combination U + M.
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FIGURE 4.3 Cost Effectiveness Comparison
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an alternative is to maximize profit subject to the constraint that
the marginal return ratio relative to the other alternatives is a
value significantly greater than one. In the case at hand, if the
marginal return must be two to four dollars for each dollar invested
the shaded area in Figure 4.3 indicates the region into which the
other alternative: utust move to be competitive with the combination
U + M. The authors are convinced that quite large variations in
the various assumptions could be made and the combination U + M
could remain the most favorable alternative for a SSV system used
in conjunction with a manned space station.
Based on the cost--effectiveness analysis, the combination un-
manned plus two-men configuration was chosen to be the satellite
service vehicle. This alternative will pay the entire program costs
after approximately 1 1/3 years of operation. The combination con-
figuration is also more flexible than either the manned or unmanned
alternatives because two vehicles are available on the base station
as compared to only one vehicle at the base station for either the
manned or unmanned alternatives. This gives the combination U + M
configuration more flexibility to rescue or be rescued and to have
the potential capability of using two vehicles if needed.
c
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CHAPTER IV
NOMENCLATURE
`	 'S. 1"a`e"s'o^r'f 'ti°on Units
K Frequency if both manned and missions/year
unmanned vehicle capabilities
are available
KI Frequency of manned vehicle missions/year
if both vehicles available
K2 Frequency of unmanned missions/year
vehf cle
K ^reguency of manned vehicle missions/year
if only manned vehicle
available
I
M Manned vehicle
M. Number of mission of ithi inodule during lifetime
Ni Number of i th modules in
program
P^ Number of astronauts required man-day,
to mars ith module
$ Program cost dollars
U Unmanned vehicle
V Value added factor for dollars/mission
various alternative con-
figurations
VA Value added to space program dollars
by S$V system
V. Value added in performance' dollars/task/mission
of i task
Wi Weight of 
i th moduleg poundsP	 I
$ thDevelopment cost of i dollars/pounddi module
$f Fuel cost dollars/pound/mission-
$L Launch cost dollars/pound
$ m Astronaut cost dollars/man-day
$p. Procurementcost of ith dollars/pound
l module, l	 item
t
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r u+ a a
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CHAPTER acv
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CHAPTER V
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE VEHICLES
Bob Mott
5.1 Summary of Preliminary Systems Decisions
By the method described in Chapter IV, it was decided that
there should be two service vehicles designed for use at each
space station. one vehicle would be manned by two crewmen. The
other would be unmanned and would require remote control from
the space station. To minimize development costs the subsystems
and components which are common to both, the manned and the
unmanned service vehicles will be similar. That is, items such
r
as the propulsion system, the guidance and attitude control system,
the power 'supply, telemetry equipment, manipulators, and docking
booms will be as nearly alike as practical on the two vehicles.
The satellite service vehicles are designed. to operate as a
subsystem of tale space station. SSV systems would be integrated
with those of the station. The space station Computer would be
available for performing navigation calculations, for data proces-
ing, and for other operations which require a computer. There
would be constant surveillance of the service vehicle by personnel
on the space station. The life support and environment control
system would receive supplies of oxygen, food, and water from the
station at the start of a mission._ after completion of a mission,
the waste materials and waste water would be returned to the sta-
tion system for reclamation or treatment.
The satellite service vehicles will operate largely within
a cluster of scientific satellites arranged around the space
station. The geometry of the cluster will be such that the
distance between any satellite and . the station would be very	 j
nearly constant and would be approximately 10 miles or less. This
will allow a service vehicle to rendezvous and dock with any satel-
lite in the cluster as often as once per orbit, that is, about
once every 90 minutes. This primary area of operation is referred
	 1,
:
P	 r
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to as the "continuous cluster" and is described in more detail
in Chapter II.
Besides operation within the continuous cluster, the service
vehicles have the capability to visit satellites whose orbits
pass within the "intermittent cluster" which is also described
in Chapter II. These orbits could have altitudes which are within
40 nautical miles above or below the space station and could have
inclinations which are within 0.5 degree of that of the space
station.
It is anticipated that the satellites which comprise the
clusters will have some requirements for refurbishment and pre -
ventive maintenance on a regular schedule during their lifetime.
For example, if gas expulsion is used by the satellite for attitute
control or for maintaining its position in the. cluster, the propel -
lant must be resupplied. Other examples of .items which would
require planned refurbishmentor replacement are batteries, film
packages, recording tape packages, and experiment packages.
Since these refurbishment tasks are'planned to be done, it
is expected that the satellites will be cooperatively designed
so that the tasks can be performed in a simple manner. Features
to be considered in the cooperative design of the satellites are
easy removal of items to be exchanged, F convenient location of such
items, and the inclusion of docking aids in the vicinity of these
items. Coope cative design of the zatettites wound dhow these
.planned neju&b.is,hment openati-onb to be pex4o'Amed e6j icientty by
an unmanned z envice v ehict e unden &emote eo ntnoZ itom the 's pace
station.
The manned zenvice ve-hicZe would be &eauitced to pe> ioun the
matte complex, unp 2an:ned taA kz which need man's dextetit y and	 ro
decision making ab.iti ty at the woxk ^6ite. The crewmen would
accomplish these tasks primarily by using a pair of bilateral
master-slave manipulators or more directly by a man extended from
the vehicle in a half hard suit. Only if these methods fail or
prove to be too time consuming and the task was vital would the
work be done by extra-vehicular activity.
5.2 Manned Service Vehicle
The following is a general description of the main features,
,
_	 w
1f
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subsystems, and components of the manned service vehicle. A
one- tenth scale drawing and a model of the vehicle were made to
illustrate the suggested design. Reference will be made to the
following figures which are grouped at the end of this chapter.
Figure 5.1, page 81, Front View of Manned Service Vehicle
Figure 5.2, page 81, Front View of Manned Service Vehicle
Showing Crewman in Half Hard Suit
Figure 5.3, page 85, Rear View of Manned Service Vehicle
Figure 5.4, page 83, Drawing of Front View of Manned Service
Vehicle Showing position of Crewmen
During Transit
Figure 5.5, page 83, Drawing of Side Section of Manned
Service Vehicle
Table 5.1, page 82, Lists the Major Subsystems and Components
of the Vehicle and Indicate their Location
on the Drawings of Figures 5.4 and 5.5
The two crewmen are located within a pressurized cabin in a
shirtsleeve environment during normal operations. The shape of 	 wa
the pressure vessel is a short cylinder, eight feet in diameter
and two feet long, with a spherical segment at each end. The
front end is a segment of a large diameter sphere. This provides
a, shallow, dish-shaped area which allows the two crewmen to be
located side by side during the mission. This is shown in
Figure 5.4. During transit each crewman is positioned at a 20 inch
diameter viewing port, facing forward, with each having approximately
the same field of view. This is desirable since both must partici
pate in docking with the satellite to be serviced as explained
below. The shallow front of the vehicle is desirable also in that: I'
it allows the men to be relatively close to the satellite to be
serviced during the service operation. Tasks are generally per-
formed more efficiently when a man is close to his work. The
results of some experiments illustrating this are discussed in
Appendix B. The rear ofthe pressure vessel is a segment of a
sphere with a relatively small radius,, The overall depth, from
front to rear, of the cabin is six feet. The total interior
volume of the cabin is approximately 220 cubic feet. Assuming
t
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that 40 per cent of this volume ^	 :;wired for life support equip-
ment and other systems, the v olume remaining for use by the crew-
men is approximately 132 cubic feet, which is 66 cubic feet per
man. A more detailed description of the structure is given in
Chapter VII.
The primary task support systems are a set of two bilateral,
master-slave manipulators and three extendable docking booms.
The initial contact with the target satellite would be made with
the manipulators which are operated by one of the crewmen. The
other crewman pilots the vehicle during the terminal phase maneuvers.
After gaining control of the satellite, the three docking booms
would be extended and fastened to rigidize the connection between
the service vehicle and the satellite to be serviced. The manipu-
lators would then be free to perform the required tasks.
If the task cannot be performed by manipulators alone, the
second creewman can enter a caterpillar half hard suit to offer
assistance. This is essentially an extension of the service
t
vehicle cabin made by attaching the upper torso portion of a hard
suit, such as the RX-4 suit, to an extendable tunnel which is in
turn attached to the structure of the cabin. This is shown iri,
Figures 5.2 and 5.5. The atmosphere and pressure in the s pit is
controlled by the same system that is used for the cabin, with
additional cooling provided by gas flow through the suit and by
a water cooled garnet for high metabolic heat loads. The half
hard suit, being of the constant volume joint type, offers greater
mobility and ease of movement than does the currently used soft
suit. The extendable caterpillar section allows the roan in the
suit a greater working volume so that his hands and the hands of
the manipulators can work in the same location.
The half hard suit,is attached to the pressure vessel at a
hatch which performs four functions. During transit from the
space station to the satellite to be serviced the hard suit can
be detached and swung downward for storage in front of the cabin
as shown in Figure 5.5. During this time the hatch is sealed and
_there is a window provided to allow the crewman at that position
to 'participate in the rendezvous and docking operation, with good
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forward visibility. This is shown in Figure 5.1. After docking,
the suit is raised into position, sealed, and pressurized, The
hatch can then be opened inward to allow the crewman to enter the
suit. The position of the crewman prior to entering the suit is
shown in Figure 5.5. During transit back to the space station the
suit can be stowed as previously described. With the cabin de-
pressurized, the hatch could be used for ingress and egress for
extra-vehicular activity. It is proposed that the docking'
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mechanism at the space station and on other pressurized satellites
be such that docking could be made with the hatch of the service
vehicle, providing an airlock connection for the transfer of crew-
men into and out of the vehicle. Thus a single opening in the pres-
surized cabin can provide a viewing port, an ingress-egress hatch
for extra-vehicular activity, a docking port, and a place of
attachment for the half hard suit.
Refurbishment supplies, parts, and tools can be attached to
the framework around the cabin so they are accessible by either
the manipulators or the man in the half hard suit. If it is
desired to transfer an item from the vacuum of space into the
pressurized cabin or vice-vesa, a small airlock is provided in
the front surface of the cabin.
The main propulsion system consists of two engines, one
mounted at the rear for acceleration, and the other at the front
for braking. This allows the crewmen to always face in the direc-
tion of motion and eliminates the requirement to rotate the vehicle
for braking. This is desirable since the service vehicle will
perform the rendezvous and docking maneuvers at least twice during
each mission. A savings in time., and fuel for attitude control
would be realized by using this procedure. An added advantage
is that of safety, in that if one engine fails the other can
provide the required thrust for return to the space station.
The two engines can be seen in the photographs of Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.3, and on the drawing in Figure 5.5.
	 i
Attitude control is provided by four clusters of four reaction
jets arranged around the periphery of the outer framework of the
vehicle. The reaction control system and the main engines use
^,.
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the same hypergol c bipropellant and are fed from the same supply
tanks. More detail about the propulsion and attitude control
systems can be found in Chapter VIII and Chapter IX.
A fuel cell is used to provide electric power and is located
in the outer framework of the vehicle. The water produced by the
fuel cell is collected and returned to the space station for
treatment and use as potable water. The cooling requirement of
the fuel cell is provided by a radiator positioned on the outer
framework in the vicinity of the fuel cell. More detail about
the power supply can be found in Chapter XI.
5.3 Unmanned Service Vehicle
The primary function of the unmanned service vehicle is to
perform the planned refurbishment missions within the continuous
cluster around the space station. It can therefore be much
simpler and lighter than the manned service vehicle described
above. It will, however, require many of the same subsystems
and components which are used on the manned vehicle. In the
t
design of the service vehicles these items will be as nearly
alike as practical as was stated in the preliminary system. decisions.
The unmanned vehicle will not, of course, require a pres-
surized cabin or other systems which are used to maintain the
crewmen. There are some items, however, which are unique to the
unmanned vehicle. Two television cameras are required to give
visual contact to the operator at the space station. One is
mounted near the hand of one of the manipulators and the other
is located on the body of the vehicle to give an overall view-
of the worksite. The television system is described in Chapter X.
Radar is required on-board the manned vehicle to aid in the
rendezvous operation. This is unique to the unmanned vehicle; since
the final states of rendezvous of the manned vehicle will be done
by "eye-ball" navigation. The radar system is described in more
detail in Chapter X.
The it-ems which are similar on both the manned and unmanned
vehicles are the main propulsion system, the fuel cell power
supply, the telemetry system, and the docking -booms. The mani-
pulators on the unmanned vehicle will be the slave end only of
"NU ft
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the bilateral manipulator system. The master control is located
at the space station with telemetry command and feedback links
between the master and the slave
The attitude control of the unmanned vehicle will be ac-
complished by the same logic as was used in the manned vehicle.
The thrusters, however, are smaller in order to optimize the per-
formance of the system on the ligh•zer vehicle and to minimize
attitude control fuel consumption. This is described in Chapter
VIII.
Figure 5.6 shown a photograph-of the model of the unmanned
'r
	
	
service vehicle. Conceptually, the unmanned vehicle can be
made by removing the pressurized cabin and crew support systems
from the manned vehicle and adding the items which are unique
to the unmanned vehicle. A more detailed study of this concept
a indicate that other modifications	 de sirable. 	 x lm y	
_	
	
	
 _	 ^	  ar  _For a amp . e,
the structural shape of the vehicle and the packaging of thep	 _  o
subsystems may be changed to obtain a more compact design if
E
	
	 this was found desirable. More detailed information would be
required about the space station to which the service vehicles would
be assigned and about the system in which it is launched from earth
before such configuration decisions can be made.
5.4 Weight Summary of Satellite Service Vehicles
Table 5.2 gives a summary of the estimated weights of the
major subsystems and components for both the manned and the
unmanned satellite service vehicles. The center of gravity
location has not been calculated in Retail because exact locations
and weights of subsystems and components are unknown. The heavy
and major components are approximately balanced about the ceilterline
of the ship. Dual fuel tanks, may be placed on opposite sides and
connected with lines and pumps so that fuel may be transferred to
control the center of gravity. An alternate to this would be to
gimbol the main thrusters so that the propelling vector could be
through the center of gravity.
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FIGURE 5.1 Front View of "tanned Serv-Lc,-	 ',vehicle
FIGUPE 5.2	 ront View of Manned Service Vehicle Showing
Crewman in Half Hard Suit
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TABLE 5.1 Subsystem and Component List
Designation
Letter Item Name	
Number Number Shown and Labelled
on SSV* Figure 5.4 Figure 5.5
A Pressure Vessel 1 1
B Manipulators, Slave 2 2 l
C Docking Booms 3 3 1
D Propulsion Fuel Tank 1 1 1
E Propulsion Oxidizer Tank 1 1 1
"	 F 20" Windows 2 2 1
G Main Propulsion Engines 2 1 1
H Quad Attitude Vets 4 4 2
I One-Half Hard Suit, 1 1
J Fuel Cell 1 1
K 18" Airlock 1 1 1 i
L ECS 1 1
M PLSS a 2 2 1	 Ji
E	 N Radiator, Manned Cabin 1 1
0 Radiator, External
Equipment 2 2 2
P Crew 2 2 1
Q Electronics Package 1 1
R Displays 2 2
S Manipulators, Master 2 1
T Hatch 1 l 1
U External Frame 1 1 1
V Movable Work Shelf 1 1
W internal Work Volume 1 l
X Internal Storage Volume 1 1
Y External Stowage Area 1 1 1
Z Suit Caterpillar l 1
* Manned SSV as shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
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TABLE 5.2 Estimated Weights
Weights*
Manned Unmanned
Item Vehicle Vehicle
Structure 200 120
EC/LSS 330 -
ECS Radiator System 25 -
Electric Power Supply 390 330
Main Propulsion Engines 60 60
Propulsion Fuel Tanks 80 80
Reaction Control Thruste_^s 15 15
Instrumentation 40 25
Voice and Telemetry 40 30
Radar - 85
Sensors and Controls 30 30
Guidance and Navigation 5 5
Crew Systems 240 -
Manipulafors and Tools 375 270
Docking Booms '165 165
Half Hard Suit 204 -
Total Dry Weight 2195 1215
Fuel 240* 100***
Crewmen 340
Total Weight 2775
k:!1315
.0	
*	 Weights are in pounds earth weight
**	 Full fuel load
**	 Approximate fuel load for operation. within, ccntinuous
r	 cluster
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CHAPTER VI
MATERIALS
Ed Lewis
6.1 Ih'tfo'ducti on
The Satellite Service Vehicles are composed of a wide variety
of materials in various configurations: This chapter will be con-
cerned wi l ,"i the evaluation and selection of these materials. The
selection is critical and is based on many factors. These include
f	 adequacy for task, reliability, withstanding the ascent and space
environments, minimum weight, maximum strength and stiffness, corrosion 	 {
resistance, ease of fabrication and minimum cost. It is understood
that not all of these factors affect all the materials required. Nor
can the optimum of all the factors be achieved. Therefore, a trade-
off will be required when making the selection.
The materials selected for the various applications will gener-
ally fall into the following categories;
(1) External structural- shell
(2) Internal structural components
(3) Insulation material
(4) Thermal control coating
(5) Optical material.
(6) Lubricants
(7) Adhesives
(8) Seals
(9) Paints
(10) Fabric
(11) Packaging
(12)Non-metallic tubing
(13) Rubber potting compounds
(14) Electrical insulation
Recent.attention'has been focused on the interplay of the mat-
erials-structures-design relationship, now identified with optimum
design. When selecting structural materials, the structural
F^
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applications must always be considered.
...........................
6.2 E`ffe'cts' 'cif' EnViXoMe'rit 'oh' Mat6tkals.
'L'aun'ch en'Vi'r'onfien •t:	 The primary interest will be centered on
the performance of materials under the unique environments at approx-
imately 250 nautical miles above the surface of the earth. However,
it must be remembered that designs utilizing these materials pass
through those preliminary stages of manufacturing, transportation,
pre-launch handling, launching, and ascent before being exposed to
the conditions of outer space. Therefore, the materials selected
must perform their intended functions in the pro-orbital environ-
mont as well as the orbital environment.
During launch, the SSV will be contained within the launch
vehicle shroud. The manned module will be pressurized during the
launch into orbit for greater rigidity. During the launch the
material will be subjected to various loads. The effect of these
loads on materials will be considered.
The effects of the inertial loads and loads due to internal
pressurization on the structural material are of concern to struc-
tural design. The vibration and shock inputs during launch may
arise from ra 'gral sources. The maj or Sources are probably ignition
shocks, engine acoustic pressures, aerodynamic forces, and stage
separation shocks. Such shock and vibration produce the following
effects:
(a) Fatigue of structural components
(b) Shock failure.
(c) Loss of temperature control surfaces through loosening of
the surface from its substrate,
(d) Degradation of shaped optical surfaces.
It can therefore be seen that the effects of the launch environ"
ment imist be taken into consideration in se lecting the structural
material.
'S'pace' 'e'n'vir'on'ment [1,27:
	
Since the life expectancy of the SSV
is approximately five years, the -long range effects of the space
environment on materials must be considered. The material require
ments will therefore diverge in many respects from the existing
requirements which are peculiar to the short time requirements of 	 ^;=
FPW-
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presently designed space vehicles. The major problems of the space
environment and their influence on the selection of materials are
as fol lows:;
Temperature - Thermal energy within the veh icle is produced by
solar radiation, earth shine, earth radiation and internal.. heating.
Therle is, no convection heating outside earth's atmosphere. The
design for temperature control, requires the selection of material
with optimum absorptive and reflective surfaces. For a cooler sur-
face a low a/c ratio is needed. The insulation material should be
light and effective.
Vibration Any vibration, acceleration or shock levels which
may occur would be very small compared to the boost phase. Since
the material has been selected to withstand the boost environment,
there should be no problems encountered with the lower levels ex-
pected in space.
Acceleration Accererations have little effect on materials in
space.
Shock - The problem of shock is negligible in space except for
micrometeoroid impact. The x.^xternal surface materials should resist
penetration. This also suggests a. double--wall construction for the
shell of the SSV for added protection.
High Vacuum Sublimation and evaporation of materials occur
in high vacuum. Therefore materials such as reinforced plastics,
which have a high sublimation rate, should be avoided in a vacuum
environment. This is especially true with the SSV since the life
expectancy is very long compared to the Mercury and Gemini space-
craft. If material with high sublimation rates must be used in a
vacuum environment, then additional thickness for sublimation and
evaporation should be allowed over the five year life expectancy of
the SSV.
The chemical atmosphere produced by outg,assing-and sublimation
may have corrosive, platin g, or 'chemical effects. Materials must be
selected with care to avoid hazardous conditions.
Electric arc-over -or corona discharge must be considered.
Therefore adequate insulation materials and insulation paths must'
be provided.
Wwr
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Coldwelding of contact, sliding or rolling surfaces are dis-
tinct possibilities in high vacuum. Solid ltate 'or low vapor pressure
lubricants must be used in order to avoid bare surface contact.
Hermetic or labyrinth seals are 'desirable.
Magnetic Fields - Magnetic fields will have little effect on
the SSV with the exception of delicate instrumentation. These in-
struments should be provided with shielding.
Gravitational Fields These have no effects on materials
although for the manned 5SV physiological and psychological con-
siderations are involved.
Meteoroids and Micrometeoroids There will be collisions with
micrometeoroids Damage to the surfaces in the space environment
as a result of particle collisions can occur in these basic forms:
(l) erosion and (2) penetration and puncture. Thus far, it has been
difficult to ascertain either effect accurately. In addition, a
statistical analysis of meteoroid impact frequency must be made.
Erosion of thermal control and optical surfaces may alter their
t
	
	 radiation properties. For erosion of the optical surface to become
appreciable, the surface must be roughened to a minimum depth y/ 27r
where y is the radiation wave length.
A factor of greater importance in space vehicle design is the
problem of particle penetration. A meteoroid particle need not
perforate a vehicle skin to causa damage. Particle impact can in-
`
	
	
duce a compressive shock wave to propagate through the material
preceding the particle. If the compression wave reflects from the
inner skin surface, with sufficient-, energy, a fragment of the surface
will be ejected inwards at high velocity. The secondary projectile
may be hazardous to personnel or internal components of the vehicle.
G
	
	 Therefore, a. double wall construction and thermal barrier layer will
serve as added protection against penetration of small particles.
Ultraviolet Light - Ultra violet light increases sublimation
rates in high vacuum, may produce bond precession in organic sur-
face coatings or exposed plastic parts. Material allowances must
be made for sublimation by providing sufficient thickness allowances.
In addition, radiation resistant substances, where possible, should
be used.
IL
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X-rays and gamma rays - Ionization of material occurs, pos-
sibly causing atomic displacements which produce changes in mat-
erial characteristics or dompos ition. Intensity of primary rad-
iation is negligible but shielding with heavy material will be
considered if necessary, for secondary ionizing radiation effects.
Neutrons - The intensity is too low to consider atomic dis-
placement effects. Therefore no precautions are necessary in the
selection of materials.
Trapped electrons and protons - Ionizing radiation occurs
M
primarily in the Van Allen belts and artificial radiation belts
created by nuclear explosions. Since the S5V will not be operating
near the Van Allen belts and it is hoped that the nuclear powers
wi ll not set off nuclear explosions to create new belts, there
should be no material. problems.
Miscellaneous Radiation Solar flare radiations are intense
fluxes of energetic particles frequently observed in the vicinity
of the earth. The solar wind is a plasma consisting_ probably of
E protons, alpha particles and electrons which flow radially out from
the sun. In addition there are thermal energy atoms, solar x-rays
and albedo protons: There is no evi.dence that these radiations
have adverse effect on materials in space.
Veneral Effects of Radiation on Materials - (1) Damage
Mechanisms Radiation damage consists of defects whose relative
abundance and distribution depends on the intensity, type, and
energy of the irradiating particles and materials exposed. Most
of the damage is produced by the secondary atoms and electrons
which have been displaced from their equilibrium positions by the
primary radiation. (2) Effects on metals - the effects of space
radiation on metals are too small to be of any concern; artificial
sources may cause damage. (3) Effects on semiconductors " Semi--
conductor materials such as silicon o>.., germanium are among the most
r	 sensitive to damage resulting from bombardment by high-energy part -
icles and gaiama rays. This sensitivity arises from the fact that
the electrical properties are controlled by intentionally doping
with concentrations of about 1 in 10 7 atoms and the carrier re-
combination properties are usually controlled by residual impurity
r^
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`	 atoms or defects in similar concentration.
Most of the defects`created by radiation are mobile at tem-
peratures of interest for semi-conductor devices and often associate
in a complex manner with residual impurities in the material. Both
radiation-caused defects and residual impurities and defects affect
semi-conductor properties in a similar manner. Some of the more
sensitive semi-conductor properties affected by such defects are
minority carrier lifetime, conductivity and carrier mobility. The
general effect of radiation on semi-conductors is much greater than
on metals. (4) Effects on Insulators These materials are sus-
ceptible to ionization effects and will, therefore, be affected by
all kinds of radiation and bombarding particles. The measured
effects will be much larger than in metals and much less than in
semi-conductors. Radiation affects the thermal conductivity of
insulators, but the direction of the effect will depend on the 'state
of the crystal before irradiation. (5) Organic Compounds organic
compounds are characterized primarily by their covalent carbon-to-
carbon and carbon-to- hydrogen bonds. Damage to such compou-ids is
a ,function of the energy absorbed from the radiation source, irres-
pective of its type. optical cahnges also occur in organic material.
Most fluids darken, probably due to formation of a mixture of poly
merization products. Most transparent polymers darken with radiation.
Radiation reduces the molecular size in polyethylene, while at the
name time increasing the number of smaller ones and resulting in a
change of transparency. 	 1
6.3  'Str'uctural Materials [ 1, 2 1 3 , 41
i
. 'I'ntrod'uction;	 In selecting the materials required for the
.
SSV structures, minimum weight will be the prime consideration,
consistent, with the stiffness and strength requirements and the
launch and space environments. It can be shown that materials with
unusually high material and fabrication costs _ can be more economical
for space service, if the weight is appreciably less than that for
competitive material.-
mact'er`i'al' 's'61'6cti'ori 'c'rite'ria;	 With the large variety of ma-
terials available methods must be employed to narrow the selection.
Where weight alone is the design factor then the specific weight can
'-'I
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be used as the major criteria. The specific stiffness will be a
measure of optimum stiffness and the specific strength will be a
measure of optimum strength. Vor combined optimum strength and
stiffness, the stiffness- strength-weight ratio will be used as the
criteria. These comparisons are shown in Table 6.1. This table
shows the relative merits of the beset materials for each application.
The materials shown in Table 6.1 (d) exhibit optimum characteristics
as far as both strength and stiffness are concerned. These orator-
ials will now be considered for the structure of the SSV.
TABLE 6.1
Comparison of Materials for Structural Use
Material (a) (b) (c)	 (d,)
E/ p Fy/P P/P H20 FYE/p
Beryllium 670 970 1.85	 4650
Class reinforced epoxy (Fil. wound) 4310 2.18	 2180
Glass reinforced epoxy (H S.) 1635 1.85	 1390
Titanium alloys ill 1527, 4.73	 1860
Aluminum alloys 2.82	 750
Martensitic stainless steels- 982 2420
-Magnesium alloys 1.82
Molybdenum alloys 127
Cobalt based super alloys 120
Nickel based super alloys 112
Ultra high ,strength steels 107
(a)	 Specific stiffness in	 (in) (b) Specific strength in (in)
(c)	 Specific gravity (d) Stiffness--strength-weight
ratio in lb/in
Based on current, planned and potential usage, several alloys
'	 in each of the categories of Table 6.1	 (d) were then compared, using
their FyE/p ratios, and the Lewis performance index derived from it.
The comparisons are shown in Table 6.2.	 Using this ratio and eval-
uating other mechanical properties, it was decided that Al 7075-T6?
Ti 6A1- 4V, ` unalloyed beryllium and maraging steel	 (250 psi yield)
s	 i
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TABLE 6.2
Comparison of Structural Material
Yield Strength x Modulus Lewis Index
^Density F	 E/p
Material. 1
F 	 E/P	 (lb-in
-
 ) x 10 -10 —Fy E p) A1-2O14
Aluminum
2014-T6 630 1.00
2219-T6 588 0.93
7075-T6 744 1,18
7079-T6 680 1.08
Titanium
Unalloyed 1040 -1.65
T1,' 6A1 .-4V 1860 2.95
Tl 5A1-215Sn 1430 2.26
Beryllium
Unalloyed 4650 7.38
Be-A13 8 2060 3.26
Steel
PH-14-8.10 2290 3.64
_	 PH-15-5Mo 2020 3.20
Maraging (250) 2420 3.84
Maraging (300) 2720 4.31
Plastics
Epoxy.-Glass Filament 	 X180 3,46
Epoxy-Glass High Strength	 1390 2.20
Epoxy-Glass (Gen. Prupose)_	 320 5.07
1
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were wall suitable for use as the principle structural members of
the SSV. The other materials in Table 6,2 could also be used for
special applications. Due to the fact that glass reinforced epoxies
sublimate in a vacuum environment they can only be used in the
pressurized cabin. Any coating to prevent deterioration of the
epoxies in a vacuum are themselves subject to deterioration over
the five year life span of the SSV.
Mate^rl:a:J: 'analysis: 	 (a)' 'Beryllium: Beryllium, because of its
unique features such as low density, high modulus and excellent
strength to weight ratio is an outstanding metal and is attractive
in developing light weight structural elements for space vehicles.
Beryllium's advantage in weight is illustrated by the beryllium
spacer component which connects the guidance control compartment of
the missile with its reentry vehicle. The beryllium weight of 16.65
pounds is less than half of its aluminum predecessor. The stiffness
to weight ratio is the highest known and therefore lends itself ad-
mirably to compression loads where resistance to buckling is a
critical parameter. Because of its good thermal properties, it lends
itself to thermal control. its favorable stiffness to density ratio
and good thermal properties also has high potential as a material for
shielding spacecraft from micrometeoroids.
Berylliums limitations include brittleness and inferior joining
characteristics, especially fusion welding with its attendent recrys-
tallization and grain growth in the bead and heat affected zone.
Electron beam welding has been successfully employed. Adhesive
bonding appears to be satisfactory up to 1000 0 F. Edges and drilled
holes are most reliable. By far the greatest problem associated
with beryllium is its lack of ductility. Designers must live with
the commercially available material and design around beryllium's -
adverse properties in order to take advantage of its outstanding
attributes.
Beryllium of commercial purity can be considered a complex alloy
rather than a pure metal because the matrix is saturated with re-
spect to most impurities. it also contains dispersions of oxides,
carbide, intermettalic compounds, elements in the free state and
precipitates. Controlling the impurities can possibly tame the metal.
ISince impurities are known to affect mechanical properties, parti-
cularly the ductility in most metals, it is postulated that similar
effects should be detected in beryllium. Therefore, a control of
impurities in beryllium may improve its ductility.
(b) ` Mar'agi`J 'ste°e1s: A significant and major advance in the de-
velopment of high strength materials for high performance and high
integrity resulted from the introduction of high strength 18 Ni.
maraging steels. Their application include solid rocket propellant
motor cases The 250 grade maraging'steel. is under consideration
rather than the 300 grade because of increased toughness.
Despite its superior fracture toughness, one persistent afflic-
tion has been the deleterious influence of segregation banding and
residual ausuenite in plate form:. The resulting effect, character-
istically, has been anisotropic mechanical behavior. Two less
serious but nonetheless troublesome problems are thermal stress
cracking and weld bead cracking. The second problem has been labeled
isothermal embrittlement and is a most fundamental problem.
(c) Titanium: In the form of Ti-6Al-4V, titanium is an attractive
material because of its high strength to weight ratio. Under most
conditions, it is completely compatible with most common fuels and
oxidizers used in liquid propelled vehicles. It has good fracutre
toughness and adequate fatigue characteristics. It has good stress
suability under load and temperature. It also has good creep and
rupture strength. Cyrogenic properties are good except for use with I
liquid oxygen.
(d) Aluminum: Because of its low strength and low modulus is find-
ing less application in the space program. It is easy to wrorX with
aluminum. Fabricating techniques are well worked out. If higher
strength aluminum can be developed, it can again be competitive in
the space program and used on the SST. 1
(e) 'comods` tos: Filamentary composite materials have become the	 -
subject of great attention in recent years because of lower structural
mass for a given application. The characteristics of filamentary
composites that make them most interesting for use in structures are
the high specific strength and stiffness available in filaments.
Composites are outstanding where undirectional properties are required.
t
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Other advantages include formability into comple " shapes, and the
opportunity to tailor material properties to structural requirements.
There is always the possibility of obtaining composites with
moduli close to that of the filament and developing unusually high
strengths. The following table listing the properties of the three
most promising fibers demonstrated the possibilities.
TABLE 6.3
Mechanical Properties of Composite Fibers
Fiber
	
Specific Ultimate Ratio
	
mod.	 Ratio
Gravity
	
Strength
	 to	 of	 to
X10 -3 psi Density Elast,
	
Density
X,	 6 ps i
Boron	 2.59	 500	 54	 60	 65
Beryllium	 1.84	 250	 37	 44	 66
Qraphi.te,
	
1..4,0...	 .. , ,250.	 .4.9.	 3 7.	 72,
All have exceptionally high strength to density and specific stiff-
ness ratios.
The matrix material to date has been mostly plastics. Work has
been performed with an aluminum matrix, An interesting Possibility
is the use of beryllium wire in a matrix of beryllium. There should
be no problem of material compatibility. In addition, since beryl­^
lium, is fashioned by powder metallurgy techniques, fabrication of
the composite should pose no unusual problems. A composite of this
type may imporve ductility, increase the strength of beryllium with-
out reducing its outstanding modulus. If this could be developed,
it would be an outstanding achievement for use in the SSV. Metal
composites,are still largely in the development stage.
Material' 'cf	 acrd:s'on:	 The materials can be compared through
the use of the performance indices of Table 6.4. The three indices
compare the specific strength, specific stiffness, and the strength-
stiffness-density relation, for the indicated-material, to that of
aluminum (2014-T6). Aluminum (2014-T6) was chosen as the reference
material because of its wide use in the space programs. It can be
seen that the epoxies have the highest specific strength, followed
by beryllium and titanium which are about equal. It can also be seen
"0.
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that beryllium has by far the highest specific stiffness, with the
other materials about equal.. The Lewis index which takes all three
design parameters into consideration shows that beryllium out
performs the other materials. The variation of these indices over
the operating temperatures range of the SSV" are shown in Figures
6.3. , 6.2 , and 6.3.
TABLE 6.4
Mechanical Por erties Performance Indices
Material Strength Stiffness Lewis
F /P E/P F	 E/p
T^` (E p F F P )`
	y 
' "' Al Al y	 Al
k	 A1-2014-T6 1.00 1.00 1.00
AI-7075-T6 1.20 0.90 1.18
S
Ti-6A1-4V 1.84 1.01 2.95
Be-unal loyed 1,78 6.40 7.45
Mar. Steel (250) 1.46 0.93 3.83
Epoxy G1.
4
3.45(Fil,) 5.10 0.87
Epoxy G1. (H.S.) 4.03 0.83 2.20
Note:	 For A1-2014-T6 FY - 60,000 psi.
V	 =-10.6 x-10
6
 psi
a
t
P	 =	 .101 3lbs/in
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The thermal properties of these materials are compared through
,the use of the performance indices in Table 6.5. The four indices
compare the thermal conductivity, specific heat, thermal coefficient
of expansion, and the thermal ratio for the indicated material to
that of aluminum (2014-T6). It can be seen that next to aluminum,
beryllium has the highest thermal conductivity. Beryllium also has
the highest specific heat and a `low expansion coefficient. The
thermal index which takes into consideratio^i the previous three
indices show that beryllium has by far the highest performance rating.
TABLE 6 .5
Thermal Properties
f	 Material	 Cond'.	 Index Sp. Heat	 Expan. Thermal
Index	 Index Index 
K/KAlE C/CA1	 a /a^,1 KC /a( KC /a
 
^ Al
AL- 2014 -.T6	 ]. 1	 1 1.00
AL-7075-T6	 .63 1.05.	 1.02 .65
Ti-6AL-4VA	 . 039 .61	 .45 .05
BE-Pure	 .79 2.04	 .50 3.23
St-MAR-250	 .14 50	 . 43 1.62
COM-EPDX-GL	 .021_ • 96	 . 38. .05
' 'Ma	 •te'r'a.'al' 's'e'l'e'ct 'ion.	 Based on the material analysis of the
previous sections, the materials selected 'for' the SSV are those
listed in Table 6.6. 	 It should be noted that.the major structural
k	 elements will be made of beryllium. Table 6.7 lists the material
properties required for structural and thermal design.
................
6.4 'Thermal Control- [ 1,11,12 1
'I'n'sUlati'on:	 Insulation for thermal control can be provided
by wrapping the SSV pressure vessel in an insulating blanket.
Present cryogenic practice calls for a blanket of 30 layers of
z_
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TABLE 6.6
Materials Selected for Service Vehicle.
Subassembly Selection Considerations Materials
1.	 External Strength, Stiffness Beryllium
Structure Thermal Properties
Weight
2	 Internal Weight - Beryllium
Structure Glass Epoxy
Aluminum
j
Strength, Weight Glass Epoxy
Titanium
Beryllium
E
Stiffness, Weight Beryllium
36	 High Pressure Strengths Temperature
Tanks Corrosion
General Purpose Titanium 6A1-4V
Oxygen Tnconel 718
Hydrogen Titanium 5AI-2.5Sn
4.	 H 2O Corrosion, Contamination Aluminum 6061-T6
5.	 Waste Matter Corrosion, Contamination Aluminum 6061-T6
1/8 mil. alunmized mylar. If the plume impingement causes the mylar
temperatures to rise above 375 ,°F, then nominal 1/2 mil. H-film should
be substituted.	 If the temperature rises to a higher value than the
750 °Flimit of H-film, , then plume impingement ` protection may be
required..	 This can consist of a build-up of inconel foil, irconel
mesh, and nickel foil. -
Tempe'ratur'e' 'con'tr'ol 'coa'tirig s :	 The SSV will receive heat from
NO
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several sources in addition to that received from the sun. These
source 's are (1) from internal energy, the result of waste energy
generated in the SSV because of electrical resistance and mechanical
friction (2) energy from the earth's radiation (3) solar energy
reflected from the earth (4) heat generated by the astronauts. To
control.the amount of energy absorbed from the sun, the design en-
gineer must consider specially prepared surface coatings. Selective
organic and inorganic coatings can reduce heat transfer and govern
energy absorption.
There are various coatings available with different a/c ratios.
They have ,been used successfully on space vehicles
'. but only these
used for short time missions. There are no assurances at this time
'that these coatings can withstand a space environment for five years.
Therefore, instead of a thermal external coating, a 3 mil. layer of
alumnized Kapton film with a/c = .47/.87 over the layers of mylar
is recommended. At present a thermal coating consisting of fused
silica on polished metal backing is being'developed. When it is
fully developed or a five year durable paint is developed, then
consideration should be given to their use instead of aluminized
Kapton.
6.5 Optical Materials [1, 111
Since the SSV is within another vehicle during ascent, optical
equipment in generally protected
.
 If not, a cover will be provided
and removed in space. In space, the double wall beryllium construc-
tion should protect the TV camera from damdge due to micrometeoroids.
The outer windows of the SSV will be made of Vycor (fused
silica) and the inser windows will be made of Chemcor. The outer
window of-the SSV will not be sealed so that it can be easily replaced
if severely damaged by micrometeoroids during its five year life
period....,. ­ . ­ 	 .......... ......	 .........
6.6 MateJfkals' 'f '6r Lubri'ca:ti:n1 'SXs'teMs (1, 121
'df- -1uhriUati'drf 'for. 'SSV:	 Lubrication is extremely im-
portant in. the SSV because of its five year life expectancy. Lub
rication is provided to reduce wear since this limits the life time
of the part. Lubrication also serves to minimize frictional drag.
- Mft	 Mae"
t
II
10 6
This is essential because frictional drag increases the power re-
quired for operation and generates heat that must be dissipated by
radiation from the surface 'of the SSV. Preventing corrosion and
excluding dirt or foreign matter are also important functions but
only for earth storage and launch environments.
'Re'quireme'nts' 'f©r satis'f'actdry: 'lubrication:	 .A lubricant for
use on the SSV must meet the following requirements:
(a) It must not evaporate or degrade.
(b) It must not contaminate liquids or gases.
(c) it must not react with solids, , liquids or gases which it
might contact.
(d) It must not have migratory creep tendencies, especially
under zero-gravity conditions.
(e) It must not be a toxicity or flammability hazard.
(f.) It must not exhibit electrical or thermal activities,
or promote undesirable ones
(g) Most important of all, it must provide low friction co
ef:"icients while carrying loads in the space environment.
De's'i'gir^ 'f'ac'to'r's' 'th'a't `i'n'fl'u'e'nc`e 'th'e' 'ch'o'i'c'e' 'o'f' 1ub'r' 'can'ts :
(a) ­L';let me The lubricants, if possible, should perform their
functions for the ' five year life of the SSV. Lifetime can be based
on either torque-, wear or noise level. Torque is a consideration
in very low, constant torque devices such as gyros where slight
changes in lubrication characteristics means failure. Accumulation
of wear may cause failure in devices such as motor brushes and ball
bearings whereas moise generated will limit lifetime- of elect,"ical
contacte.
(b) 'E'rivi'r`onment: The SSV will operate in a vacuum environment.
Therefore, sublimation and evaporation influence the choice of lub-
ricants. Increased surface tension m.ay cause liquid lubricants
because of migratory creep, to caot housings and other areas which
do not 'require librication. This caii result in the moving parts
either losing their liquid coating or not receive replenishment of
lubricant. If`lubr.iaant is completely lost we have the problem of
i
cold welding since no surface gasesare available to prevent this.
Direct radiation exposure is limited to exterior surfaces such
10 7
as manipulators. These parts must be lubricated with radiation-
resistant solid-dry film lubricants. Other mechAnixms will be
shielded sufficiently to eliminate possible lubrication degradation.
The effects of corrosion on lubricants vary. Some solid-dry
film lubricants are unsatisfactory in high humidities which exist
during the pre y-launch period. Also f..uorcarbon greases are inert.
On the other hand., greaSes containing corrosion inhibitor's may
react with solid--dry film lubricants.
The absence of moisture in a vacuum causes solids, like graphite
when used alone to be more abrasive-than a lubricant. Yet when
used in a formulation, these lubricants are quite satisfactory.
It can be seen that the influence of environment is an im-
p. octant: consideration in the selection of a lubricant.
(c) 'Oper'ati'n'g corid`i'tio'ns: Operating conditions also influence
the selection of lubricants, Influencing factors include speed of
rotating member, loads imposed (minimum in a vacuum) , the x-150 to
+300°F temperature range, duty cycle (continuous or intermittent) ,
the type of motion involved (sliding, reciprocating, rotating, os-
cillating, maker or break), current density (with electrical contacts),
brush force (with electrical contacts)
(d) Parts: The characteristics of the part that requires lubrica-
tion will influence lubricant selection. These include geometry and
type of part (e.g.) bearings, gears, c=s, and brush, the materials
used and their combinations, surface finish, tolerances used, and
the effect on other parts (e.c,	 condensation of oil on nearly op-
tical surfaces)
(e) _ hn's`tall'atiori and har,,dl'rng variables: These variables include
alignment'of parts, their proper balancing, rigidity of.mounting,
cleanliness and sealing and protection against corrosion and con-
tamination.
(f) O'th'e'r' 'f'adtors
	
Other factors that must be considered include
amount of lubricant used, its manner of application, and the fre
quency of replenishment.
`of` 'lubri'can'ts : 	 Ccnsidering the range of environments
the following lubricants will be used in the SSV with their advan-
tages and disadvantages and applications outlined in Table 6.8.
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(a) ' 113Wo' nami'c 'lubr'i'oa'ti'on: Hydrodynamic .lubrication involves a
mecaanical. design by which '.the rubbing surfaces are separated by a
continuous film of liquid. It is accomplished by external pressur-
ization or self action. This type of lubrication provides minimum
friction.
(b) ' 'oi,1:s' 'ah'd 'gr'e`a`s'es: oils and greases are the most commonly used
type of lubricants. Although the use of oils and greases under
normal conditions on earth is common practice, their, use under space
conditions presents additional considerations.
(c) , 'S*olii'd'- dr'y' 'f`i'lm ' LVhric'arits: These lubricants have their greatest
application in thermal vacuum areas.
(d) Soft metals: Soft metalvr with low .sheer strength, such as their
films over hard substrates to provide lubrication.
(e) ?'las'ti'cs : Plastics have been found very useful in many appli-
cations involving frictional wear. They can operate dry which is
most useful in a vacuum environment. Plastics come in many types
and forms with a wide range of properties..
(f) 'Cer'amic's 'ah'd 'ce'rmets: These are used for special applications,
hu'hri'c'ants' 's`e'le'cte'd 'fo'r 'th'e' 'S'SV : 	 The lubricants used in the
present space vehicles, destined for shore duration missions, may
not be satisfactory for the five year life of the SSV. The ideal
,lubricants are in the distant future and provisions in design must
be made in many cases for replenishment. Table 6. should be help-
ful in lubricant selection in the detailed designs. Since there
are a wide variety of lubricant applications and a wide variety of
lubricants available for each, an analysis is not possible due to
space limitations The lubricants listed in Figure 6.9 are
recommended until better lubricants are available.
6.7 'Adhe`s'irv'es [ 1, y2']
rurnc't 'orn 'of "adhe's'i`v'es 	 Adhesives are generally used for join-
ing two materials together without material penetration and the use
of high temperature.
Rec u 'reMehts' 'fo'r' 's'atisf`actory h6s' 'ad'i"y:e.s:	 Adhesives should
---
have the following satisfactory character..stics over the required
temperature range `:and environment.
a) They should hdVe high tensile-shear strength.' -
.S
«'`
I	 _
pwo,
ill
TABLE 6."19
Current Lubricants Available
` E'riv' 'r`onment 	 ' Lubtid-ant
Oxygen	 Lubeco 905 ( solid)
PR-240AC (grease)
oxidizing	 FS 1280 (grease)
Fuel
	
PR-240AC (grease)
Vacuum	 Lubeco 905 (solid)
b) A high peel strength is essential.
c) Where vibratory conditions prevail •- subh.as launch environment
the adhesive should exhibit high fatigue strength,
d) Satisfactory optical transmission when used as optical adhesive.
e) Satisfactory thermal dualities for satisfactory performance be-
tween -150°F and +300°F.
,Types' 'o'f 'adhes'i'ves:
	
Adhesives for aerospace applications are
predominantly organic high polymeric materials. There are two major
types of adhesives.
(a) Polymeric adhesives:  These adhesives may be classified into
three groups depending upon their use: structural, non-structural,
and optical.
(b) 'Ce'r'ami'c and 'inorganic' adhesives	 There has been increased
emphasis on this type of adhesive because of resistance to high
temperatures, of course, high temperature is not a problem with
the SSV except in areas around rocket plume.
'Desi'gn factors 'th'at influence' choice of , 'a'dhes'ives:
	
(a) 'hife-
'time: The adhesives selected for the SSV will have . a life expectancy
greater than five years.
(b) E'n'v'i'r'o'nment: Since bonded joints present very little adhesive
surface area to the vacuum enTYironment of space, and because adher-
ent materials are relatively impermeable to gases, the effect of
vacuum or mechanical property of adhesives are insignificant for
most application.
Most structural adhesives perform well under the radiation con-
ditions encountered in outer space for periods of five years. There-
fore,' the SSV should have no structural radiation problems. The
-4111 nil;
I112
amount &Ltd nature of shielding material over:1 the adhesive obviously
extends its performance 'reliability and useful ].i.fe. Very little
work on radiation effects 'on non-structural adhesives have been
performed
Ultraviolet radiation is of no consequence to adhesive bonded
structures and parts having opaque adherents since all metals and
structural plastics absorb ultraviolet radiation completely within:
the first 100pithickness of material from the exposed surface. The
optical properties of organic adhesives, such as might be used in
bonding of optical components on the SSV, are severly degraded in
shorter wavelengths, when exposed to ultraviolet radiation. This
can be minimized by selecting window material that will absorb or
ref lect the ultraviolet.
At temperatures up to 300 0F, most adhesives undergo gradual
softening and reduction of cohesive and adhesive strength as a
function of exposure time. This situation is of little concern in
the SSV due to the short exposure time'at 300°F. At low temperatures
below room ambient the tensile-shear strength of adhesives generally
increases and reaches a maximum at -100°F, which is sufficiently
close to the SSV minimum temperature of -150°F.
(c) Y r'm of 'ad'hes`ive: It is important to the designer to know the
form of the adhesive (supported, unsupported, liquid)
(d) 'COrifigu'rati'on` 'df :p'o'i'n't` `d'e'sign; The joint design must match
available adhesives.
(e) N+ atu're^ of 'fay'i'ng su'r'faces: These include substrate, finish,
and treatment.
(f) 'P'roc'e's's'i'n'g 'ch'a'racte'r,.".i"s'ti
^
'cs: This includes cure temperature
.._._?. 
and pressure
Ad'he's'i'v'es' 's"el'e'ct'e`d 'f'or 't"he` 'S'SV:	 For structural applications
such as metal-to-metal bonding of the beryllium honeycombeto the
beryllium skins and the 'bonding on non-_metals and non-metals to
metals, high strength resinous thermosetting types of adhesives will
be used. The epoxy resins, because 'of their superior properties,
have been selected as SSV structural adhesives. Other adhesives that
have merit and were considered include polyurethanes, phenolics,
certain silicones, and copolymers of vinyl, nylon, and acrylonitrile
i
_ E ,.	 a	 ^ .	 *'
.^' ..e .rL iSL^a^e
!'^' ,h1G►^lS^ ^ I
'. ' 4' Q^'^!e'^- .'Q t'^, k	 tlr .w	 '^	 J4
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with phenobic or epoxide rasing.
Avon--structural adhesives are characterized by their relatively
low adhesive and cohesive strengths, and by the fact that they are
generally elastomeric or thermoplastic. They are used on bonding
non-structural material such, as plastic •, rubbero cermic and some
metals to themselves and each other and to p^.msry or secondary
structures, where bond strength iii not a paramount design consider-
ation. This type of bonding is used to attack the more than 100
mi;3cellaneous deta..ls required by the SSV. In addition to the
epoxies, HT-424 1 FM 123 in conjunction wiht Pittsburgh M--602 primer
can be used for this purpose on the SSV.
optical adhesives are a special case of non-structural adhesives,
which because of their optical properties (e.g.) index of refraction,
light transmission are used in cementing lens components, light-
transmitting optical surfaces. They may be thermosetting . or thermo-
plastic. No specific recommendations are made.
6.8 ' 'S'eati'ng 'Mat'e'r'i'al [1,  111
Re ure'ment'S 'for `s'atis'factory 'seali'ng	 Seals must have leak-
age rates that do not exceed the design value for the particular
environment.
Types of 'se'als- Seals for aerospace applications consist of	 -
plastics and elastr:omeric formulations, metallicz, and composites of
metals and non-metals.
D'esi'gn factors that i'nf lue'nc`e' 'chciic`e of 's'eals: 	 (a) ' Life
The sealing materials selected should have, if possible, a life
expectancy of five years without replacement,
(b) Enyiro;M nt High vacuum can produce volitalization of entrapped
gases, low molecular weight fragments of a polymer, and such compon-
ants as plasticizers, or antioxidants. The rate of evaporation of
each constituent is a complicated function ofvapor pressure at a
given temperature, the surface to volume ratio and thickness of the
polymeric sample, and the diffusion coefficients of each constituent
through the bulk polymer. The combined effects`of,vacuum, temperature,
and high energy penetrating radiation is to increase the rate of
evaporation. Generally, in vacuum exposure of polymers, the liber-
ation of the'ivost volatile constituents such as plasticizers account
for the principal weight loss and produce the greatest change in the
S
x
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mechanical properties of the residue. Plasticizer less results in
gradual hardening, embrittlement, and potential stress cracking
and crazing of flexibilized polymers. The evolution of entrapped
gases and low molecular weight fragments resulting from vacuum ex-
posure of most high molecular weight polymers does not seriously
adversely affect the mechaiical and physical properties of the bulk
material.
Radiator can produce more rigid but brittle seals. Temper-
ature and pressure aggravates the situation. Irradiation can
produce porosity and leakage through a seal by producing volatile,
low molecular weight fragments in the polymer and by stress relaxation
occuring through changes in seal dimensions or resiliency (compression
set) . Because many seals are generally confined to the interior of
space vehicles and are incorporated within a flange or housing, such
as the hatchof the SSV, they are shielded by the vehicle structure
and metal components. The thickness and nature of this shielding,
must be established to determine the radiation flux incident on the
sealing material.
Elastomers and plastics for seal applications have a wide ele-
vated temperature operating range depending primarily on the chem-
ical class of base polymers and secondarily on formulation, including
the effects of such additives as fillers, plasticizers, anti-oxidents
and blending agents, and cure and aging conditions. Generally,
elastomers and plastics for seal service fall into two classes,
those for Tess than 300°F service and those for greater than 3000F.
On the SSV we will use the second class because the first class
usually undergoes softening with a significant loss in mechanical
properties as we approach 300 0 F. At temperatures below ambient up i
to -150 0F, the tensile strength of a las tomers and plastics gradually
increase, elastic moduli increase but elongation and impact strength
decreases. The second group of seals again exhibits better properties
P	 yat low temperatures and have less tendency to become brittle.
Since nearly all seals will be inside'the SSV, the ultraviolet
radiation will not have a,great effect on seals.
Contact of organic seals with Liquid propellants and hydraulic
fluids may produce rapid deterioration and decomposition of polymer
a
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depending on the nature of the chemical system or temperature. For
this application seals will be chosen that will minimize this effect.
(c) ` 16 kId ^e: A seal confining a fluid at a given temperature and
pre,ssur differential leak under normal service because 1) limitations
in seal, design and 2) permeation of gas or liquid through seal
material in contact with it. Of these the former is by far the most
important from the standpoint of the magnitude of leak rates. Al-
though seal leakage rates can be made extremely small by proper
selection of materials and design configuration for a particular
appl?.cation-, they cannot be eliminated. For our five year SSV
service leakage rates gust be accurately known i IA mission reliability
is to be optimized.
S'e'als' 'selected, for 'the''th'e' SSV	 The structural components of
the SSV will be sealed primarily to maintain the integrity of the
pressurized cabin areas. The sealant will be applied along struc-
tural joints, and other areas where loss of air may occur. These
other areas are primarily cut-outs or openings in the shell and the
seals used aroi;nd them are usually exposed to a differential pressure
between interior and the vacuum exterior. The hatch to outer space,
air lock, pipes, and electrical openings must be sealed. Seals for
the fluid storage, idstrbution and actuation systems must be pro-
vided for the SSV. For those components operating under high vol-
tage in systems such as radio, radar, guidance and TV, the assemblies
will be enclosed in a pressurized container charged with inert gas,
if necessary: Potting sealants will be provided around current
conducting wire junctions, splices, connectors, and terminals. For
general purpose, sealing, type No. 2 seals such as fluorosilicons,
Fluorel-, and Viton will be used. These have been selected because
they can be used at the higher temperatures with many fuels', lub -
ricants, hydraulic fluids, solvents, highly resistant to ozone,
weathering. They have good mechanical properties very ]ow permea-
bility to gases. Fair radiation stability and they are excellent for
vacuum seals
For low temperatures applications, and resistance to chemicals
and solvents, TFE is recoMmended.
Metallic and composite seals when they are fully developed should
be considered for application in the SSV. In addition, CNR is
I116
recommended for rubber potting compoizads s
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' Enyi:r'oyweWt'a`l` 'c'ornsi'ddrati'ons, : •(,^) ' `Rad'i'ati`an	 penetrating
radiation constitutes the most important space environmental: para-
meter of significance to the operation of electronic components in
space. No attempt will be made to give. details of radiation effect
on individual components since the effects are radically different
for different materials and components. Literature source will be
required for individual design.
(b) , Vacuum: Individual components will be sealed against the vacuum
environment where necessary.
(c) ' 'Humi'd'i'ty In most cases, the operation of electrical equipment
is unimpaired or even improved by lowering the watez content and
other contaminants usually found in the atmosphere.
(d) ' 'Z'er'o 'g, r'aV ty: The number of electronic device& depending on a
gravitational field is small, thereby minimizing the problem.
(e) mi'cr'olme'teordids: Most equipment are located in containers which
are designed for protection against micrometeoroids.
(f) - Magn^e't'i`c' 'fiel`ds: The magnitude of the magnetic field intensity
and the variations anticipated are not expected to have a serious
effect on electronic components.
(g) V'i's'i'ble 'l'i'ght: With few exceptions, light in the visible region
is not of serious consequence.
(h) 'Ultra'v'iolet 'ra'diation Ultraviolet radiation must be considered
in selection of surface insulators for long term operation.
(i) Tempe'r'ature: Many electronic components are sensitive to tem-
perature change. This can be taken care of by means of spacecraft
thermal control and circuit compensation.
Recomm'nd'ati'on's' zcr 't'h'e 'SSV: 	 The only recommendation that
can be made at this time is the selection of the electrical.insulation
material.- For this purpose, Kapton polyimlde is recommended.
6.10 ' Mis'c"e1`l'ah'e'ous' Nxate'ri'als
Pa^ rafts	 Wheee° painted - surfaces are required, epoxy paints
appear best for service on , the SSV.
I'abfic-:	 Fabric for use within the SSV should be made of Beta
cloth and in some instances Teflon for best results.
r
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ice:	 Where packaging is required Mylar is recommended.
Dori Me`ta`l1'i'cf TtXV ,'ng 	 Polyvinyl chloride is a satin actory
material for general purpose non-metallic tubing. Polyurethane is
satisfactory for oxygen service.
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4CHAPTER, VIx
STRUCTURES
Ming Chen
7.1	 Introduction (112,31 
The major considerations in the structural design of the SS's
I'r	
are as follows: a
`	 1.	 Mission requirements
2.	 Environments l
3,	 Material selections
4.	 Subsystem interfaces
The above four sets of constraints constitute the four apexes of a
"Structural Design Pyramid" as shown in Figure 7.1.	 The structure
must be designed under the simultaneous consideration of all the
requirements and constraints as shown _in Table 7.1. 	 The final sel-
ection of a structural concept is a compormised efficient design
from the weight standpoint which, is consistent w %th size, cost,
fabrication and many other features.
TABLE 7 .1
Maj or Constraints in Structural:. Design
Naf..,_._^..,...... I'n d.^...^......_
Radtatibn Vibiation_ Arid-shock
Meteoroid Acoustics
Vacuum Acceleration
Zero gravity Heating
Temperature
`Mi's's'i'on RegUi'rehi6nt
.^..^..._ 	_. Mate`r'a'ls
Robot Mode Thermal Vtoperties
^	 Maneuvers:
 Stiffnes's indexManipulators Strength indexFlight Phase Combined indexReliability FabricationSafety
'	 Su'b's'ys'tem 'Inte`r`face
Human factors
Guidance and control
Environment control' 
Thermal control
FP%OF
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FIGURE 7.1 The Structural Design Pyramid
7 2 The' Bn'Vkro=e'nt C 2 4-9
The environment may be classified in two categories, l.) the
natural environment, and 2) the induced environment.
Natural: 'e`n`Vironme'n'ts ;	 The major natural environments :ire as
follows
(a) r `Radi'ati'on; The radiation environment is due to l) solar radia-
tion (solar flares and solar wind), 2} galactic radiation, and 3)
trapped radiation.
In general, the natural radiation in space does not impose
I1 2 0
I
	
	 any significant problem to the ,root configuration because the dam-
a5ge threshold of most structural materials is in the order of 10 8 to
r	 1013 rads. Sensitive electronic equipment can function properly only
ii	 when the total dose is less than 10 to 10 4 rads and for man the
total radiation tolerance is less than approximately 50 cads. There-
fore, these two systems must be properly protected..
The radiation due to random solar events is very penetrating.
The weight penalty for complete protection of man is prohibitive.
For instance, it would require a 1/2 in (at 7 lb/ft 2 ) aluminum
shielding for such protection.
In near-earth missions, a: possible source of radiation is trap-
ped protons in the Van Allen belts. Shield requirements will depend
on orbital altitude, inclination and mission time. Since the SSV
is designed to operate underneath the inner Van Allen belt, the
radiation due to trapped protons is insignificant.
(b) Meteor'di'd hVirohment: The hazards of meteoroids in space play
an important role in controllingothe design of-the SSV especially
pressure vessels. Man and delicate equipment must be protected from
particle penetration which might cause physical harm to the astro-
nauts; leakago of gas, or damage of equipment.
The cumulative meteoroid and micrometeoroid impact rates are
shown in Figure 7.2. Meteoroids with sizes larger than 100 microns
would produce roughness, erosion, cracks on outer surfaces, spalling
on inner surfaces and penetration. The effect of meteoric dust
(size less than 100 microns) would include erosion, roughened sur-
faces (sandblast) . The latter would affect thermal coatings on the
vehicle. Because of the finite mass and high velocity, the problems
of puncture and erosion of various parts of a space vehicle must be
carefully considered by designers. Both space-cabin penetration,
pressure vessel failure, and fuel tanks deserve special attention
in the structural; design.
Problems involving meteoroid protection of space vehicles are
usually concerned with'the structural arrangement and weight pen-
alties associated with'a given probability of zero penetration over
a given mission time. The _design formulas for near-earth cislunar
y €	 sporadic meteoroid flux are:
3
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FIGURE 7.2	 Near-Earth and Cislunar Meteoroid Environment (S = 1)
log 10N _ 
-0.30 log m + log S-8.00	 (10-14• <; Id < 10 -8 	(7.1)
g	 - -	 gto	 N -	 m10	 1.00 to -h l0	 5-13.60	 (10	 <g	 X7.2)- 8,	 m	 10 -2.15)
log
1ON - -1:34 log m + log S-14.33	 (10 '2.	 5, < M <	 10 0 )	 (7.3)
where values for _S are shown in Figure 7. 3.	 The above flux is to be
F
,i- multiplied by a factor of 1. 4 for -shielding analysis to account 'for
^ observed variation of the p,	 rate with times. , Particle
density shall _be. taken as
	 y	 	 ^ 0 5 gm/cm 	 and average sporadic velocity, 	 . g	 	
surface area of the vel icl.e.
The thickness of shielding can be calculated for the manned_
f	 " cabin by:
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FIGURE 7.3 Yearly Sporadic Meteor Flux
n
t^^.
,i."^ 1	 0ti	 0.66
^-.—	 3.43 K(pm/Rt)	 (Vm/Ct)	 (7. 4)
M
where ti tl + tz + ...tn = total thickness of shielding materials.
'I'nduce'd 'e'nyi 'ronWe 'nt :	 The induced environments come from the
primary function of the structure under all possible structu ral loads
encountered before and during the mission. Some of the pertinent
ones are listed as follows:
,..... 
	.............
	 .	 ...	 ......
(a) Tra'nsporta'tion,' ;gr'o'u'n'd h'an'dl'in'g' 'an'd 's'torAge: The SSV is not
designed foi the` ground transportation loads-or launching. However,
^_.
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the vehicle is to be braced or pressurized internally and externally
during these processes of handling to insure integrity of the vehicle.
(b) Vil:'ratkdri 'arid Adous`ttcs: The mechanical vibration of the SSV
structure during the ascent phase is predominantly caused, by booster
engine and aerodynamic noise. The noise environment for the SSV is	 i
comprised of broad-band random pressure fluctuations resulting from
engine noise and boundary layer turbulence. A typical overall
acoustic spectrum of the SIV-B during lift-off is shown in Figure 7.4.
(c) Lift-off' 'arid 	 'ac'cele'r'atio'ns	 As thrust builds up at
ignition, the large transient forces involved must be considered in
the structural design. The SSV is designed to withstand l"g" lateral
acceleration and 6 11 9" longitudinal ace;el.eraton.
(d) Pressure: The structure is designed for a nominal pressure of
6 psia.
(e) Temp'er'ature; The atmospheric temperature at the interior of the
pressure vessel should be within the limits of 60°F to 90 0F
7.3 Structural  De's a. n .Cr a.ter' a (6,101
.,
This section is intended, to serve, as a temporary source for
structural design criteria fo:c the SSV and its associated sll:ructural
components:
Factors* of 'safety:	 The following safety factors are used:,
(l) In-flight
Limit	 'UltiMate
Manned payloads 1.00	 1.40
Unmanned payloads 1.00	 1.25
(2)	 Propellant tanks
L'iYxit U1'ti'tate Burs 
Manned payloads 1.00 1.40 1.40
Unmanned payloads 1.00 1.25 1.25
'Limit 'Proof	 , ''B'ur'st
(3)	 Pressure vessel 1.00 1_.25 -2.00
(4)	 Hydraulic and pneumatic 1.00 1.50 1.80
lines and fittings
7.4 ` 'S'tructur'al'_ 'De's'' • n
G'e'ometry 'of' haann'dd, 'Cabin : A 1/10 scale drawing of the cabin
is shown in Figures 5.4 and 55. The middle portion is a cylindrical
shell while the heads dare spherical caps-. The total surface area
I
e
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and volume of the cabin are 183 sq. ft and 216 cu. ft., respectively.
` We'i'ght 'of' Y6a=ad oab`i'n" 'mid 'rain 'structure: 	 The cabin is to
be made of beryllium honeycomb with beryllium skins. The thickness
of -inner slain is 10 mils and the thickness of the outer skin is 15
mils. These thicknesses provide heat exchanger extended surfaces and
are effective protection against meteoroid hazard. The core depth
is I in, with cell size of 3/16 in. with a foil gague of 1.5 mils.
The weights for the skins and honeycomb core are estimated to be
44 lb and 23 lb respectively. The total weight of the tubular
rings, including 20% weight for joints is 53 lb. Providing a 50
factor for joints and small structural components, a total estimated
design weight of 180 lb is obtained.
Weight of `rob`o't modem:
	
The equipment box shown in Figure
7.5 is also to be made of beryllium honeycomb and beryllium skin.
ACcording to the surface area and the depth of the honeycomb, the
weights of the facings and honeycomb are estimated to be 17.4 lb
and 9 lb respectively. Providing 50% for overall allowance, the
total design weight for the robot module excluding thermal control
is estimated to be 40 1b.
Meteo'ro'id 's'h'i'eldinl ,c`al,c'ul'ations:	 In designing the structure
for SSV we must consider each of the operational phases of the veh-
icles and the natural environments in space during each operation.
The predominant design consideration is the meteoroid protection.
The calculation is based on 12 hours mission time for the reason that
the SSV can be inspected for meteoroid impact after each mission.
The equation for probability of zero penetration can be expressed
as:
log Po = --0.434 AtpNp (7.5
The shielding factor, ,n, is defined as follows;
(L + cos 0)/2 (7. 6)
where
sin. 0 = R (Ro + h) (7.7)
for Po = ,0.99, 11 == 1/2,	 T = ,1/2 day,;' and A _ 1,83 sq.	 ft.
we obtain
NP 	2.31 x 10` 4 /sq. ft-day
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FIGURE 7.5 Robot Module Equipment Box
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Np = ,2.92 x 10-9/m2sec
-9 impactsUsing a factor of safety of 1.4- ., we obtain Np	 409 x 10 
per m2 sec. Equation 7.1 will be used for the present case. With
a
S	
_
1, and N = N , we obtain m = .1. 0 x 10 5 gm. Letting the par -p
ticle density, pm = 0.5 gm/cm.3, and assuming the particle to be a
sphere, we obtain the diameter of the particle, dm , as dm = 0 ,.0337 cm.
Equation 7A is used for shielding calculations. The coefficient K
is provided for spacing of sheets and fillers, if any.
r
K = 0.5 for 1" spacing and no filler
K = 0.2 for 2" spacing and no f i 7,.ler
K = 0.67 for 1" spacing and honeycomb
e	
K 0.27 for 2" spacing and honeycomb
s
For the present calculation, we use
Vm, = 30 km/sec, K	 0.67, pm = 0.5, and dm	 0.0337 cm`
The resulting beryllium-shielding is 0.0538 cm, or 0._0212 in. in
thickness. We choose
town
127	 n	 1
tinner = 0 010 
+r
. 
and
touter	 01 015 1,for better meteoroid protection.
Pressure vessel under internal pressure:	 With t = 0.025, and
internal pressure of 5 psia, the stress level in the cylinder can
be approximated by the following equation for membrane stress;
Cr
	 PR w (5) x (48) /0. 025 = 96 00 psi
The one inch depth of beryllium honeycomb will provide the necessary
stiffness for handling because there is no major buckling problem
involved in the SSV operational phases. The membrane stress for
the spherical caps are:
Rear cap. c l	 pRl/t	 (5) x (51)/0.025	 10200 psi	
(7.8)
Front cap: ez
	
pR2/t - (5) x (25)/0,025 	 5000 psi	 (7„9)
Applying a burst factor of safety of 2, the thickness chosen is con-
sidered to be adequate even without taking into account the honeycomb
chord.. Note that F of Be is 70 ksi
,	 1.	 1...,.,	 ty
'P`ro 'e'1'l'ant 'tanks
	
Two fuel. tanks of 3 ft each are to be used
to store the .fuel at 200 psis, internal pressure. The tanks are to be
made of Ti--6A1-4V. Spherical tanks for maximum volume were chosen.
Burst ftg factor of safety = ultimate F. S, = 1.4 for both manned and
robot payloads. The thickness of the wall, can be -vdetermined by the
following formulas
t = 1.4 PR/(120) (102)	 (7.10)
where
R = (3/44189) 0.33
	.894 ft	 10.7 in
t = (1.4) (200) (1-0.7)/(120) (10 3 )	 25 x 10' 3 in
The total weight is
W	 pAt	 0.10 (1.2.57) x (10.72) (0.025) 	 (7.11)
5- 7 2 lb
Providing 22% for fittings, the total weight of the two propellant
tanks is 14.0 lb.
Miocel'laneous
	 The main thrusters are mounted at the center
of the front and rear cap of the shell where the shell is reinforced
for support and mounting. The hatch opening for half hard suit and
ingress and egress transfers is 30 in_6 in diameter and it is properly`
sealed and :reinforced. Reinforcing is also provided around the
20 in astrodome windows.
jPQ
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CHAPTER VII
NOMENCI ►^,^ UIIE
.xax xxx	 r	 x*	 .	 =,s..a
..^Ym	 l ' De's`gft j) tion 'Units
A Surface area ft 	 JO
C Sonic velocity in shield materials m/sec
J	 dm Diameter of meteoroid • cm
E Young' s modulus gm/cm2 or psi
F
to Ultimate strength gm/cm2 or psi
Fty Yield strength gm/cm2 or psi
i	 g Gravitational acceleration cm/sect
h Altitude
H Scale height
R Meteoroid shielding factor
M Particle mass gm
M Molecular weight of material
MS Margin of safety_..
N Number of meteoroid impacts of m^2-- sec^1
mass, m, or greater
N_ Number of probable meteoroid mr2_sec-^'
p impacts
P Probability of zero penetration x
R " Radius ft
R Earth radius nm
Rs Ratio of applied to allowable
stress
S Seasonal meteoroid variations
t 'thickness of shielding, or facing cm, or in
Mission time hr
V
m'
Meteoroid velocity m sec/
.c Calculated stress gm/cm 2 , or psi
Pm Diameter of meteoroid cm	 3
Pt Shield density gm/cm
p Meteoroid shielding factor
O'n
pxl^A. "
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CHAPTER Vlxl
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
Pill Wakeland
81 Guidance `C'once'pt
The concept that the SSV is a subsystem of the space station is
the foundation for the methods of guidance and navigation which have
been selected. It is assumed that the space station has an adequate
radar for tracking the SSV and the target satellite. Likewise-, it is
assumed that the space station has a computer with enough capability
to solve the navigation and guidance problem of the SSV in real time,
based upon inputs from the space station, radar, and telemetry from
the SSV as necessary. in addition, it is required that the operational
envelope of the SSV be such that communication from the space station
to the SSV will be continuous
8.2 Manned Vehicle Guidance
Two methods of navigation will be used for the manned SSV. Line-
of-sight navigation will be used for missions which are of short
range and for -which optimization of trajectory yields little gain.
Optimized orbital trajectories will be used for those missions for
which the range is sufficiently large to warrant such planning and
controlled operations.
8.3 Line-of-Sight (LOS') 'Navigation 	 F
The SSV will be easily controllable by auto -pilot or by manual
control. The attitude thrusters will be sufficiently strong to over-
come any _main thrust misalignment. The astronaut will be able to es-
tablish a collision course to the target satellite by line-of-sight
thrusting, and braking can be accomplished without losing sight of the
satellite. Burn time of the main thrusters will be controlled by
setting an accurate timer. initiation will be by switch or trigger.
The acceleration forces will be small, on the order of 1/5 G. When
the relative velocity is nulled essentially to zero in the vicinity
of , the satellite, the attachment will be accomplished by the -attitude
thrusters. The hand -controller will provide thrust in proportion to
PK^7
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displacement about each axis and along each axis. This will be
accomplished by pulsing the thrusters at an increasing duty cycle as
the controller is moved to full throw.
8.4 Optimized Navigation
Prior to actual separation from the space station the navigation i
problem will have been solved by the space station computer using	 a
inputs from the radar. Alignment of the attitude gyro in the SSV	 Il
with a common reference is also required. The solution to the nav-
igation problem will be telemetered to the SSV and displayed to the
astronaut Attitude about ail three axes, burn time, and initiation
time, will be provided. In addition, voice communications can be
utilized if necessary for this information. After the initial burn,
errors in trajectory will be determined by the space station radar,
and real time corrections telemetered to the SSV. Mid-course cor-
rections will be planned as pare of the controlled operation. During
transit range and range rate to the target satellite will be tele-
metered to the SSV and displayed. After the terminal maneuver, the
SSV has arrived in the vicinity of the satellite with very little
relative Notion and then assumes the station keeping, or attachment
moue of control.
8.5 Robot Vehicle Guidance
Navlgat'ion for the robot vehicle will be performed as described
in Section 8.4. Terminal guidance will be controlled by SSV radar
to provide the necessary accuracy. Remote control of the SSV attitude
and thrusters will have to be provided, of course. Many pieces of
information about the SSV will be telemetered back to the space station
in order to allow remote control. For instance, sufficient informa-
tion wi ll be returned to allow the SSV to be commanded to any attitude.
The :;automatic control system will maintain this attitude, even under
thrust misalignment, with very little error. The burn time willbe
set by telemetry instructions to a timing clock. Initiation of burn_
will be controlled by either real time signals or programmed instruc-
tion. Station keeping and attachment maneuvers will be carried out
by real time controls and with the aid of television and cooperatively
designed satellites. It is this attachment phase that presently is
the most difficult part of a remote transfer. Much research and
p
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development is necessary to develop a satisfactory remote docking
system.	
., ...
8.6 ' Mali`u'al 'Control
Manual control of the SSV is achieved first by selecting that
mode of operation, and then moving hand controllers to control ro-
tation and translation about and alone each axis. The hand control-
neutral position andlets. are designed to be spring loaded to the n 	 1 0g	  g	 p
give an output signal which is proportional to the hand controller
displacement. Paragraph 8.3 of this chapter gives added insight on
the operation of the SSV by hand control. High spin rates can easily
be obtained by maintaining full throw of the controller. For ex-
ample, a one second burn will provide 5.83°/sec rate about the thrust
axis.
8.7 Attitude control System Capabilities
The general objective of the control system is to provide a
conveniently controllable and maneuverable vehicle with a low pro-
pellant expenditure rate. Direct manual control using a controller
designed to produce thrust proportional to the displacement of the
controller is provided as one mode of operation. A strapped down
inertial reference package is included in the system for tie control-
led auto-pilot mode. In the controlled auto-pilot mode, the attitude
control system will maintain the attitude of the vehicle to Phat of
the strapped down reference by sensing position error and error rate
-about three axes and reacting to eliminate the error and error rate.
Control of the SSV in this mode is achieved by precessing the appro-
priate reference gyros in the inertial reference package. Horizon
sensors are included to provide a horizontal reference for the strapped
down package. The use of the SSV as a robot and as a platform for
`
	
	
experiments gives the justification for the installation of the
.horizon sensors. Table 8.1 lists the general capabilities and
accuracies of the attitude control system.
During the main thruster burns the attitude control will normally
be in the controlled auto-pilot mode. The attitude thrusters are
sized sufficiently large to accomodate a thrust' misalignment of 0-.16 ft
at the center of mass. It is expected that most of the misalignment
will come from the inaccuracy of the placement of the astronauts.
k
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TABLE 8.1
Attitude Control System Capabilities
Manual rollrate
	 5 + */sec (1 sec burn)
	
Controlled autopilot	 3 °/sec
Wide deadband
Position
	 + 50
Rate	 + . 23 0/sec
Narrow deadband
Position	 + .50
Rate	 + .230/sec
Inertial reference package
Drift	 + 60/hr
Acceleration drift	 + 2,50/hr/g
Horizon sensor accuracy	 + .50
Thrust misalignment tolerance 	 .16 ft
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the placement of the attitude and main
thrusters.
8.8 Thrust Controller Logic
The thrust controller (K in Figure 8.1) is designed so that the
average output thrust is proportional to the input signal E 2 . 'This
Linear relationship exists between the rate controller dead zone of
+ .5 0 and the saturation level of 250. This linear output is accom -
plished by varying both the pulse length to the thrusters and the
frequency. Then for Figure 8.2, the linear range is represented by
the equation;
Tc
	
E 2 /0S	tf	 (8.1)
If the frequency is limited to a maximum of f m as shown in Figure 8.3,
then the frequency equation if given as:
f
	
	
4f ' .E^2	 1	 E2	 (8.2)
m OS
Combining equations 81 and 8.2 results ins
	
H2 -1
	
t
t	 4f	 1 0	 (8.3) s
The rest time between__ pulses is given by
,E -1	 0
t = f	 2	 =	 s	 (8.4r	 m O
	 fE
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Thrust Controller Frequency
For the linear range of operation of the thrust controller logic,
Equations 8.'3 and 8.4 determine the "logic. If the deadband is chosen
as + .5 0 , the saturation levela/as + 25 0 , the maximum pulse frequency
as 5 Hz, the controller logic becomes:
5t =
	 (8.3a)
t  
= E5	 (8.4a)2
8.9 Thrust Misalignment
The main thrusters (Figure 5.4) are secured to the structure of
the SSV. The inaccuracy in the determination of the center of mass
of the vehicle, as well as the possible movement of the astronauts
from their assigned location, gives rise to a possibility of torque
being produced by the line of main thrust not passing through the
center of mass. This unwanted torque is the result of thrust mis-
alignment. The attitude thrusters are arranged in four groups of four
located on the periphery of the structure around the main thrust {
axis. The 'n,'Aance of torques necessary to prevent a yaw or pitch a,
rotation is given by
Tm(a +)	 NTcr	 (8.5)
The displacement of the center of mass duce to the movement of the
astronauts from their assigned positrons can be calculated by:
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_ % .	 (8.6)W
Then, for a proper design;
T 	 Wm + 9W
Figure 8.4 illustrates the geometry involved in the calculation of
thrust masalignment effects about either the pitch or yaw axis. Fig
Figure 8.5 illustrates the relationship (817) as the limiting equality.
c
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8.10 Limit Cycle Qperation
The presence of deadbands in position and rate feedback (shown
in Figure 8.6) cause the stable point of the attitude control system
to be a limit cycle. The optimum design of limit cycle operation
results in a minimum of two minimum impusles for each chcle Size
of the position deadband and the rate deadbend determine the maximum
period of the limit cycle. It is desirable to reverse the drift rate
in one minimum impulse. At the same time, it is important to remain
within the rate deadband. If these conditions are met, then,
Ia <Min Impulse <21a	 (11'	 (8.8)
However, for the least energy expended in the limit cycle operations
Min Impulse = Ia + E	 (8.9)
For the design of the SSV attitude control system,
Min Impulse	 1.1 Ia	 (8.10)
For the main thrust axis, the minimum impulse is given by,	 1
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FIGURE 8.5
Thrust Ratio vs. Astronaut Displacement
Min Impulse = NT^,rtmn
	
4Tcrtmin	 C8. 11)
For the pitch and yaw axes, the minimum impulse is given by;
Min Impulse = NTcrtmin
	
2Tcrtm n
	
(8.12)
I1 the early design of spacecraft, the exact structural configuration
and massdistribution is not known, therefore, the moments of inertia
are not known. In fact, the estimate of the total weight and out-
side dimensions vary daily. As an approximate sizing of the attitude
thrusters- based upon the limit cycle criterion, the moment of inertia
can be approximated by that of a cylinder of homogeneous density,
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FIGURE 8 .6
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Using this approximation, Equation 8.10 reduces to:
Limit Cycle Dead Bands
^....
!	 f
Tc .0171 fit= Wr - 0.171 KaWr	 (8.13)
min	 .,	 '
Figure 8.7 represents Equation 8._13 with the ratio Nt	 Ka as a
parameter. Although the rate deadband a,, and minimumm1 burn time
tmin are design decisions, they usually are determined by availability
of hardware and are therefore not directly controllable by the design.
The product Wr is more directly controlled by the details of the
spacecraft design. Figure 8.7 can be used for a fast approximate
solution to thruster sizing by the limit cycle criterion. In the
design of the SSV, this criterion proves to be the determining cri-
terion.
8.11 Feedback Control System`
Since there is no viscous damping in space, damping for stability
and the proper response must be provided by rate feedback. In addition,
to this problem, the rate gryos produce a signal with transients
superimposed upon the rate value. A filter is provided to remove these
higher frequency unwanted signals. Figure 8.1 il lustrates by block
diagram and transfer functions the feedback control system for the
attitude control about each axis of the SSV. During the automatic
operation, the switch at E2 is in position 1. This completes the
circuit for the closed loop operation. The position and position
error is sensed by the inertial reference package. Rate gyros pro -
vide the rate feedback about each axis Amplifier gains are normal'-; 
1	
_	
3 	
_	 7ized to the position feedback gain, making that gain unity. Then
the transfer function of the closed 'loop 'operation is given by:
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Ts3 + Ip s 
2 + Mrs + K
For convenience of notation, this is changed to a normalized form
as follows
q	 3:
(s)
	
3	 (8.1}
i	 s + a Iws + a 2w s + W.
where
w'3 -^ K/I
a I W _ p
a2w2	KKr/Z or Kr = a2/w
In the form used by Equation 8.15 w is a normalizing parameter. This
value is determined independently of the coefficients a l and,a2 [2]
K is determined by the thrust controller characteristic, which is
shown in Figure 8.2. 1 1
 of course, is the moment of inertia about
the axis in question and results from the complete design. The
parameters a l and a 2
 are selected in the optimization process to be
discussed later. After an optimal selection of a l and a 2 is made,
the filter parameter p and the rate feedback gain TCr is easily deter-
mined.
Figure 8.1 and Equation 8.14 are linear representations of the
system which is non-linear in the sense that it i s piece-wise linear.
Figure 88 is the closed loop system showing the non-linear elements
and their characteristics. Preliminary design is accomplished with
the linear system. Then a simulation of the non-linear system is
performed to check the optimized linear design.
rl
8.12 O ti.mi'za iori of Dyn'ami'c' -Resp'o'n;se
The limit	 pcycle operation is optimized by Equation 8.13 This 	 ry	
provides .a practical minimum propellant consumption for limit cycle
operation. When the 'vehcile is disturbed from the limit cycle, the
response is determined by Equation 8.14. The objective of the design
of the closed loop system is to minimize within practical bounds
the expenditure of propellant. The generalized quadratic performance
141
index [3), integral of the squared error (ISE) is chosen as the cost
functional (0') to be minimized.
J = f cfe2 (t) + g2e 2 (t) 	 + q3 e2 (t)) dt	 ( 8.16)
The first :erm of 8.16 ioe 2 (t)dt, 	is a measure of the amount of error
which has existed during the recovery of the vehicle from a distur-
bance. Certainly, it is desired that e (t) + o as t - o . The second
term represents area under the velocity curve during the recovery.
There is no particular design requirement on velocity, therefore, the
weighting factor 9 2 is chosen as zero. The third term is related to
acceleration. Acceleration, in turn, is directly related to thrust.
The area under the error acceleration squared curve is then directly
related to the total impulse, or the weight of the propellant. There-
fore, the weighting factor 93 is Chosen to be large. Equation 8.16
reduces to:
f 
o 
[e (t) + q 3e (t) dt
The choice of the weighting factor q 3 will determine the coeff-
icients a and a21 which in tarn determines the dynamic response of
the system. it is possible to select q 3 with the aid,of charts which,
at the same time, give the characteristics of the dynamic response (3).
The use of these charts eliminates any trial weighting factors, trial
optimizations, and trial responses, thereby allowing the designer to
optimize quickly with little work. This is the procedure followed
in this design.
8.13 Attitude Control System Det6°iled Design
A reasonable responsiveness about each axis is desired for the
SSV. ` Therefore, 5°/sec roll rate after a two second burn was chosen
as a design requirement. This however, was not the determining
criterion. The roll rates are actually between 5 and 6 0 /sec after
only a one second burn. Thrust misalignment studies indicated a
T
m/ cT ratio of 130 was permissible for the manned SSV. Again, this
criterion was not critical, and the resulting ratio was Tm/Tc 85.
For the robot a Tm/T c < 688 requirement was met by Tm/Tc = 260.
The limit cycle operation determined the size of the thrusters.
First, in the development of the thrust controller logic, the minimum
thrust time was chosen as .05 seconds. Then the thrust controller
deadband was chos en as one degree, and the saturation at 25 0 (as  
s
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shown in Figure 8.2a. This resulted in the attitude control thrusters
for the manned SSV  being sized at 7 lb, and those for the robot SSV
at 2.3 lb.
For the optimization of the dynamic response, the weighting
factor q3 was chosen to be 58.3. This determined the coefficients
to be a l = 3.0, a 2 = 2.7. The filter constant p was very close to
1.8 for each design. The rate feedback gain Kr was 4.6 or 4.8 de-
pending upon the axis of rotation_. These design constants produce a
linear system dynamic response of a 2% overshoot and a settling time
of 9.5 seconds for 95% recovery. The details of the design are shown
in Appendix D. The non-linear system was simulated on a digital
computer. This simulation verified the Linear system optimization.
Results of several disturbances are shown in Appendix E as phase
plane plots. Studies were made with the simulation program to verify
minimum propellant consumption. Reducing the rate feedback gain?
Kr , resulted in larger propellant usage, whereas increasing Kr caused
the response to be too sluggish. Table 8.2 lists the various design
constants for both the manned and robot SSV.
WK.V
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TABLE 8 2
Attitude Control System Design Constants
	
Manned SSV	 Robot SSVt
Position deadband	 a	 50	 50
Rate d:eadband	 a	 .231/sec. 	 230/sec.
Min. burn time
	 tm n	 0 5 sec.	 .05 sec.
Allowed thruster ratio	 Tm/Tc	 130	 688
Actual thruster ratio Tm/Tc 85 260
Thruster size T 7 lbs. 2.3	 lbs.
Roll rate for 1 secs burn
^-
6 5.13-5.83gsec„
,
5.07-5 .780/sec.
Limit cyc le Wt^ .59 lb/hr. .191 lb/hr.
Propellant usage ,.
Wt .258 lb/hr. :..084.	 lb/hr.
Thrust controller gain
z
K 350 lbf t rad. 115 lbf t/rad.K	 ,
175 lbft rad 57.5 lbft/rad
Norma	 zing parameter Wx .613 .613
W .587 .587
Weighting factor
y	
--
q3 49	
_
49
Characteristic eq. coef. al 3.0 3.0
2	 2.7	 2.7
Filter constant
	
p	 1.84	 1.84
_x
g	 Kam
	
1.7 6 	 1.7 6
- --
Rate feedback gain	
py^z
	
4.3
	
4.3
._._.	
,
Kra z
	
4.6	 4.6
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CHAPTER VIII
NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Description Units
a l Characteristic equation coefficients
E2 Filtered combined error signal volts
e(t) Time variation of position error
f Frequency of thruster pulse Hz
fm Maximum f Hz
g Gravitational constant ft/sect
T Moment of inertia slugs-ft2
J Cast functional
K Thrust controller gain lb/volt
Kr Rate feedback gain volt/rad/sec
N Number of thrusters firing
p Filter cons tant
q• Weighting factors
r Thrust radius to center of mass ft
t Pulse duration of thruster sec
t Minimum t sec
min
t Rest time between pulses sec
T Attitude thrust 1b
Tm Main thrust lb
W Weight of vehicle lb
Wm Weight of astronauts lb
a Position of deadband degrees
a Rate deadband degrees/sec
y Center of mass displacement due to
the movement of astronauts ft
Net displacement of astronauts from
their assigned positions ft
Structural misalignment- of thrust ft
e Positive angle about any axis degrees
6
s
Saturation limit degrees	 ¢z
6 Angular rate degrees/sec	 ;x
t
,
MEN, 9mllil^17 ,:
Polo-
4
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'Symbol
	
Ue's'crlpti'on	 'Units,
w	 Normalizing parameter
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CHAPTER IX
SSV ROCKET PROPULSION
Al Kent
Al Igne
9.1 Introduction	 1
Ther term "on-board propulsion" has been established to identify
those propulsion systems on board or integrated with a spacecraft
and to differentiate these systems from the propulsion systems which
comprise the launch vehicle.
The propulsion system of a vehicle is that portion of the vehicle
which permits utility and movement of an otherwise inert device, and
largely determines the speed, range, and suitability of the trans-
portation. One of the most important tasks occupying the vehicle
designer has been the selection and development of an appropriate
propulsion system for the vehicle. This chapter will discuss space-
craft propulsion design choices and some of the considerations
entering into these choices
The service vehicles are considered to be earth launched by the
Saturn V vehicle. During launch, the stage jettisons and ignitions,
and the earth orbital insertion and correction, the SSV propulsion
system will be passive. Having served its purpose, the launch
propulsion system is separated from the spacecraft. The SSV propul-
sion system provides the desired vehicle mobility within the estab-
lished orbit or it may be used to establish a new orbital path around
the earth. The SSV propulsion system must be capable of providing the
necessary mobilityto satisfactorily perform the _following tasks:
1. To provide capability for rendezvous and docking with
cooperating satellites.
2. To maintain precise control of the spacecraft attitude for
extended astronomical and other observations.
3. To provide mobility for transfer of towable spacecraft.
For the satisfactory performance of the above tasks`, a study
by the orbital mechanics section indicates that a maximum mission
FP,
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AV requirement of 600 fps is sufficient. With this very important
information, the preliminary design of the SSV main propulsion system
begins to emerge. Thrust levels, burning time, propellant quantities
required, and the number and arrangement of engines may be established.
9.2 Basic' 'Desi'gn Criteria
In the manned spacecraft, the propulsion system must operate
satisfactorily to safely return the crew to the mother station, and
it is imperative that the design be as simple as possible to increase
reliability. To obtain high reliability adherence to several
principles is mandatory. These are:
Minimize the number of components.
Provide the simplest design capable of performing the required
functions.
Establish adequate design margins.
Design for the full range of off-design point conditions which
may be encountered.
Provide redundant functions and components to permit satisfactory
system operation following a failure condition.
Compatability of the propulsion system with its operating en-
vironment must be given careful attention. In addition, operation
of the propulsion system should not impose unduly harsh environments
upon adjacent equipment and structure. The environment imposed upon
space propulsion systems is both severe and in some cases foreign to
our earth-bound experience. Some cf these environmental conditions
are:
Launch vibration, _ noise_ level.
Hard vacuum
Weightlessness
Wide differential temperature variations
Micrometeoroids	
f
Radiation flux
Exposure to corrosive propellants
Attainment of minimum weight requires high performance and soph-
istication of design and tends toward complex systems. Since com-
plexity, over-sophistication,, and high performance can result in
reliability degradation, _a careful balance is required in establishing
each feature of a propulsion system design. To decrease the weight
..:,	 _	 ..	 ^, tee_ 7"'^
	
^ ^^`7`"w '-a Y KC. a <, .,: ws 	 r	 .u^.	 C	 ,.
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and number of components required to satisfy the total propulsion
requirements of a spacecraft, the systems are often designed to
serve several purposes. Another careful 'balance of performance and
weight characteristics is required to properly satisfy multiple
propulsion functions with high reliability.
9.3 Rocket Propulsion Systems
	
Figure 9.1 indicates some basic rocket propulsion systems and	
100
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some of the basic choices which must be made. For the current gen-
eration of spacecraft, chemical energy, liquid bipropellant, earth-
storable hypergolic systems have been selected as providing the
proper balance of performance, cost, and time required for develop-
ment to a high state of reliability. Since a high performance rocket
system would be very valuable for later service vehicles, a study of
unconventional rocket propulsion systems has been made and is pre-
sented in Appendix C. The study indicates that a low-thrust, re-
startab;le nuclear rocket propulsion system has performance advan-
tages over chemical rockets. However, these rockets have not been
developed for routine use. The present state-of-the-art technology
is the only requirement for the successful development of this type
of system. Experiences gained during the development and testing of
the ` NEW'A and SNAP programs should provide the necessary reactor
technology.
Solid rockets were initially studied, but they were not used
becauseof lower efficiency, lack of flexibility, and difficulty in
packaging. These rockets do not readily possess restart and throttl-
ing capability. 	 1
9.4 Fundamental Relationships
A brief review of rocket engine performance parameters is con-
sidered at this point. The thrust equation identifies those factors
which control the thrust level of a given engine. For a steady -state
condition,
F - g V  + A  (pe pamb)	 ('9.1)0
The first term of the equation, momentum thrust, is the -pre
dominant factor in establishing the thrust level.. The propellant
mass-flow rate, mP, is determined by the following parameters
physical size of the engine area (specifically the thrust chamber);
Wr
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Energy Propellant Propellant
Source Type Selection
Nuclear Solid Cryogenic
Solar 
Plasma	 Unconven- Liquid Hydrocarbon
tional mono-propellant oxygen
ROCKET	 TonENGINE Earth storable
 hypergolc
Photon Hybrid
Chemical Liquid Space storablebi-propellant hypergolicConven-
Stored	 tional
pressure
Thrust level
Total impulse .(life)Performance
	
	
minimum impulse bit
efficiency (Isp)
Turbopumps
LIQUID	 Pressurization	 gas generators
k.	 BI-PROPELLANT	 Source	 heated stored gas
ROCKET	 cold gas
ENGINE Artificial gravity fed
ullage	 _	 positive expulsion
Control	 passive
Radiation
Thrust Chamber	 regenerative
Cooling	 oblative
{	 heat- sink
FIGURE 9.1 Rocket Propulsion System Design Choices
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minimum area or throat area, A t ; the total pressure in the thrust
chamber, p e ; and the flame temperature of the combustion products, Tc.
The exhaust velocity, Ve, is determined in part by the proper-
ties of the products of combustion of the selected propellants
(molecular weight, ratio of specific heats, and combustion temper-
ature). The engine design factors are chamber pressure, expansion
ratio of the nozzle, (E A( /At )	 The nozzle efficiency also
governs the exhaust velocity and hence the engine thrust. The
maximum exhaust velocity occurs when the nozzle exit pressure is
'identical to the ambient pressure. In order to approach this vel-
ocity in space engines, expansion ratios in the range of 25 to 100
are dictated.
A term which is commonly used to express performance level of
an engine and propellant combination is "specific impulse". Math-
ematically,
I 
sp = F/mp	 (9.2)
"Total impulse" is the integral of the thrust over a period of
application of this thrust, and is related to specific impulse and
propellant consumed as follows
I t	 f o	 p
	
Fdt = m I sp
	
(9.3)l 
Since SSV propulsion systems operate for more than one period
of thrust, the system total impulse and the total useable propellants
necessary for the system may be obtained bya summation of the
individual burning intervals.
it = f o1 Fdt + f t2Fdt +	 + f to Fdtm 	 I s	 (9.4)
	
n- l	 p p
Figure 9.2 illustrates a tvijical rocket engine thrust-time history for
a single period of opera'-ion,, It shows that the thr!. $t build-up and
decay require a finite time interval (which ranges from milliseconds
to seconds) depending upon the size and design of the engine. The
i
importance of these thrust transients increases when the period of
steady state operation diminishes. For certain reaction-control en-
gine firings, the steady-state period of -operation approaches zero.
"Minimum bit" is defined as the lowest total impulse which can be
produced repeatedly by a rocket engine. A low "minimum bit" is re -
quired on some -spacecraft engines in order to reduce the vehicle
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rotational rates to very low rates.
I
t 1
	t2	 t3	 t4	 t5
Start	 Steady state	 Shut dorm
Transient	 Transient
Time from Start of Burn
Representative Rocket Engine Thrust-Time History
9. 5 Propulsion-Vehicle Performan `c`e` Relati'o'nships
Since the purpose of the propulsion system is to lend mobility
to a vehicle, it is well to examine the basic mechanics of the veh-
icle as affected by application of thrust and the performance re-
quirements for on-board propulsion systems which are established by
these mechanics.
In the simplified case of a vehicle operating free of atmospheric
drag and gravitational attractions, the velocity increment obtained
from a propulsion system obeys the following relation, which is der-
ived from Newton's second law of motions
miAV = Isp go In m	 (9.5)f
During the relatively short interval of engine operation, the
change of vehicle mass may normally be assumed to be solely the
result of expenditure of propellants. `- Thus,_
mf = mi - mp m - I	 , and
sp
LL
 fe J
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AV = =sp go
 
In Imi/ (mi - F tb/l sp )]
	
(9. 6)
if mi/mf is small $quation 9.6 can be written in the Linear form:mil -. m f 
_ 'AV
M f	 ISpgo
Equation 9.6 is plotted in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.4 'Indicates the velocity change which can be developed
R
by a chemical rocket engine of 600 lb thrust and 300 sec specific
impulse The design values of the manned and unmanned SSV are shown
on the plot to indicate the QV which each can develop with this
particular engine with a 25 sec burn.
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FIGURE 9.4 Velocity Change Developed by a Chemical Rocket
Using the engine specified in Figure 9.4, the thrust-to -weight
ratios for the manned and unmanned vehicles are about 0.2 and 0.5,
respectively. Thrust-to-weight ratio is important in determining
firing times during ,docking maneuvers. If little thrust is available,
E
A%j
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continuous .:burning with its disadvantages of error in closing velo-
city, Av
e 
0 and large closing distances, $, result. An engine or
engines should be chosen so that the vehicle can brake quickly at
distances of 1000 ft or ,less. rn the simplified one-dimensional
case f the minimum thrust-to-weight ratio is defined by
(FEW) min - (AV) 2 /2gS	 (9.8)
Figure 9.5 is a plot of Equation 9.8. The design thrust-to-weight
ratio curves show`the velocity errors which the manned and unmanned
vehicles can overcome. The radar range-rate error of the unmanned
vehicle is estimated to be less than 5 ft/sec. This figure shows
G
	
	 that the attitude control thrusters on the unmanned vehicle are
capable of performing braking maneuvers from distances of 200 ft. or
more at 5 fps closing velocity. The manned vehicle will use line-of-
sight and teleametered 'range-rate information. Use of the attitude
control thrusters would require continuous burning from several
thousand feet away to arrest the total relative Ve locity.tUse-o f the
main engine in a pulsed mode up to the last 500 ft appears to be the
best rendezvous maneuver..
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FIGURL 9.5 Minimum Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 	 Distance
9.6 ' Main` h'n'gihe' Thrust 'S'ele`cti'on
The fundamental means of achieving, orbital change was presented
in Chapter II, and Appendix A. As a preliminary step in the design
az At
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of a propulsion sys tem for the taxi, the requirements for I1ohmann
transfers for a 40 nm altitude change are considered. This mission
has been considered as typical of the maximum mission the taxi should
undertake. Considerethe 40 nm altitude change presented in Chapter
XI. In that example, the single maximum AV was 136 ft/sec. In
practice, this velocity change cannot be achieved instantaneo.t31y,
but the thrust burn time is so small compared to the flight time be-
tween impulses that ;Hohmann transfers are approximated. Assuming a
burn time of 25 seconds, the required thrust is:
AV ^ 136 .3 W^ 5.46W5 n -7s— g	 9
Because of its greater weight, a manned vehicle will require more
thrust than an unmanned vehicle. Assuming the manned vehicle weighs
3220 lb (100 slugs mass), the minimum thrust required is
P = 546 lb
Since the Hohmann transfer is a minimum-velocity-change/maximum-time
type of orbital change, this value of thrust is the minimum required
value. Shorter -transfer times will require more impulse; thus, more
thrust or more burn time. ,Approximately 600 lb main engine thrust
has been selected. If a much larger engine were used, the burn time
for braking maneuvers would be critically short. If a smaller engine
were used, the burn time would be sufficiently long to shorten the
overall life of the engine. The accelerations produced are 5.4 ft/sec2
for the manned vehicle and 13.5 ft/sec 2 for the unmanned vehicle, well
within acceptable limits.
In order to provide greater reliability, the SSV will be provided
with two main thrust engines. If one engine fails, the SSV can be
turned around and the other engine used The two engines will be
mounted so that they thrust along the center line of the SSV (see
Figures 5.4 and 5.5). The second engine can be used for retrofire
during the braking maneuvers when large thrusts are required. Use of
the attitude_ thrusters for rendezvous braking was considered, but a
prohibitive burn time and maneuvering distance was required.
The propulsion system thrust and burn time requirements were
based upon an intermittent cluster mission. The continuous cluster
mission will require less fuel and velocity change for the same
transfer time as the 40 nm intermittent cluster mission (about 47
NFONW1 RIM"
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`	 minutes). Results of a computer solut ng using Lambert's equations
for orbital change were shown in Chapter II.
9.7 ' 'En'ergy' 'Sour'ce' 'Se'1 ct'ion
The mission constraints indicate that the SSV must be capable
of providing thrusts of at least 546 lb and transfer times of 10 to
45 -minutes. An analysis of propulsion systems which should be
available in the 1975--1980 period (see Appendix C) showed that chemi-
cal propulsion is the best candidate, unless an unforeseen break-
through in energy sources occurs,
9.8 Propellant Selection
It was envisioned that the main engine could be pulsed for short
times to produce small ,impulse for such maneuvers as braking and
small orbit changes. Hypergolic bipropellants and monopropellants
with catalysis seemed the best choices.
Since a common propellant for both attitude control a"d the main
engine were considered, the propellant must be capable of burn times
or pulses on the order of hundredths of seconds. The need for high
reliability, repeated starts, a long design life, high specific
impulse, and good storage characteristics are met by both propellants.
The specific impulse of 300 sec led to the selection of the earth stor-
able, hypergolic bipropellant. The moderately high specific impulse
of 300 sec means less resupply for the SSV.
c^tion9.9 Prope llant Tank Size 'Sele ti
The total velocity change required in the limiting mission was
found to be 594 ft/sec. Assuming the main engine develo ped 600 lb
thrust, the total burn time is:
l
tb	 (100) (594)/(604)
99 seconds
The propellant is assumed to develop a specific impulse of 300 in
this engine. The resulting propellant weight requirement is:
M  F tb/Isp(600)(99)/300 U
m = 19 8 lb in
P I
Further assuming a liquid fuel mixture specific gravity of 1.2,
Volume ofpropellant = 2.64 ft3
A contigency reserve of 40 lbm propellant was postulated. Thus,
J
t
t
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for an oxidizer/fuel ratio of 2.31
volumes are given in Table 9.1.
the fuel and oxidizer weights and
TABLE 9.1
Propellants Liquids Weight, and Volume
Weight, 1 b 
m
	 Fuel Volume, f t 3
165	 2.2
1.10
TOTAL	 238	 3.2	 3.52
9.10 P :,'opel'hant Expulsion Meth'od
Several methods of positively exp :-:fling the propellant from the
tanks were considered. The methods considered were:
Spherical bladder
Hemispherical bladder
Bellows
Previous studies (5) show that the bellows configuration is prefer-
able for the application being considered here. The remaining decis-
ion was whether to use gaseous helium or the vapor pressure of a
heated liquid. In order to minimize the consumables which must be
supplied from earth, the vapor pressure scheme seems attractive.
The following analysis actually shows gaseous helium to be slightly
superior to the particular liquid boiloff system analyzed. However,
there may be some liquids which give the opposite result. The
remaining trade-offs are reliability, design life, and weight.
The vapor pressure pressurization scheme is shown schematically-
in Figure 9.6.
The pressurizing Liquid is contained in a small cylinder with
a built-in heat source for the liquid. The heater is thremostatically
controlled to maintain the liquid at some prescribed temperature.
The pressure at the bellows remains at a prescribed value cue to the
throttling valves between the pressurant supply system and the pro-
pellant tanks. Upon demand, the propellant valves open and propell-
ant is forced into the combustion chamber. Since the pressure at
the bellows is_esseatially constant, the fuel flow rate is also con
.	 I
stant once steady-state conditions are'achi.eved.
The ideal work of the propellant expulsion process is:
-	
1
Oxidizer
Fuel 73
	
1.0
Tank Volume, ft 
(Wi'th' 1'01 'u 11 age)
2.42
A. Pressure regulator
B. Shut-off valve
C. On-board heat
D. Pressurant fill valve
E. Pressure transducer
F. Emergency mode valve
G. Relief vlave
16$
FIGURE 9,6 Schematic of Pressurization Scheme
Wp	 PAVp 	(9.9)
The energy which the liquid can supply for pressurization is:
W  = AE	 (9.10
During the propellant expulsion process, the volume occupied by
the J^si,Jid and its vapor is increased by the volume of the expelled
propellant. Liquid ,initially at its boiling point evaporates and
provides saturated v apor for pressurization as the propellant is
expelled. The liquid undergoes an adiabatic expansion process to -a
Lower pressure, p 2 . During this process, work is done in moving the
vapor pressurant out of the system into the pr6pollant tanks. Figure
9.7 shows the temperature-entropy diagram for the liquid. Since the
throttling process is a constant energy process,
if ,there is no friction. Thus, process 1 	 2 on Figure 9.7 represents
the process the liquid undergoes and the pressure P4 represents the
pressure in the propellant tanks.
For the liquid, a variation of an analysis presented by Mackay [6]
may be applied. The energy supplied by the evaporating liquid in the
pressurization process is given'by -Equation 9.10. In order to evaluate
E2 more easily, several property relations must be determined. For
a constant pressure process from State 3 to 2s
PWW' ,
	
r
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rIGURE 9.7 Schematic Temperature-Entropy Diagram for a Liquid
E3 + 3Q2 = E2 + 3W2
klso,
3Q2	 T3 (S 2 - s3)
and
3W2 = P 2 (V2	 V3 ) /J
Thus,	 -
E2	
'F3 
+ T3 ( s 2	 s3) - P2 (V2	 V3)/J	 (9.11)
Now
s2 s3 dQ/T = c  dT/T
for the liquid,
s2	
s3	 c^ in (T1/T3)
V2 V3 V3 + Xvfg V3,
and
X	 (S2	 s 3 ) T2/sfg2T2"
Thus,
T2 ( s 2 - s 3 ) = X T2 _Sfg2 = X h fg2.
Substituting into Equation 9.11,
E2	 E3 + Xhfg2
	
P 2 (X) V fg2/i
^.
or
E2 = E 3 + T3 vcin' ' T	 2+ P (X) Vfg2 /J
2
Substituting this result into Equation 9.l0 gives
	
T..	 T,
Wf = E1 - 3 T3c^ln T-1 + P 2 (T 3c^ln Tl" V f 2 /J (h f 2)	 I
	
3	 3	 g -	 g
t160
To a fairly good approximation,
E1 
- 
E3 t cv (T1 - T3)
Thus,	 T
	
W f = C  (T1 T3 )	 Tlcvin (Tl/T3) + P2 (T3cvin T--31 Vfg2/3 (h fg2) 	 (9.12)
Since T
	 T2	 3;	 ..T.,	 , P. .:V; g,f2.Wf = cv ( T1 - T 2 ) - T2c^ In T1 1 - 2 ^-	 (9.12a)
	
2	 fg2
or'
W	 c T 1	 T2	 T2 In .T1 1 - P V	 /Jh
	
(9.12b)
   f	 v l	 Tl Tl
	 TX	 2 fg2 fg2
Further analysis by Mackay shows that a liquid with a low boiling
point temperature should be used and that the pressurization process
should occur near the critical point of the pressurizing liquid. A
large specific heat is also very desirable. A number of liquids were
considered for this pressurization scheme and two candidates appeared
to be adequate. These candidates are refrigerant 13 (R-13) and Freon
23.
It is postulated that the propellant and pressurization tanks
will be stored so that they are in a 'protected thermal environment.
Thus, the temperature in the tanks should be near 80°F. At 800F,
R- 13 has a vapor pressure of 535.5 psia and Freon 23 has a slightly
higher vapor pressure. This temperature is very near the critical
temperature of both materials. The atmospheric boiling points of
both these liquids is near -115 °F. Thus both liquids meet the nec-
essary liquid pressurant criteria. However, R-13 is a well developed
material and is selected for the pressurant.
Figure 9.8 summarizes the results of an analysis using R-13
and Equation 9.12b.
Table 9.2 shows a comparison of two possible methods of pressur-
iz'ation. The principle penalty in using the liquid pressurant is the
extra weight of the liquid.
p year,	 m 
	
minceFor 80 missions er  31.4 lb of helium is required. b
resupply costs are ,about $1000/lbm,helium will cost $31,400 per year.
The net weight difference of the liquid over the helium pressurant
system is 24.6 lb. Table 9.3 summarizes an annual cost comparison of
the helium and the R-13 pressurization systems.
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TABLE 9.2
Comparison of Pressurant System Masses and Weights
Helium R-13 Liquid
Pressurant Tank
Pressure 3000 Asia 540 psia
Propellant Tank
Pressure 200 psia 200 Asia
Mass for Complete
Expulsion 0.25 lbm 25 lbm
Resupply 31_.4 lbm None
Weights
Tank 6 lb 8 1b
Check Valves- .4
Vent Valves .8 .3
Relief Valves .6 .3
Fill Valve .1 .1
!	 0.2 lb Pressure
_
Xducer 0.8 .8
0.25 Plumbing/
Fittings 2.2 2.2
Pressure Regulator 0,8 .8
TOTAL 12.5 12.5 lb
Full Charge Weight 12.9 lb 37.5 lb
1.	 76 Partial Expulsion Missions
4; Complete Expulsion Missions
I
iL
J
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TABLE 9.3
Annual Cost Comparison of Pressurant System
'Helium	 R-13
Estimated
Missions	 80	 80
P:ressurant
Used	 31.4 lbm	0
Resupply
Costs
	
$31,400	 0
Propellant Cost'
Due to System
Weight	 $25,800	 $75,000
TOTAL COST	 $57,200	 $75,000
NET DIFFERENCE	 $17,800	 $75,000
This comparison omits the fact that other liquids should be investi-
gated.
9.11' 'SSV Main' 'En`gi'rt"e' 's'p'e'ci'f'icat'ions
a
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TABLE 9.4
SSV Main Engine Specifications
initial Specifications
'(vacuum)	 600 lb.
Pc 	120 psi
Po	 0 psi
Propellant	 N204-MMH
Oxidizer/fuel ratio	 2.2
Empirical Data
1.25
C* 5587 ft/sec
L* 50 in.
Calculated Data
Corrected Thrust Coefficient 1.97
E 1.00
At 2.53 in-2
Ae 253 in2
m 
1.75 lb/sec
m, oxidizer 1.22 lb/sec
m, fuel 0.53 lb/sec
Combustion volume (Ac ) 126.5 in 
Chamber area ratio (Ac/At ) 6.0
Chamber diameter 3.45 in
Chamber length
Predicted Isp h = .96) 331 sec.
Theoretical Isp 345 sec.
a
PIKWF
T
3,45
1
t
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Using the procedure described in Appendix H, the main thrust
engine for the SSV was sized. Table 9.4 presents a summary of this
analysis.
Figure 9.9 shows a cross-sectional view of the proposed 3esign.
`'~' 8.35"#'—
 14.1
A
FIGURE 9.9 Schematic of Main Thruster
f
r
9.12 Attitude Control Thruster 'S`e'l'ecti'on
The attitude control system was analyzed in Chapter VIII using
a fixed logic. The resulting thruster design values were 7 lb for
the manned vehicle and 2.3 lb for the unmanned vehicle. If an
adaptive logic is usod, larger thrusters such as those used on
Apollo can be specified. The principle requirement planed upon the
attitude control thrusters is that they use the same propellant as
the main engines. The thrusters will be located in clusters of
four at 90 0 _ around the periphery of the vehicle. There will be
four thrusters along each axis. The x-axis thrusters may all be
fired simultaneously for translation during final docking and dedock
.maneuvers, The s, y and z axis thrusters are also fired in pairs to
produce a couple and eliminate rotation of the vehicle. Analysis of
r. weights of existing thrusters in this size range indicated that the
thruster modules should weigh about 4 pounds each, or a total of
16 pounds for the vehicle.
PC-,7r
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CHAPTER IX
NOMENCLATURE
S+ ymbol pescrigton Units
Ae Nozzle exhaust area in
A Nozzle throat area in 
C Specific heat btu/lb m-°F
c* Characteristic velocity ft/sec
E internal energy btu/lb,
F Thrust. lb
g Acceleration of gravity ft/sect
90 Gravitational constant lbm•ft/lb•see2
Isp Specific impulse lb•sec/lbm
I t Total impulse lb'sec
L* Characteristic length inch
m Final vehicle mass lbm
mi Initial vehicle mass 1b 
mp Total propellant consumed or stored 1bm
mp Propellant mass flow rate lbm/sec
p Pressure psi
pa ,pamb Ambient pressure lb/in2
P C Combustion-chember pressure lb/in2	 »,
Pe Nozzle exit static pressure lb/in2Q Heat transfer btu/lbm
r Propellant mixture ratio
s Entropy btu/lbm'OR
5 Separation distance ft
t Time sec
tb Burn time sec
T Absolute temperature OR
v 
Exhaust velocity	 - ft/sec
V Velocity or volume
3
ft/sec or ft
AV Velocity error ft/sec
ft V Propellant volumep
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'S' tbol	 IYes`or'i`pt'ion	 Units
W	 Vehicle weight	 lb
w 
	
Work done expelling propellant 	 ft- lb
w	 Work done by liquid pressurant 	 btu.
X	 Quality
e	 Area ratio, Ao/At
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10.1 introduction
This chapter deals with the overall communications requirements,
system limitations, and subsystem details for the SSV The system
requirements are discussed primarily from the standpoint of space-
to-space communication within a cluster of satellites. Some serious
limitations of communications within the cluster are then described
and discussed.
The requirements for voice, telemetry and command, television,
and radar subsystems are next discussed in detail. The block dia-
gram and parameters which have been determined for these subsystems
are also presented.
10.2 System Requirements
The communication requirements for the SSV have been dictated by
the overall system-design philosophy. This philosophy of a corabination
configuration- requires that two separate systems of communication links
be considered. These are
1. Communication links for the rob(-,t SSV, and
2. Communication links for the manned SSV.
The block diagram shown in Figure 10.1 illustrates the communication
links required in the two configurations
The robot SSV must, of course, simulate a man- function in dockin
and task- performance insofar as possible. In this configuration, a
docking radar will be used to supply ,range and range -rate information
to the control station. This information, along with television in-
formation, will serve as the eyes of the robot. Back-up range and
range-rate information will be obtained from bhe ' control station-to-
satellite and control station-to-SSV radar links. The completion of
the man-function is accomplished through a portion of the telemetry
1k_IL	
-  1 .	 -
SSV
Robot
pm.i^
a
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and command link. In addition, the telemetry link will supply the
usual information required for proper guidance and control of the
vehicle.
in the manned SSV, the communication requirements will differ
considerably from the robot configuration requirements since the
man-function is no longer performed electronically. First, no tele-
vision is needed. Also, the docking radar is no necessary. Range
and range-rate information will be obtained from -'k.-.he control station-
to-satellite and control station-to-SSV radar links. This information
will then be furnished to the SSV crew, but will be used primarily
for guidance and control from the control station. once the S517 is
sufficiently close to the satellite, the Crew will take over and per-
form a visual dock with the satellite. A telemetry and command link
is 
necessary but will not be as complex as the require r►ients for the
robot OSV. Voice communications are extremely ii,',,)ortant in the manro.'
SSV. A two-way link is required between the SSV and the control
station. in addition, back-up voice communications will be providea
between the SSV and the control station. it will also be necessary
to supply a two-way voice channel within the manned SSV since it is
being designed on a two-man vehicle. A two-way voice channel also
exists between the manned SSV and an EVA astronaut. This is provided
since the SSV design philosophy has included the Possibility of EVA.
10.3 systerti Limitations
The most severe communication limitations oi. the SSV are envis-
ioned to be:
1. Background (external) noise and
2. Any forseeable communication blind regions.
'Backgr'o'und 'noise 	 Background noise sources fall into two main
categories which are:
1. Extended sources, and
2. Point sources
Noise from extended sources which limit frequ !,ncy of operation of 03 7
communication equipment are galactic noise an(' atmospheric noise.
Point sou,-ces which need to be considered are the sun, the earth, the
moon, and hot9 as discharge from rocket jets. The point sources do
not limit the frequency of operation, but thc,y will produce temporary
degradation, or even blackout, of communications.
WON- 	 g-
Pte.C- -
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All noise sources, either extended or point, erlit electromagnetic
energy which exhibits definite spectral characteristics.	 The rQa,4-.
convenient method of representing this spectral, characteristic is
through a plot of equivalent noise temperature, T ( O K), versuseq
frequency.	 Some typical plots of T	 versus frequency are shown ineq
Figure 10.2.	 The important extended noise sources, represented are
galactic noise and water-vapor and oxygen-vapor (atmospheric) noise.
Also shown is the spectral output of the sun whil-o lh. is one of the im-
portant point sources mentioned previously.
The effect of any of these background noise sources on receiver
capability will depend on the communication mode selected. 	 Consider,
for example, an earth-to-space communication link whore the earth-based
receiver is equipped with a narrow-beaaa, high-gain antenna.	 Assuming
that the receiver antenna is perpendicular to the earth's surface,
then the combined background noise temperature which the antenna sees
as a function of frequency is illustrated in Figure 10.3.	 This is
assuming that the antenna is not directed toward a planet, the sun,
or another point source, 	 It is obvious from this plot that for a
space-to-earth link, an optimum frequency band, from the standpoint of
background noise eliminatj,,on, is 1 - 10 GHz	 If, during some phase
of the satellite's orbit, the sun is intercepted by the receiver anten-
na, a temporary blackout in space-to-earth communications would-
result.
The cluster concept adopted in this program requires the control
station to be in orbit.	 Hence, all of the communications will be
space-to-space insofar as the SSV is concerned.	 In an emergency,v
however, it may be necessary for the SSV to maintain voice communica,^-
tions with earth-based equipment. 	 Based on the above example, it is
apparent that any receiver in the cluster system wh, ,ch has a high-gain,,
narrow-beam antenna will enco7,r l ter certain limitations due to back-
ground noise.	 The limitati ^, lr,	 involve total blackout of commun-
ications or simply a	 input signal-to-noise ratio, de-
pending on the factors m e Y L , t, Lev,
 W-4.
In a space-to-space communication system, the only extended noise
source which must be considered is galactic.	 At frequencies beyond
1 GHz, this is insignificant.	 Any communication receiver in the
171
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cluster using high-gain, :narrow beam antennas would operate above
1GHz and, for this reason, extended noise sources would not limit
the communications. Therefore, point sources must be considered as
the only background noise limitation of space-to-space communication.
It should be pointed out that because directive side-lobes are
an inherent feature of narrow-beam antennas, they must be considered
in addition to the main lobe .insofar as noise is concerned. For
example, if a receiver antenna side-lobe should happen to be pointed
directly at the sun during some phase of a SSV mission, then the in--
creased noise input to the receiver might cause a temporary blackout
of communications.
In summary, the four point sources previously mentioned are
listed in Table 10.1. In this table, the predicted effect on com-
munications by each source is listed for both the main-lobe and the
side-lobes of the receiver antenna.
TABLE 1.0 . 1
Predicted Effect of Noire Point-Sources on
Space-to-Space Communication Link
Point Source	 Main Lobe
	
Side Lobe
Sun	 Blackout	 Blackout
Hot Gas	 Blackout	 Degradation
Earth	 Degradation	 Degradation
Moon	 Degradation	 Degradation
Communication Blind Regions	 ,A, very definite limitation exists
in any cluster system philosophy in the form of a communication blind
region. This blind region will exist when the SSV is on the back-side
of the satellite being serviced when the satellite, is viewed from the
control station. This blind region, which is illustrated schematically
in Figure 10.4, exists because of electromagnetic shielding by the
satellite. Such a,blind region might be acceptable in most of the
manned SSV missions since docking and on-site task performance will
be conducted by the SSV en;ew. It, cannot be tolerated, however, in
the case of the robot SSV. The robot system is completely dependent
on the control station for guidance and control and for docking.
Also, some of the tasks are to be performed by manipulators using 	 j
television in conjunction with telemetry and command signals. Hence,
no mission involving docking and task performance on the back -side-
.
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FIGURE 10.4 Communication Blind Region
3) an antenna on an extendable boom. All of these approaches have
obvious disadvantages-, but one of them must be employed if robot
missions are not 'to be subjected to-this extreme limitation,
10.4 Telemetry and Voice
Communication requirements: 	 Analysis of the types of'missions
to be performed by the SSV indicates a need for four types of com-
munication links. They are telcmtetry, command, voice, and television.
The command link is used by the station to supply the SSV with
the information and directions necessary for it to function properly.
This consists of on-off commands, timing information, attitude infor-
mation, attitude information, trajectory measurements, and innumerable
control signals. In order for a mission to be successful, it is nec-
essary that this link have a very high reliability. If necessary, this
can be accomplished by coding the command link since it is possible
to achieve any desired degree of _accuracy with the proper coding
techniques. [1]
The telemetry link is required to provide the space station with
performance data on the SSV. This would include, quantities such as
temperatures, pressures, voltaiges, currents, , attitudes, attitude rates,
and events. A breakdown of - the telemetry bit ra-L-es required for
various functions is given in Table 10.2.
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a) Separate Relay Between SSV and Control Station
Satellite	 Control
S SV
	
Relay	
_ -
4--	 Station
b) Satellite with Relay Feed-Through
h
Antenna on
Extendable Boom
Control
S SV	 S ate-11•i 4e,	
.......:Station
:
r`	
c) -. Antenna on Extendab le
 Boom. -
FIGURE 10.5 Proposed Methods for the Elimination of
Communication Blind Region
of a satellite could be performed b'y the robot vehicle.
To overcome this problem of loss of communication, several meth-
ods were considered. The three most lLikely approaches, which are	 r
illustrated in Figure 10.5, are a relay using 1) a, separate relay
satellite, or 2) the satellite being serviced as a feed-through and,
v
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TABLE 10.2
Data Requirements
Mode	 ' F'un`ction	 ` 'Rate
Common	 Attitude control	 5000 BPS
Common	 Power supply	 2000 BPS
Common	 Propulsion	 2000 BPS
Common.	 Thermal control
	
2000 BPS
Robot	 Manipulators	 5000 BPS
Robot	 Work site events	 2000 BPS
Robot	 Docking status
	
2000 BPS
Manned	 Crew status
	
2000 BPS
Manned	 Environmental control	 4000 BPS
Manned	 Voice	 5000 BPS
To gain a feel for the amount of measurements implied by the
above rates, it should be noted that if one samples five quantities
at a rate of 50 times per second, and then quantizes the samples into
256 levels, then a rate of
(50) (5) (1092 (256))	 2000 BPS	 (10.1)
would be required.
Front Table 10.2, it is seen that the robot and manned configura-
tion would require rates of 20,000 and 21,000 BPS respectively. Based
upon the history of previous space programs, it seems reasonable to
^
increase the predicted data rate by 100%. Consequently, it was de-
cided to design a system with a variable data rate with an upper limit
on the rate at about 50,000 BPS.
For the manned configuration, a voice link is necessary to keep
the SSV crew and the space station crew aware of developments during
the mission. It is also desirable to provide a back-up voice mode of
operation in the event of some catastrophic failure of the communication
I	 equipment,
The television link is used to provide visual information to the
space station in tk robot mode of operation. Its design will be
discussed in Section. 3.0.-4 •
'Parameters:	 Before one can desir^n a communication system,
it is first necessary to d etermine a few basic hardware parameters.
^.	 J
Rftw .
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These are the operating frequencies, system moise temperatures, and
the antenna gains. A study of the projected state-of-the-art in the
1970's was made to predict these values. The results are presented
in Table 10.3 along with a comparison with present day values of these
figures. The thoughts leading to these choices are presented in the
paragraphs to follow. It should be mentioned that these predictions
are conservative, in all instances, the estimates are based on con-
ventional devices which exist at the present time, and merely repre-
sent extensions of the present state-of-the-art. It is expected that
several advances in technique would make certain unconventional de-
vices available at the time of interest; however, it is not feasible
to consider them in a system design at this time.
TA;aLE 10.3
Predicted System.Characteristics
Present
	 1975
Frequency	 2.2 GHz	 2..2 GHz
S ;:ati-on Antenna Gain
	 28.6 db	 30.0 db
SSV Antenna Gain	 0 + 3 db	 0 + 0 db
Reci,,iver Equivalent Noise	 4600°K	 1500K
The choice of frequency is a function of path loss, antenna gain,
atmospheric absorption, atmospheric noise temperature, and availability
of equipment. The path lass increases with an increase in the fre-
quency as the frequency squared. The antenna gain given .a fixed
antenna size increases directly with the frequency. Since two antennas
are needed, the total antenna gain increases as the square of the fre-
quency just compensating for the increase in path loss. It follows
that these two parameters neednot be considered here.
The only other parameters wh4ch are uniquely a function of fre-
quency are the atmospheric noise temperature and absorption. A graph
of these two quantities expressed in terms of system noise temperature
is shown in Figure 10.3, It is seen that there is broad minimum in
the -1 to 10 GHz range. Since noise temperature less than 10 °K may
in general be ignored, any frequency chosen in this range would per-
form satisfactorily.
in the above mentioned range there are many bands which by inter-
national agreement are available for space communication. The most
I7 8
widely used of these is the S-band range in the vicinity of 2.2 Oz.
it is this band which is chosen for the SSV. This choice is made for
a number of reasons. The first and most important is that it is in this
range where the most engineering effort has been expended to design
and develop equipment and it is here where the most practical exper-
ience is available. In addition-, most ground--based receiving stations
are equipped to operate in this band affording the additional flex-
ibility of being able to communicate with the ground in the event of
some emergency or contingency.
The noise temperature of a receiver is a rather complex function
of atmospheric noise, line noise-, and receiver front end noise. By	 ;I
properly choosing the operating frequency one can minimize the first
two parameters. Reports [21 indicate that system noise temperatures I
for light-weight spacecraft receivers in the vicinity of 150°K will
be available in 1973.
It is assumed that the mother station is equipped with a high
gain steerable antenna similar to the one under development for Apollo.
The Apollo antenna has a gain of approximately 28 db (31, and it has
been reported an antenna with a gain of 30 db is feasible for the
period around 1975. Since the 'steerable antenna is a rather large
appendage to the space station, it is not practical to mount this on
the SSV because of the danger of breaking it during docking with a
satellite. For -this reason, a switchable 0 db omni antenna system
will be positioned around the outer periphery of the SSV in such a
manner as to achieve maximum illumination.
Modulation 'and multiplexing:	 The first step in the design of
a system of this type is to determine some multiplexing scheme for
the various channels. That is, some method to efficiently combine
the messages to be transmitted so that they can, if possible, be
modulated on a single RV carrier, and then be unscrambled at the
receiver. The command and telemetry information is basically digital
and the optimum method to combine this information is to time
multiplex the samples of data and then to convert the samples to
_digital form. It has recently been shown [4] that the voice and
digital data circuits can be efficiently multiplexed if the voice is
converted to digital form with 'a "Vocoder" and mixed with the command
44
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or telemetry knit stream. Such techniques are currently being applied
to microwave carrier systems and should be adequately developed for
space use by the early 1970 0 x. Multiplexing the composite digital
bit stream with the television signal is no simple task. The tele
vision .information is basioa fly analog and requires large portions
of the available spectrum and relatively high power. ,Although
studies of tl^e problem of mixing television with high quality data
have been made (5), it is not felt that at this time such a tech-
nique would be feasible for space applications. Por this reason,
k	 a separate television transmission system is to be used. The de-
sign of this system is discussed in Section 10.5.
it With the information in digital forin, the choice of a modulation
technique is relatively straightforward. It can be sYown [6) that
for an energy limited -channel, the case of interest here, the optimum
digital signalling scheme 'is to choose representations ot the
messages to be sent from an equal energy antipodal signal set. Such
r	 a signal set can be easily realized by phase shift key ,ng a radio
frequency carrier by + 90 degrees. It is also known that the optimum,
detector for such a signalling scheme is the so-called correlation
or integrate and dump detector. It is these well-known techniques
which are proposed for the S5V,
'Power , requirements:	 The transmitter power requirements for
the SSV can be calculated by using the so-called "radar range
equation". in dec ibel notation this can be written as
SNR Pt + Gt + Gr	 20log 10f - 20loglOR	 37.8	 EL' -- l0loglokbTB
(10. 2 )
The required transmitter power can be obtained from the range
equation by an iterative technique. On ,r .1,irst assumes a signal-to-
noise ratio and then calculates ,the _z ouired transmitter power.
The signal-to-noise ratio assumed was 10 db in a bandwidth of 150 KHz.
This is the required signal-to-noise ratio for the Apollo unified
S-band telemetry link which operates at a rate of 51,200 BPS. [7):
The tube chosen to deliver this power is the Hughes LAL-1_which has
an output power of 2.5 watts, weighs 0.5 pound, and is 40% efficient.
The performance margin, the difference :between the actual and re-
quired signal-to-noise ratio, is '.,hen calculated for the maximum
range expected., An example of the margin calculation is given in
r.Val	 Pei.
,^ 	
P
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Table 10.4. As can be seen a positive 3.3 db margin is obtained at
the extreme range.
The total power required to operate the communication system is
the efficiency times the radiated power plus the static power re-
quirements. Based upon published [8] static power requirements for
similar systems, the total power estimates of Table 10.5 were ob-
tained. Included in Table 10.5 are estimates of the weight. and vol-
ume of the communication equipment.
TABLE 10.5
Total Power Estimates
Power	 Volume	 Weight
(watts)	 ('CU "Et)	 (pounds)
Common	 10	 .5	 10
Manned	 60	 1.5	 30
Robot	 42	 1.0	 20
Communicati'on 'sys'tez 'd'e's'c'r'ip'tion : 	 To design a communication
system for the SSV, it was decided to design two complete systems
for each mode of operation, and then to share common -subsystems where
possible. The result of this approach is the three basic building
blocks of Figure 10.6.
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The common equipment is shown in Figure 10.7. It consists of I
the omna-antenna system with the associated microwave circuitry, a
PSK transmitter which can also be used to amplitude modulate the
carrier in the emergency mode of operation, a low noise amplifier,
and the first IF stage. The decision to include the first IF in 	 I
the common building block minimizes the amount of microwave wave-
guide and obviates the need to make and break waveguide connections.
P1	 television
P 2 	 Emeraenc,v Voice
P 3	Transmitted Wave	 S1
P4	 Received Wave
P	 Synch.	 Osc.	 P.A.	 Dipl-
ex	 To
P6 Emergency Antenna
Voice	 S1	 Circ. System
S1	 1st IF
Low
1 	 Noise^p
Note: (1) X denotes normally open
(2) 1 denotes normally closed
(3) S 1 activates emergency voice
FIGURE 10.7 Common Communication Equipment
The robot equipment is shown in Figure 10.8. In the transmit
mode, this equipment samples the various sources of data, converts`
them to digital form, and then formats them into a pulse code mod -
ulated PCM bit stream which is used to phase shift key the common
transmitter.
The receiver portion of this circuitrypasses the output of
the first'IF stage through a reference detector to obtain phase and
bit synchronization and then with the phase reference, a multiplier
and matched filter converts the received waveform to digital for,-,- I .
The digital- waveform is sent to the`decommutator which distributes
lie
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FIGURE 10. 8 Communication Robot SSV Equipment
the received data to the necessary subsystems.
The equipment for the manned module is shown in Figure 10.9.
The only differenr3 between this and the robot equipment ,'.s the
voice circuitry. A "Vocoder" is used to convert the voice to
digital form after which it is mixed with the other data in the
commutator. Likewise, the received digital voice is sent from the
decommutator to the vocoder where it is converted back to analog
form. In addition, intercom circuitry and an emergency voice option
is provided.
10. 5 Tel:evisi'on
The television system can be considered as two component sub-
systems, the camera and the transmitter. In the camera, the picture
or video signal is formed, while the transmitter modulates and
amplifies the video signal to put it into the form necessary for
broadcasting to the control station.
Consider the camera system first. Filipowsky and Muehldorf [81
have shown that the bandwidth of the video signal is proportional to
the product of the frame rate and the Oquare of the number of vertical
resolution elements:
-lei
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In this equation, A represents the aspect rata o which is given by
the ratio of the picture width to height. For commercial purposes,
the aspect ratio most suitable to viewers has been found to be 9:3.
For the SSV television system, the aspect ratio of unity has been
chosen in order to conserve bandwidth. Kv, the verticle Kell factor,
is the ratio of the number of resolvable vertical elements in a
transmitted picture to the required number of scanning lines. This
factor has experimentally been; determined to lie in the range of
	 µ'`
0.65 to 0.750 Rv , the line retrace factor, is the ratio of useful
scan time to total time required to completely scan one line. A
finite amount of time is required to return the scanning beam to
the beginning of the line. The line retrace factor usually has a
value of approximately 0.9. The frame retrace factor, Rh, is the
ratio of the useful frame time to the frame time plus frame retrace
times and commonly equals 0.99. The equation also assumes equal
horizontal and vertical resolution.
In view of Equation 10.3, it is apparent that when the bandwidth
requirement exceeds the transmission =capability of the television
system, it may be reduced by -(a) reducing the frame rate, or (b)
reducing the detail or number of elements to be transmitted. However,
each of these factors has a limit below which camera operation is
intolerably degraded.
Lebar and Hoffman (9] have described a camera designed for the
Apollo lunar exploration mission. It has been designed by the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation's Defense and Space Center and
features variable resolution along with variable frame rate. With
certain modifications, it seems desirable to adapt the Westinghouse
camera for the remote-controlled SSV. For example, the Westinghouse
camera can operate in the light range from 0.007 to 12,>600 foot
lamberts. The lower limit of this range would be equivalent on earth
to the light from a quarter-moan, the highest limit to the light
from an overhead sun on a clear sunny day. This is quite similar to
the conditions which will be encountered in servicing satellites in
earth orbit.
T
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Also, the Westinghouse camera has been designed for the severe
Lunar environment where temperatOres ranging from 250 0 to -300°F may	 i
be encountered. The SSV certainly will not have to operate at those
extremes. Even at these temperatures, the Westinghouse camera employs
passive cooling techniques to hold the camera temperature between
0 0 and 116°F, so that maintaining camera temperature should not be a
problem on the SSV.
The Westinghouse camera requires 6.5 watts at 28 volts DC, weighs
seven pounds, and occupies a volume of 160 in 3. The signal-to-noise
ratio required for adequate picture quality is 38 db. These values
have also been assumed for the cameras on the remote-controlled SSV. 	 {
Two cameras are required on the remote-controllo,d SSV. One
camera will be mounted on the common unite of the SSV from where it
will be able to survey the entire work area within the range of the
slave--manipulator. This camera will employ a wide-angle lens so
that a broad field of vision can be surveyed. Since a, high degree
of resolution will not be required for this r..,amerao only 320 lines
per frame will be used, along with a frame rate of 1.0 frames per
second. The video output signal from this camera will then-be less
than 500 Khz in bandwidth.
A second camera will be required for close-up, high resolution
observation of the tasks to be accomplished with the manipulator.
For this function, a camera mounted on the manipulator head, in line
with the manipulator arm, will be employed. To achieve the maximum
possible resolution, this camera's frame rate has been reduced to
0.625 frames per second. This will allow the use of 1280 lines per
frame and still keep the bandwidth of the video signal from the
camera within 500 KHz.
The television transmitter subsystem consists of the SSV trans-
mitting equipment and the control station receiving equipment. Tl-;e
characteristics of this subsystem depend on 'four factors: (1) the
effective transmitted power, which involves both the antenna gain
and the power output of the transmitter, (2) the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver, (3) the operating frequency, and (4)
the noise power at the receiver .input resulting from both external`
and internal noise sources. The SNR'at the output of the system and
{
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the amount of information that can be transmitted depend on the chan-
nel bandwidth, the power levels, and the type of modulation.
The effective power transmitted from the SSV can be increased by
increasing the transmitter powers by imcreasing transmission effic--
iency, or by increasing antenna gain. Although increased trans-
mitter power necessitates larger and heavier components, it was
decided to design the SSV transmitter with the highest possible
transmitter power since the antenna system for the SSV was to be as
simple and lightweight as possible. Very high--gain satellite antennas
can be obtained but at the cost of increased weight and of increased
weight and of reduced beamwidth, which limits the coverage and
increases the accuracy requirements placed on the SSV attitude control
system. For example, at 2 GH2 an antenna diameter of 24 inches is
required to provide 17 0
 beamwidth.
Four types of power amplifiers were considered; the traveling
wave tube, Klystron, planar triodes and the solid state varactor or
multiplier.. Of the several methods of RF power generation, solid-
state devices are attractive from the point of view of weight and
reliability, but at the frequency selected, 2.2 GHz, their output
is limited to less than 4 watts, and their power efficiency is low.
By converting the IF signal to microwave frequencies at a relatively
high power Level, a planar triode power amplifier need include only
one or two tubes but the efficiencies are lower than is possible
with solid-state amplifiers. The Klystron has the disadvantage of
requiring a several-kilovolt power supply, but the voltage regulation
need not be precise. Since it has an inherently narrow bandwidth,
and many critically resonant circuits it appears less desirable
for the SSV than the traveling wave tube. The availability of
traveling wave tubes with large bandwidths, moderately high relia-
bility, light weight and high efficiency at the required output
power makes their choice reasonable for the SSV despite the high vol-
tage requirement
The SSV television link requires a modulation technique making
the most efficient use of the available power. Considering band-
limited input information, bandwidth expansion or spread modulation
methods provide a power advantage, permitting a 6 db'improvement
in SNR each time the frequency deviation of the modulated signal
iAl
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is doubled. The fundamental criterion of the efficient use of energy
in any modulation system is the "effective randomness" of the distri-
bution of energy in the transmission channel. Insofar as the energy
is distributed pseudo-un.tformly over the transmission channel, and
the signal energy can be correlated at the receiver into the infor-
mation channel-, the modulation system will approach the Shannon limit.
Of the possibilities permitting bandwidth expansion, two mod-
ulation methods are attractive; narrow band frequency modulation ,and
pulse code modulation (PCM/PM). In terms of channel efficiency and
thus of power requirements, there i`s little difference between FM
and PCM/PM for the relatively s1)all deviation ratios.or band spreading
feasible in wide band transmissions [14]
Analog information directly ,impressed either on a carrier or on
a subca,rrier is perhaps the simplest method of coding information
into a variation of a characteristic of the carrier and will be con-
sidered first. Narrow band frequency modulation is an analog system
in which the frequency of the transmitted signal is deviated in
accordance with the information. In favor of analog encoding is the
r	 simplicity inherent in such direct use of a sensor's output and
the reliability which is possible with analog c;,',rcuits, resulting in
part from the many years of effort devoted to their development, In
binary PCM/PM, information is Coded into a series of binary 'digits.
An advantage of a digital system is the ease and accuracy with which
the information can, be retransmittea or otherwise processed after
reception.
The theoretical channel capacity of digital systems is directly
related to the number of quantizing levels;
H = k W 1092 b bits/sec (10.4)
The digital systems used in spacecraft up to the present time have
been binary, i.e., b m 2,- the limited information rate required by
present missions and the simplicity of this means of encoding out-
weighing the possible decrease: in bandwidth available with multi-
valued digital alphabets.
'	 Three methods of modulating a carrier with binary-coded digital
data have been implemented: amplitude modulation, frequency shift
keying, and phase shift keting [10].. In spacecraft, however,? AM
has not been widely used,aand PSK is more general than F5K. In PSK
b	
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the carrier is usually biphase xo,dul.ated, i.e., the carrier is shifted
180 degrees as a function of the binary information, each nlhift
.indicates either a change from 0 to 1 1 or from 1 to 0 from the pre-
ceding bit, or each phase angle 0 0 or 180 0 represents respectively
a 0 and a 1. Whether the form involves phase changes or absolute
phase it can be coherently demodulated by a receiver using a phase
locked oscillator, but an advantage of encoding by phase changes is
that demodulation can be effected without a reference oscillator,
although at a slight penalty of eff ective SNR.
in transmitting the television signal, analog-to-digital con-
verters at the transmitters convert the original signal to a sequence
of pulses, a parr-icul.ar binary sequence representing a particular
voltage level of the video signal. At the receiver, a reference
signal is used for correlation with the received signal, and a dec-
ision circuit forms the digital sequence. Digital-to-analog con
version then reconstructs the original signal.
For ?CM in the systems used by the Orbiting Astronomical Obser-
vatory the video waveform is coded into a series of binary digits, a
word representing a particular ,: voltage level of the video signal.
For binary -coded video, it it is assumed that the signal is band-
limited to frequencies of less thanf m hertz, the sampling theorem
shows that the signal must be sampled at lease: every fm/2 seconds [111.	 w'
In addition, it is normally assumed for adequa^e picture quality that
each such sample should be capable of measuring some 64 levels [121,
v;hich corresponds to a 6 bit binary code. The bit rate for television
is thus:
H= 12 x 2 x 10	 24 x 10^ bits/sec
The RF bandwidth needed to carry the digital code is, at least in
this case, 12 MHz, an4d may need to be widened to improve the out -
put SNR according to Shannon's formula. In comparison, the narrow
band FM technique produces an RF band width given by [61
Bt = 2f 	 (10.5)	 [.
Assuming fm 2 x 10 6 hertz after multiplexing, the advantage of
narrow band FM becomes overwhelming.
In establishing the television transmission system, the need
for minimizing weight and complexity in the SSV requires that the
design of the space station terminal receive special attention to
71	 wr
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assure that, where possible,,complexty, weight and power are con-
centrated at the space station. The accessibility of space station
equipment for repair and replacement makes it feasible'and desirable
to trade off complexity and performance on the space station for
	 i
simplicity c.n the SSV. The space station receiving system SNR can
be improved by using the maximum practical receiving antenna area and
directionality. It has been estimated that 30 db of gain may there-
fore be achieved in the space station antenna system.
For the frequency chosen for the television carrier, 2.2 GHz,
significant reductions in total system noise are possible through the
utilization of cooled parametric or maser preamplifiers. The noise
generated in a maser results from random noise in the crystal pumping
apparatus, plus any losses in the circuitry. In order for the maser
action to be perceptible, the crystal must be cooled to reduce its
internal thermal noise. The usual design cools the crystal, typically
a ruby doped with chromium, to the temperature of liquid helium (11K).
The noise inherent in the maser itself is of the order of 1 to 3°K
but the losses in bringing the signal from the antenna to the maser
result in a noise temperature of about 15 0 K for a typical maser pre-
amplifier. Theoretical no ose performance of a parametric amplifier
cooled to the temperature of liquid nitrogen (63°K) for various Q
values of the Varactor reactance show that the better the Vai,actor
(the hic7,her Q) ,, the higher the pumping frequency should be for
-,minimum noise. Since the inherent losses in feeds ,and in the antenna
pattern limit the noise temperature to about 30 to 40°K, high Q
values chive relatively little improvement in noise performance over
that obtained with a more modest Q on the order of 22 to 25 [14
Compared to a maser, a liquid-Aitrogen cooled parametric amplifier
is cheaper, less complex, and requires substantially less attention
`	 be`cause of the difficulties in handling liquid helium
	
-
To achieve the minimum possible space station receiver noise
temperature it is necessary to use a special horn-reflector antenna,
or its equivalent. With this antenna and a maser preamp-lifier, it
is possible to achieve a noise level of about 20 0K at angles greater
than 10 degrees above the horizon ,under certain tropospheric conditions. 	 _-
In the presence of atmospheric moisture this noise temperature rises
above 100 0 K. The best parabolic antennas have, because of their
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sidelobes, intrinsic noise temperatures on the order of 50 0 K, which
yield system noise temperatures of 70 0 to 100*K [14]. Obviously,
there is a trade-off between the cost of these special horn antennas
and that of the simplex parabolas, as there is between masers and
parametric amplifiers, which will be determined by the space station
designers. The assumption of a system noise temperature of 150°K has
been made for the SSV communications equipmerit, along with the
estimate of a 30 db space station antenna gain.
In order to achieve simultaneous trancmission of both camera video
signals, it was decided to employ a frequenc y
 multiplexing arrange-
ment where the two signals are separated by 500 KHz at mid-frequency
baseband This multiplexed composite will then be fed to the fre-
quency modulator for subsequent transmission as shown in Figure 10.10.
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FIGURE 10.10 Frequency Multiplexing Equipment
As a check on the power requirement for the television trans-
mitter in the remote controlled SSV, calculations were made at three
different ranges using the range equation suggested by Filipowsky
and Muehldorf (81:
fib, T $.t (S.N.R) ..Y, M
^.	 pt	
G	
(10.6)
t r
This equation can be expressed in logarithmic form.
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10. 1coglOFt = 10 log lO (kbT Bt) + 10 109 10 (SNR) + 10 10910L
+ 10 log lOM	 10 ,1og10Gt - 10 log 1OGx	(10.7)
This representation expresses all terms in the range equation in
decibels. Antenna gains, system losses, space loss, and the signal-
to-noise ratio are usually given in db. When using the term kb T Bt
with kb = 1.38 x 10 -23W-sec- °K-1 , Bt in hertz, and T in °K, Pt is
expressed in dbW. Also, use of Equation 10.6 assumes that the noise
is white and gaussian and the signal spectrum is flat over the trans-
mitted band. Further, it is assumed that the antennas are perfect,
that is:
G	 ,4,t:_
(.10.8)
X2	
1
The results of the range calculations are shown in Table 10.6
along with appropriate assumed values,
From Table 10.6, it is apparent that, based on the requirement
of a 28 db Q9,1R, a positive signal power margin exists for a range of
00 nautical miles. Another calculation shows that the 28 db SNR will
not be lost until the range is extended to 187 nm. Before the oper-
ating range of the remote-controlled SSV is restricted to 187 nm, it
is well to remember that the required SNR for adequate television
picture quality is a subjectively assigned value. Filipowsky and
Muehldorf [8] have shown the variation in quality of TV pictures of
the moon's surface where the SNR varied by as much as 10 db. The
variation appears to be tolerable, especially for . situations not
requiring high resolution. In view of this it seems quite possible
that a useable television picture will be obtainable with the SSV
as far as 600 nm from the space station.
10.6 Radar
'I"n'trodU!dti'on:	 In the terminal phase of a rendezvous maneuver,
the robot SSV must be directed to the target by some element of the
space borne guidance system. Measurements mast be made on the tar-
get so that the , accumulated trajectory error may be overcome. Thus,
a homing guidance system is needed for space 'rrp.ssions such as satellite_
inspection, repair, and any other task requir!ng rendezvous in orbit.
The homing guidance system needed for this variety of missions will
be similar to the transponder system usedin the Gemini as well as
the Apollo because the robot SSV will dock with a cooperatively
i
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TABLE 10.6
SNR Margin Calculation
Item
	
Value
1. SSV 'Transmitter Power, P t 	13 dbw
2. SSV Antenna Gain, G 	 0 db
3. Space Station Antenna Gain, G 	 30 db
4. Space Loss
20 (loglof + loglO Rn ) + 37.8
R1
 = 10 nm -124 db
R2 = 100 nm -144 db
R3 = 1,000 nm -164 db
5. Receiver Circuit Loss -3 db
6. Received Total Power for:
(sum 1-5)
R1 - -84 dbw
R2 -104 dbw
R3 -124 dbw
7. Modulation Loss -6 db
8. Channel Power for;
R I -90 dbw
R2 -110 dbw
R3 -130 dbw
9. Noise Spectral Density
10 loglokbT -207 dbw
10. Noise Bandwidth
10 loglOBt 63 db
11. Noise Power (sum 9 & 10) -144 dbw
12. Channel SNR (item 8-11)
R1 54 db
R2 34 db
R3 1.4 db
13. Required SNR 28 db
14. Circuit Margin for:
R 1 26 db
R2 6 db
R3 -14 db
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designed satellite.
Due to the large distance between the space station and robot
SSV, a radar is needed on the SSV. Measurements of range and angle
are used to determine the relative position and velocity among the
space station, the SSV and the satellite.
The use of the radar system minimizes the amount of propellant
required daring rendezvous and provides continuous tracking of the
satellite. The design of the radar and transponder should be toward
minimum weight and low power consumption. For the manned SSV, the
docking radar is not necessary for reasons discussed in Section
10.2.
The radar parameters to be chosen should include frequency., mod-
ulation, pulse width and repetition rate,
Fr`eq'uency:	 The frequency should be chosen as a compromise 	 I
between minimizing losses in free space and state-of--the-art limit-
ation in transmitter power capability and over-all receiver noise
figures. Power generators are available for operation in the follow-
ing frequency bands [151: C(5500 MHz), X(9600 MHz), K(16 1 000 MHz) ,
K(24,000 MHz), K(35,000 MHz), and V(67,000 MHz).
The frequency chosen for the design of this radar is 9,600 MIiz
in order to minimize noise losses.
Modulation s 	 A pulse radar is chosen for the SSV because of
high target resolution, low average power and the possibility of
direct measurements of the critical parameters of the target such as
range and range rate.
In a pulse radar, the transmitted pulse is emitted and a suffic-
ient length of time must elapse to allow any echo signal to return and
be detected before the next pulse may be transmitted. Therefore,
the rate at which the pulse may be transmitted is determined by the
longest range at which targets are expected to be separated. If
pulse repetition frequency is too high, echo signals from some tar-
gets might arrive after the transmission of the next pulse, and
ambiguity in measuring range might result. The maximum unambiguous
range is (16,17]
Runam	 (10.9)
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A plot of Equation 10.9 is shown in Figure 10.11. For the maximum
separation of 100 nm between the robot SSV and the satellite f  = 900
Hz. A pulse repetition rate of 250 Hz is chosen for the design of
the radar.. The choice is consistent.;, with the rate chosen for the
Gemini. radar. f181
10	 10 2	 10 3
	
10 4
Pulse Repetition Frequency fr(Hz),
FIGURE 10.11 Maximum Unambiguous Range
The radar transmits pulses at a repetition frequency of 250 Hz.
The transponder on the satellite, following frequency search and
acquisition is triggered by the radar pulses and replies with a
250 Hz pulse train. When the radar local oscillator frequency, which 	 .t
is continuously swept prior toacquisition, reaches the correct value, _ }
transponder pulses are received, heterodyned to 30 MHz IF amplified
and detected. The transponder to be used onthe satellite should be
_designed to cooperate with the radar on the robot SSV:
Ante'n'na:	 Since angle measurements are essential, an inter-
ferometer type radar is to be used,. The antenna will have an inter'
ferometer in each axis.
The antenna system will consist of four broad beam, circularly
polarized radiators. Antennas 1 ` and 2 provide azimuth angle measure-
ments. Antennas 1 and 3-are used for elevation angle measurements. 	 `.
•a....:_	 .....
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A separate antenna (number 4) is used for transmitting. It should
be located away from the receiver antenna by few wavelengths to
provide greater isolation from the transmitted signal and to min-
imize angular errors due to the mutual coupling between antennas.
'System trade'-off	 Energy conversion efficiency is a primary
consideration for selecting a transmitter for a radar system. A
magnetron transmitter is used because its efficiency is 30 to 50
percent [16) compared to 10 percent efficiency for other transmitters.
The weight of the magnetron transmitter for this condition can
be obtained from Figure 10.12 [15),'which illustrates the weight and
volume trace-off for the radar system transmitter. For a i`requehcy
of 9.6 GHz, the weight and volume for the magnetron to be used are
56 pounds and 1350 in 3 . A realistic estimate of the weight and volume
of the antenna system and electronic equipment is 14 pounds and 1000
id respectively, [15). This makes the total weight and volume of the
radar components about 70 pounds and 1.36 ft, 3 respectively.
2000
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Magnetron Frequency f (Hz)
FIGURE 10.12 Magnetron Transmitter`  Weight and Volume
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P'owr requirements:
	
The transmitted power can be determined
from the range equation (18):
R (41T.) 2 . A2. ;xb. I lap Xv. aka :LS
Pt ^-	 _	 (10.10)
GtGr'X 2
For
	
12.8 db, R = 100 nm = 57.78 db, kb = 4.1 x 10
_ 21 
= -203.8 db,
QF= 10 5HZ=50db, NF =10=10db, LS -4.8db, Gt =0: Gr=3db,
a = .1025 ft. = -9.89 db, and SF = 3 db, Pt is calculated using
Equation 10.10.
Pt 1300 watts
LS , the system loss include r-f losses in transponder, radar and in-
tegration losses. With a pulse repetition of 250 Hz, the transmitter
duty cycle is .0015 and the average power:
F ave	 P td	 (10.11)
where d is the duty cycle Thus
P ave = (1300) (._0015) = 1.95 watts
Range accuracy	 Errors in the determination of the time in-
terval between pulse transmission and reception are caused by thermal
noise, imperfect AFC regulation, transponder delay jitter, trans -
ponder threshold variation, IF bandwidth changes and others. The
most significant of these is the thermal noise error.
The resulting root moan square (rms) error due to thermal noise
is given by (181
Cr _	 l	 (10.12)
BVN
For a bandwidth B of 200 Y.Hz and an SIN = 12 8, the rms noise
error is calculated by using Equation 10.12,
1.14 use:
2 x 10
r„^ KF(1 f* A* a VAn"a of 7n) nm_' ►Phn rm,-- arrnr ciuP #-n the ether
Ey	 t
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a= Qo	 T 3 W 	 (10 .14 )
The loop noise bandwidth is [181
,n.
Bn = - 4 (1 + 4 Vi z ) rad/sec 	(10. 15 )
Given Wn = 4 rad/sec and a unity damping factor, Equation 10.15 gives
Bn = V () = (1 + 4) = 10ft rad/sec
5 Hz
The sample rate is 16 Hz for the range tracker. Thus, the net
error in the range due to noise ,s:
C o -- 61.5
342 ft
which is about` .058% of the maximum range.
Angie errors:	 The angle error is mostly due to the thermal
noise. The rms error is given by (19):
a S
G	 (10. 16)I^	
^-
2--
N B5
The beamwidth of the antenna is given by Equation 10.17 [17 1:
0 =
	
	 (10.1 7)
3V
2.22 radian = 126°
with Bs = 1/2 Hz
Cr	 _	 .12;6:10
/2(12.8 )_.
F
1.10
Thus the error in the angle measurement amounts to approximately '1/2°
In summary, the principle features of the radar are given by
Table 10. 7. A block diagram of the radar and the transponder are'
ehown in' Figures 10.13 and 10. 14 respectively.
'Trariskd der:	 For the manned SSV, a transponder is needed in-
stead of a radar system. The transponder should be designed in
cooperation with the radar on the space station. In designing the
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TABLE 10.7
Radar Principle Features
Range	 110 nm
Weight	 70 lb
Volume	 1.36 ft3
Frequency	 9.6 GHz
PRF	 2.50 cps
Pulse Width	 6 p sec
Peak Radiated 'Power	 1300 watts
Average Radiated Dower	 2 watts
Range Accuracy
	
.058% at 100 nm
Angle Accuracy	 = 1/20
transponder, the equipment should be light weight and have low ex-
pended power. The frequency with which the transponder should
operate should be between 1 and 10 GHz, and a frequency of 9.6 GHz
could be used. The weight of this transponder.is 10 to 15 lb if a
continuous waxe radar is used and 20 to 30 lb if a pulse radar is
used on the space station. It is probable that the robot SSV and
the space station should use the same type of radar system to re-
duce the complexity of the serviced satellites' transponders.
Power transmitted can be calculated from the range equation and the
gain of the radar equation and the gain of the radar antenna. Omni-
directional antennas will be used, and a block diagram of the trans-
ponder will be similar to the one of Figure 10.14.
.r
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CHAPTER X
NOMFNCLATURE
Sj bol De'scr`Iption Units
A Aspect ratio
Aeff Effective antenna area m2
AM Amplitude modulation
A to D Analog to digital converter
b Number of quantizing levels
B Receiver bandwidth Hz
Bn Range track noise bandwidth Hz
Bp Video signal bandwidth Hz
B Serro b wndwidth Hzs
is Transmitter bandwidth Hz
BPS Bits per second sec 1
c Velocity of light nm/sec'
d Duty cycle
.x
l
f Frequency Hz
fm Highest modulating frequency Hz
f Pulse repetition frequency Hz
Bandwidth Hz+ r l
F Frame rate sec
G Receiver antenna gain
G. Transmitter antenna gain
V
H Channel capacity bits/sec
Hz Frequency cycles/sec
Kb Boltzman's constant- W-sec-°K
K Verticla Kell factor
k Constant of proportionality
L Space Loss watts
LS System loss watts
M Circuit margin
Nv Number of verticla resolution elements
NF Noise figure
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Symbol Description Units
PA Power amplifier
PCM Pulse code modulation
PCM/PM Pulse code phase modulation
PSK Phase shift keying
pave Averag^a power watts	 1
Pt Transmitted power watts
Q Quality factor
R Range nm
Runam Unambiguous range nm
RF Radio frequency
Rh Frame retrace factor
Rv Line retrace f actor
S Signal power watts
SF Safety factor
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
T Receiver noise, temperature °K
W Channel bandwidth Hz
W Loop natural frequency rad/sec
Wr Range track, smaple rate rad/sec
Wavelength ft
a Rms range rerror uses
Damping factor
x
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ICHAPTER XS
POWER SUPPLY
Vern Feiste
Mac Dillsi.
11.1	 Introduction
Many factors influence the selection of a power plant.
Foremost among these are performance characteristics and
availability of the system or technique for use at the time
required, but other considerations influence the choice. The
I
r
	
	 general factors that are considered in the selection of a power
system for a mission are weight, volume, cost, reliability,
availability, safety (nuclear), and operational restrictions.	 I
For any aerospace application the natural tendency is to
consider weight as the predominant selection criterion. How-
ever, in any practical situation, other factors may prevail.
While a system may be suitable from a weight standpoint, volume
or area requirements may prevent its use. The choice is often made
on the basis of availability, safety, cost or reliability factors,
or because a particular device places fewer design or operational
restrictions (that is, orientation requirements, nuclear shield
design, _etc.) on the spacecraft. Thus, power plant selection is a
trade-off procedure involving all of these criteria in relation to
the specific mission and spacecraft requirement.
Space power systems are required to operate in a very hostile
environment. Space vacuum, showers of particulate matter, low
temperatures, and difficulties of logistics and maintenance all
exert influence on selection. To meet this broad _ spectrum of
requirements, a large inventory of space power systems are being
developed inclu(^.'ang solar cells, batte.,`ies, fuel cells, nuclear
thermoelectri, ,,,s, thermionics, and nuclear and solar mechanical
systems based on both the Rankine and Brayton thermodynamic cycles.
4:
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11.2 Power _ System Designs Corgis :derations
Any power plant must, of course, be designed to meet the electri-
cal energy requirements of the system. This includes the average
poker of the loads over an interval of time and any spikes or peaks
which may occur. Peak or spike loads may occur on the SSV during
the transmit portion of the radar or telemetry cycle or when the
manipulators are exerting a force during task performance.
Maximum reliability is required of a spacecraft power system.
The communications system, the primary life support system, the
guidance and control system, and the manipulators are all dependent
upon electrical power. Thus, electrical energy must be available
at all times during the mission. Sufficient redundancy should-be
designed into the system such that no single failure is catastrophic.
In the event of failure of the primary power source, standby power
must be available. Sufficient power must be available during
emergencies to maintain communications with the mother station plus
sufficient power to operate the guidance and control system. It
is assumed that the life support system of the manned SSV can operate
independent of the spacecraft power system during emergency situa-
tions.
It is proposed that the SSV complete approximately fifty
missions per year and have a lifetime of several years. The power
supply should then have reliable restart capability after storage
with minimum system checkout and maintenance. It is proposed that
the SSV power supply carry sufficient charge or fuel for only one
mission, then is recharged or refueled at the mother station.
The power system should, of course, be designed for minimum
size and weight. The best method of or combination of 'methods for
generating power depends primarily on how much power is needed and
for how long.
11.3 SSV Electrical Power Requirements
The electrical power load requirements for the SSV were
determined ona subsystem basis for both the manned and robot
*vehicles.- Table 11.1 lists the various subsystem power require
ments for each vehicle. Figure 11.1 illustrates the electrical
system duty cycle for a typical mission. The duty cycle is divided
.r
2 07
into five intervals--the transit time to the satellite to be
serviced, docking, work period at the site, dedocking, and transit
time back to the mother station.
TABLE 3.1.1
Electric Power Requirements (Average Power)
Two Man Taxi
System ToSite Docking AtSite Dedocking
Back
Home
P (watts) P (watts) P (watts) P (watts) P(watts) 
Lights	 (ext) 0 600 600 600 0
Guidance & 110 160 90 160 110
Control
Life Support 400 450 450 450 400
Manipulators 0 200 200 200 0
Communications .127 127 127 127 127
Total Ave Power: _ 63.7 15.37 146.7 .1537: 637
Robot Taxi
Lights 0 600 600 600 0
Guidance & 110 160 90 160 110
Control
Manipulators 0 200 200 200 0
Communications 172 172 172 172 172
Total, Ave _Power
	 282
	
1,132,	 1 , 062	 1132	 282
The electrical loads requ1re a nominal 28 volts D.C.or three
phase 115 volt, 400 cycles per second. Equipment, which can he used
in a space environment, is well developed at this voltage level.
11.4 Power, Bourse, 'Selection
The selected electrical power source must satisfy al<1 the design
considerations-of the SSV as presented earlier. Furthermore, it
must deliver adequate energy to the various vehicle loads which
^;:	 '..	 -	 , o.......e,r,„...m.,, 	 ",.,.ax::.^¢ee.,xxuumeeramrray..mu ..,LUr xLm.a4., :..: 	....  e:s•csss. . "..:..	 -aseeiaeuu.ar.J.v.w.... '.r...u'r..St3`v3S^i"""2JFF& YIIm¢541.e	 ..	 , .. m.:.:..v	 r	 ... .	 _
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were cited in Table 11.1 and Figure 11.1.
Two man
Robot - - - -	 - -
To	 Dock	 At Site	 De- Back tmE	 Site	 dock Home
Time
Figure 11.1 Electrical Power Duty Cycle
a;
For a twelve hour mission, the required average power is
t{	approximately 1.5 KW for the manned SSV, and approximately 1.0 KW
`
	
	
for the robot SSV. The source must also be capable of providing -
1.92 KW for appreciable periods of time in the manned vehicle,
and 1.42 KW for corresponding periods in the robot. In addition
higher power peaks forvery short durations are also anticipated,
and must therefore be provided for.
Potentially, an unlimited number [1,2] of power sources, both
singular andcombination_ types, may be adopted for space applications
at the power and energy levels in question. Obviously the -selec-
tion-of an optimum source is a formidable task. To simplify
this process a plotting of power versus operation time for singular
minimum mass sources which are available for space applications
^
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was constructed in Figure 11.2 [3].
Based on Figure 11.2, and a review of the literature, the
following five singular sources are likely candidates for the
SSV power source. They are
1. Fuel Cell System
2. Cryogenic Chemical Dynamic System
3. Battery System
4. Solar Cell System, and
5. Isotope System.
These power systems are partially developed, [ 4 1 5,6] or have
a reasonable chance of being developed [1] in time for SSV
applicatica Table 11.2 summarizes the main features of each of
the above sources.
11.5 The SSV Power System
It is indeed a temptation for a designer to employ a prime
power source which does not require fueling such as,solar cells,
or one which requires infrequent fueling such as the isotope system.
However, both systems have objectionable characteristics for SSV	 -
applications. The chemical dynamic system is in no position to
compete with fuel cell. (See Table 11.2)
Figure 11.3 shows the block diagram of the SSV power system.
It consists of a hydrogen-oxygen capillary fuel cell, gas-liquid
cooled. An auxiliary battery provides energy for peak and spike
loads. A second battery provides emergency power for minimum
survival requirements. The main reasons for this selection are:
reliability, long life, capability, reusability, in addition to
prime weight considerations.
11.6 The Fuel, Ge.11'
The fuel cell is an electrochemical energy conversion device
which converts the chemical energy of its fuel as it passes over
an electrode, directly into electrical energy. It eliminates
the conventional intermediary step of converting fuel chemical	 j
energy into thermal energy,_ prior to final conversion to
electrical energy. Consequently, fuel cell efficiencies are not
bound by Carnot cycle limitations [8]	 Theoretical efficiencies
i1
2 l0
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Dynamic
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Fable 11. z
Advantages and Disadvantages of the Power .Systems
Advantages	
.
Disadvantages
Fuel Cell System
1 Static system. 1. Relative high specific
2-. Orientation not required. weight when high
3. Easily packaged. pressure gas fuel
4. No limit on startup/ utilized.
shut down cycles. 2. Cryogenic fuel storage
5. Low fixed weight. when used, weight
6. Higher efficiency than penalty.
chemical dynamic systems. 3. Further development
7 Inherent Redundancy due needed.
to internal modular 4. May be slaw starting
construction.8 Storage capability.9. Rapid transient response.10. Produces potable water.
Cryogenic Chemical Dynamic
1. Orientation not 1. High fuel consumption.
required. 2. Generates undesirable
2 Easy package. thrust and torque.
3. Low fixed weight. 3. Development (present
4 Storage capability. life does not exceed
5. Rapid transient 200 hrs.), Temperature
res?onse, limitations.
4. wear and tear on moving
parts
5. Lubrication in space.
Battery
1. Reliable2. Static3 Flexibility in construction
4 increase in power byincrease in aaa.5. Probable improvements
in of feciency.
le
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
8.
9.
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TABLE 11.2 (Continued)
Advantages and Disadvantages of the Power system
'AdVa'n'ta je s	 ri`s'adv'anta'ges
Solar Cell
10.
Packaging for delivery
to orbit.
Requires storage battery.Deployment in orbit.
Large area and weight
required for large power.
Degradation due to
radiation.
Orientation required.
Environment damage
(meteoroids).
Low efficiency.
obtaining adequate
performance and _relia-
bility of energy storage
and energy c6nditioning
equipment.
Collision hazard during
rendezvous docking,
working, and dedocking
phases of mission.
Iso'top'e° System
1. High reliability. 1 Availability, and cost.
2. No orientation required. 2. Recycling problems:
3. Not limited to light side. Starting and shutting'
4. High energy density, off for few hours
operation is virtually
impossible.
-3. Energy conversion devices
are not developed for
the level required.'
4. Fuel handling, even'
though possible, will
unavoidably complicate
tr,e power system.
5. Few isotopes can or will
be produced in the
quantity required,,
6. High cost.
7 Safety:	 Possible
radiation hazard to crew.
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Fuel Cell.
Assembly
Inverter 
I I Regulator I I 
Emergency 
I I Regulator
Regulated-
	 RegulatedEmergency	 Auxiliary
400H A C	 D.C.	 Power	 Batter
FIGURE 11.3 SSV Electrical Power System
of fuel cells utilizing 'cost fuels of interest are in the range
of 80 to 99 per cent [8]
Basically the fuel cell consists of two electrodes separated
by an electrolyte.. A fuel is passed over one electrode where
electrons are freed. Electrons then flow through the internal
circuit to the other electrode where they are consumed by an
oxi4izing agent. The electrical circuit is completed by ;ionic
conduction through the electrolyte.
Numerous classificaticn q of fuel cells have been used
depending onthe parameter which was chosen as the basis for
classification. There are 'high, medium,or low temperature fuel
cells. Fuel cells may use an electrolyte which is acidic or
basic,solid or liquid. When the form of fuel is the basis, there
is the gaseous fuel cell (hydrogen), the liquid fuel cell
(alcohol), or the solid fuel cell (coal or metal). Lastly the
fuel itself may be used as a basis. Since the fuel cell
technology and construction depend on the fuel utilized, classi-
fication by fuel is probably the most practical
The hydrogen-oxygen capillary matrix fuel cell schematic is
shown in Figure 1;1.4 (5]
	
The figure shows the fuel and oxidant
NO
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loop, the cooling loop, the water recovery loop, reactant, purge
loops, in addition to the fuel cell stack. Table 11.3 shows the
fuel cell character stios.
TABLE 11.3
Fuel Cell Characteristics [5]
Power Rating
Max. Cont. at 27 V (1 h.)
	 2100 watts
Average Continuous
	 1440 watts
Emergency	 3000 watts
Step Load Capability
Voltage Range
Normal	 27-32.5 VDC
Emergency	 22VDC
Specific Reactant Consumption
	 C.75 lb,/KW.hr .
(Avg. at 1KW gross)
Dimensions (:inches)
	 14 x 18 x 32
Weight	 175 lbs.
Expected life	 1500 hrs.
Fuel cell''assembly: The fuel cell module consists of thirty-
two sections connected in series. Each section comproses two
elemental cells connected in parallel. The complete module
contains its own control, condenser and water pump, and coolant
PUMP S It may include a three phase 400 Hz inverter if required.
Together with reactant tankage and vehicle radiator, it forms
an independent power system.
Cell erfo::mance feature [9] : An elemental cell of a full
fuel cell generates 0.9 volts at a current density of 200 ASF
(amperes per square foot) Voltage degradation is on the order of
10 to 20 micro-volts per cell per hour over a period of several
years. This rate is expected to decrease to 5 micro-volts per
cell per hour adding to cell voltage stability. The cell is
capable-of delivering over 2500 watts within voltage regulation
-for 90 days of _operation. Based upon testing of a single cell
earlier in 1968, the cell life'is expected to extend beyond
a ..:..
	 ..	
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10,000 hours. Normal operating temperature range from 190 °F
to 210°F. Test data indicate that the cell is able to perform
at operating temperatures between 160 0 and 220°F. Heat
rejection requirements for the gas/liquid cooled fuel cell at
1.5 KW power level is in the neighborhood of 3000 BTU per hour.
The fuel cell can withstand cell cavity pressure from 17 psia
to 53 psia, and differential pressure in the two cavities of up
to 40 psi. This gives the operator and ground ground support a
safety margin.
Transient response: When sudden loads are applied, the rate
of the electrochemical reaction at the electrode surface
(measured in amperes per square foot) must increase. This in'
turn, requires an increase in the amount of fuel and oxidant
consumed, and a higher rate for the removal of the reaction
products such as heat and water. High electrochemical capacity
and constant temperature control of the H 2-0 2 capillary matrix
fuel cell enables it to respond rapidly to step changes in load.
Steady state conditions are arrived at within 100 milliseconds
after increasing or decreasing transient changes in load [9].
Test data show that the cell is capable of providing a continuous
load of 4500 watts for up to 5 minutes and 5000 watts for one
minute (9].
Recycling characteristics: Up to two years of storage were
attained with no effect on performance after f illing internal
cavities with an inert gas. However, storing a fuel cell at
operating temperature and fuel in the cell is potentially
detrimental to cell life due to corrosion. Had the reactant been
shut off no detrimental effects would have resulted 	 [9]
11.7 Auxiliary Power Source
The fuel cell provides a total of 17280 watt-hours of energy.
n
The remaining 720 watt-hours are provided for by a nickel-cadmium
battery. Table 11.4 shows the general features of the batteries
considered.
The nickel-cadmium battery offers more than three times the
cycle life when compared to the silver cadmimum-battery. It also
, meets the SSV requirements and general design considerations.:
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TABLE 11.4
ronsidered
Parameter	 NiCd	 AgCd	 AgZn
1. Life (yrs) at 25 0 C	 8	 2	 1
2. Recycling Rates (cycles)
At 25°C, 65 percent D.O.D.*	 2,500	 11800	 50
At 25°C, 25 percent D.O.D.*	 10,000	 12,000	 300
3. Capacity (,watt-hour/lb.)
Predicted	 17	 30	 80
Existing	 15	 -	 -
* D.O.D.	 depth of discharge.
11.8 Power Conditioning
All power is generated in direct current. Based on Apollo
experience, power loads are split 60 percent D.C., and 40 percent
A. C. [12]
A high degree of reliability for a long life SSV may be
achieved by using a redundant power conditioning unit. From the
standpoint of reliability, weight, efficiency, and circuit
complexity, a standby redundant power conditioning unit is
desireable [11].
An estimated 90 percent of all failures wit.Zin spacecraft
power systems occur in power conditioning equipment [10].
Improving the reliability of this equipment will undoubtedly
increase the reliability of the power system
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ICHAPTER XII
TASK SUPPORT SYSTEMS
12.1 introduction
	
	
John Bruyere
Doyle Holstead
The scope of work to be performed in space is bound to expand
beyond the present experimental level until it includes tasks
like the erection of large auxiliary structures, cargo transfer,
orbital assembly, and satellite retrieval.
Astronauts even though wearing improved, less restrictive
f	 space suits may not be able to -perform all these tasks. The
f automated equipment that undoubtedly will be designed to handle
certain aspects of the work will be limited in task performance.
A third element of performance will be manipulators combining
man's unsurpassed control capabilities with the mechanical effi-
ciency of machinery [1].
The tasks to be performed are exterior to the SSV in the
vacuum of space which is a very hostile environment for man.
The concept of remotely operated manipulators must be considered
as a means of task performance for reasons of safety as well as
strength. An astronaut is vulnerable, expensive and non-expendable,
while a robot is lighter, less costly and expendable
Three considerations help to determine when a remotely
operated manipulator will augment man
1. Man's absolute physical limitations in matters of strength,
size, and body construction.
2. Human welfare and safety.
3. Economic considerations.
Manipulators have not yet been used in space work. Prelimi-
nary studies for such application have been made by groups at the
Argonne National Laboratories and the General Electric Company.
;e
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The Argonne report states:
Two important uses were seen for master--slave manipula-
tors. They could be used to perform a wide range of
repair, assembly, maintenance, and inspection tasks.
They could also be used for docking to a worksite. Since
master-slave manipulators have force and motion reflection
and are completely reversible, docking could be made
efficiently and sensitively. [2]
The General Electric report states:
Missions have been identified ranging from refurbishment
and repair to inspection and destruction of unfriendly
satellites. The application of remote manipulators to
in-orbit refurbishment has been studied in greatest de-
tail. The results of these studies have been very
encouraging. The technical feasibility of the approach
has been demonstrated and in a broad sense it has been
shown that the benefits far outweigh the cost. [3]
A method of docking the SSV to the satellite to be serviced
will be required. The alternatives here are: 1) Docking with the
probe and drogue. 2) Docking with the androgynous connection.
3) Attachment with grappling arms. 4) Attchment with extendible
booms
The SSV is a two man vehicle. At the worksite one man is
needed to operate the manipulators and remain at the controls.
The other man will be free to perform other tasks. The upper
half of a constant volume hard suit could be attached to the
service vehicle and extendible from it by some mechanism to the
same general work area where the manipulators will operate.
12.,2 Existing Manipulators
A manipulator system shc,ul.d include: 1) Mechanical arms and
"hands" located in a remot%-. or hazardous area, 2) The 14, cessary
control knobs, levers or Handles that the operator uses to
control the working arms, 3) A support for the arms which may.
be mobile, and 4) A means for viewing the work area [2] . - The
"hands" may be exchangeable devices or special tools for particu-
lar tasks. Figure 12.1 is an illustration of control and feed-
back information useful in manipulator systems.
It
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FIGURE 12.1 Useful Control and Feedback,
Information for Manipulator Systems
A solid object in space has six degrees of freedom. Three
of these are translational and three
are rotational.- These are shown in
Figure 12.2.	 A manipulator must be
capable of grasping an object, and
applying forces, torques and motions
to it.
	
A minimum of seven indepen-
dent motions are therefore required
in a complex manipulator _ three for
translational motion, and one for
FIGURE 12.2
	 The Six grasping the object (2].	 (Man has
Degrees of Freedom of a 27 ;degrees of freedom between his
Solid Object in Space_
shoulder and his fingertips.)
The first manipulators for useful work were developed in
1947 by the Argonne National_ Laboratory and were used in the hot
}
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radiation cells. Walking machines have been built, full scale
exoskeletal structures, and manipulators for deep sea-submergence
projects. Television for remote operation has also been
developed, but lacks the depth perception of eyesight.
Both mechanically and electrically operated manipulators
have been developed. The first units were unilateral; later
units were bilateral. These will be considered separately.
Uni'latera'1 Manipulators; A unilateral manipulator consists
of a mechanics) working arm in a remote location operated by
switches or proportional controllers in a Safe location. Each
Switch or controller determines the speed and direction of an,
electric motor which in turn determines a particular motion.
This type of manipulator is called unilateral because there is no
force or position feedback between the working arm and the controls.
It is difficult and often impossible to control the forces
exerted by a unilateral manipulator. The dperator can only attempt
to follow the path required by the working arms constraints
using switches and visual aid. Lack of force and motion feedback
make the unilateral manipulator basically unsuitable for main-
tenance, repair or assembly. It cannot efficiently conform to
restrained paths, is time consuming in performing simple tasks,
and in working with fragile equipment, can easily damage the item.
r.:
For such reasons unilateral manipulators are poorly suited
for space operations [2].
I22 3
Bilateral Manipulators: Most bilateral units are customarily
referred to as "master-slave" manipulators. The master arm is in
a safe placer the slave arm is remote. Each has at least seven
degrees of freedom. Each motion, force or torque applied at the
master handle is repeated proportionally at the slave handle and
from slave to the master by meohanical or electro-mechanical
devices. All motions are controlled simultaneously and the
operation is made as natural as possible to seek the work as ii
it were done directly by the operator's hands and arms. [2].
These machines have been developed to a high degree of versatility
and a wide variety of task performance. Figure 12.3 is an
illustration of a mechanically connected zrldtster-slave unit. This
is the unit most widely in use.
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Figure 12.4 is an illustration of an electrical master-slave
manipulator, where the master and slave are connected only by
an electrical cable. The connection could also be made by
telemetry.
SzS
`\_	 ELEVATION
'(, ^%^•. ROTATION
LOAD FORCE
SLAVE ,ARM
MASTER ARM
FIGURE 12. 4 Elementary Diagram of an Electrical
Master-Slave Manipulator
Unilateral manipulators are unsuited for space work and
existing bilateral manipulators have inoperable configuration.3,
are too heavy, too bulky, and require too much power.
12.3 Criter'i'a for Manipulators for Space Application
The more important design,philosophies fall ratherneatly
into three categorAes
1. Those that ease the burden on the human operator.
2. Those that make the manipulator a more effective
machine.
3. Those that extend the manipulator's lifetime.
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Manipulators for space use should be ii ht weight, require
low power, and the volume required for operating the master
manipulator handles should be small, since working volume in a
spacecraft is quite Limited.
Manipulator design should be kept 'generalized' as far
as possible. Biologists maintain that the human being
is successful among the animals because his brain,
limbs, hands, and other 'subsystems' can perform
many different functions; i.e., they are unspecialized.
Since manipulators are extensions of man, they will be
of greatest value if specialization is avoided (3]
The most interesting general observation resulting from
a survey cL man machine problems is that the machine is
almost invariably modified to fit man's idiosyncrasies
and failings. No one seriously suggests training opera-
tors to match difficult interfaces: Emphasis is on
fitting normal men with flexible, compliant machines (4 ] .
,A man well matched to an anthropomorphic manipulator can
use skills learned in every-day living to operate the machine.
Where quick reactions are required or where the operator is
under stress the more anthropomorphic controls are believed to
be effective. [4
It has been found that in ordinary circumstances the more
faithfully the motions and forces are reproduced from operator
to manipulator, the more rapid and precise will be the perfor-
mance. [5]
Many tasks we wish to carry out with manipulators trans-
cend human construction and may be performed best by
nonanthropomorphic manipulators% As the tasks to be
performed become more specialized the manipulator is
often more effective if it is dehumanized through
specialized motions and controls.
Experienced operators of unilateral manipulators can
project their presence into the operating space despite
the nonanthropomorphic controls Humans can adjust to
nonanthropomorphic feedback displays - and -controls better
than one might expect. (4]_
Bilateral characteristics are needed during the assembly of
parts. A part being assembled loses one degree of freedom after
another as it is moved into place until in the end, it may have
OLL -1
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only one degree remaining. If the manipulator is not bilateral,
it is extremely difficult and sometimes nearly impossible to
accommodate suitably to the constraint of the work being done.
(See Figure 12.5). Undesirably large forces may result and
cause damage. [2]
FIGURE 12.5	 Typical Degree-of-Freedom Constraint,
y.	 p	 P	 ^12.4  	 Pre1'imi'na'r	 C'on'c'e tu'a'1' S'tud'ies' of S ac'e' Ma nipu lators
Advantage's' o'f , providing manipulators	 Manipulators can
-----^
_work within a much larger volume than an astronaut. 	 The
astronaut can work more safely in a shirt sleeve environment
than if he was EVA.	 With force multiplication at the manipula-
tors, the astronaut would be subject to less fatigue.
	
With speciali-
zed tools, the manipulators would perform some tasks faster than the
astronaut.	 Probably nuclear power plants will find use in space
and will require maintenance and repair.
	
Here manipulators would
-be indispensible. 	 Docking and anchoring could be accomplished
sensitively., The precise matching of velocities is unnecessary,'
. as the manipulators could' absorb the energy of the	 V.	 [2]
Obviously there are many tasks where manipulators would
not be advantageous, and man could best perform the tasks.
{
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Characteristics desirable in space manipulators:
1. The manipulators should be master-slave.
2. The slave arms should have the capability of working
within large volumes.
3. The slave hands should be able to grasp and hold a large
variety of objects of various sizes and shapes.
4. Force multiplication from the master to the slave is
desirable.
5. The manipulators should have low friction, low inertia,
and low backlash between master and slave
The manipulators should have high reliability and little
need for maintenance.
7. The peak and average power ,requirements should be low.
8. The manipulator weight should be as low as possible and
storage should require a minimum volume.
9. The manipulator configuration should restrict the
operator's view and motion as little as possible.
10. The manipulators should have a high natural frequency
or high damping tc reduce oscillations. [2]
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TABLE 12.2
Summary of AIL Manipulator System Characteristics
Maximum force in any direction at each slave
working hand or docking device 	 2:5 lbs.
Maximum force at each master handle 	 12.5 lbs.
Force multiplication ratio between master
handle and slave hand 	 0.5:1 to 2:1
Maximum master slave velocity (at slave hands); 	 30 in/sec.
Peak power demand	 1420 watts
Average power demand	 166 watts
Table 12.3 is the recommendation of a General Electric re-
port for an unmanned space manipulator. [6] The power figures
are average values.
TABLE 12.3
GE Boom Positioned Manipulator System
Weight and Power Summary
Subsystem	 Power ' (w'a'tts ) 	 'Wei'ght (Ibs )
Video	 1{.0	 26.5
Manipulatr,oa-s (2)
	 40.0
	
46.0
Manipulator amplifiers	 -	 35.0
Docking tethers (1)
	
nil	 50.0
Communications
	
12.0	 14.0
Harnessing	 16.0
Structure 	 312.0
Totals	 69.0 	 219.5
The expected peak power for two manipt, ].ators (.less than 0.1% of
J--he time) is 800 watts. The reach of the CAE manipulator is 3,'-
7", and the force capability at the slave hand is 15 lbs,
12.5 Selected Manipulator System for SSV
The manipulators for the SSV will be the same for bath the
manned and unmanned vehicles,. The configuration.of a manipulator
will be the same as that of. FicTure 12.4, will be a master slave
warf .
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unit with bilateral characteristics and be powered by an electro-
mechanical system. The specifications are given by Table 12.4.
TABLE 12.4
Descript-ion of manipulator for the SSV
Electrically connected, bilateral, indexing
Number of manipulators required 2
Degrees of freedom in slave hand 7
Peach with shave hands together 7 ft.
Maximum force at slave hand 20 lb.
Force multiplication ratios 0.5:1,	 1:1, 2:1
Slave weight 125 lb.
Master weight 50 lb.
Peak power 450 watts
Average power	 25 watts
The power requirements shown are based primarily on the
G. E. report. The maximum reach of 7 feet was selected because
of the docking conditions and also for versatility, but it is
intended that the work area will be closer to the cabin than
this distance. The man^.4)ulators will have a locking brake on
each degree of freedom, and also an overriding clutch on each
degree of freedom to prevent overload of the joint.
12.6 Docking Booms
Docking to a satellite during a work period is mandatory
for all of the prescribed tasks that the SSV will perform except
a "fly-by" inspection. The alternative methods of attachment
are as follows
1. Docking with a probe and drogue
2. Docking with an androgynous connection.
3. Attachment by means of grappling arms.
4. Attachment by area s of extendable docking booms.
For effective task performance, the SSV will have to be able
to dock anywhere on a satellite and/or have the ability to "climb"
around the satellite. Attachment at points (rather than an area)
requires a connection at three different points to r'igidize the
MI 7	 IL
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docking. This could be accomplished by three grappling arms or
by three extendable booms.
Grappling arms are quite similar to 'manipulators. They
would weigh somewhat less and require no power. They could be
positioned by the manipulators and locked.
The Bi-Stem Docking booms developed by De Havilland Aircraft
of Canada [7] could perform the same function as grapplers, but
are lighter in weight, require very low power, are more easily
storable, and haver, greater extension. The manipulators again
would be used in docking. The first step would be for the
manipulators to grasp the satellite and absorb the energy of
relative velocity. Then one manipulator would continue to hold
the satellite and the other would guide each boom in turn to its
connection. Then both manipulators would be free to perform
work. Figure 12.6 shows the deployment unit package in which
the boom is stored. it is motor
driven, extendable and retrac-
table on command. Each unit would
be gimballed at'the back with two
degrees of freedom. Each gimble
has an electrically operated
_latching brake Electric power
for these brakes is only required
for latching and unlatching. The
boom could thus be extended to
any point in a sector of a sphere.
FIGURE 12.6
Boom Deployment Package
The following is a-description of the De Haviland Bi-stem unit;
The individual elements of the Bi-stem are made from
thin.strips of metal, heat treated into a circular cross
section, such that each strip circumscribes an angle of
approximately 330 0 . One element is placed inside the
other,(See Figure 12.7), _so that the elements are dia-
metrically opposed. If-required, additional pairs of
elements may be rested within this basic structure to
increase the strengthand stiffness.
aim
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The elements are flattened by a guidance system composed
of rollers and specially shaped formers to allow smooth ex-
tension and retraction from the storage spools, [7)
ELEMENT 1---	 A
2	 A
.L
SECTION A-A
FIGURE 12.7 The Bi-Stem Principle
In the approach to docking, the maximum relative velocity b e-
tween the two vehicles is considered to be 1.5 ft/sec. We consider
the largest satellite to be docked with will weigh 1,000 lb. The
SSV maximum weight is 2775 1b.
With conservation ofmomentum and plastic impact between the
two vehicles as a system we have;
mlv + m2v2	 (ml + ma) vl
(2775)(1.5)/32.2
	
(10,000 + 2775)/32.2 vl 	-
vl	0.325 ft/sec
Now we take the SSV as a system by itself and we have conser-
vation of energy; e.
m1v2/2g	 ml(vl)2/2g + F.ds i
(2775) (15) 2/64.4	 (2775) (.325)2/64.4 + F°ds
F • ds_ = 92.3  ft-lb
Which is the energy that must be absorbed in docking. If the
other vehicle had infinite weight this energy _would be only 97.0 ft-lb.
This energy could be absorbed by she docking booms or the man-
ipulators, the booms each having 4 capacity to absorb 65 ft-lb of
3
Type 301 stainless steed
3 1/8 in
0.-014 in
8.7 in
2
12 ft
2210 lb
1550 ft-lb
65 lb
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energy per foot of retraction. The manned SS'V could thus be stopped
in 2.5 ft or less when approaching a large satellite at a velocity
of 1.5 ft/sec, which is much greater than normal docking velocity.
The unmanned SSV having less than half the weight of the manned
vehicle and having the same manipulatos and booms would have a
less critical docking problem.
The specifications for the docking booms from the DeHavilland
report [9 1
 are as follows
Number of booms required
Material
Diameter
Thickness
Strip width
Number of nested elements
Boom length
Critical axial load
Critical bending moment
Retraction force
Power requirements	 75 amp @ 27 volts DC
Retraction speed	 28.2 in/min
I
Motor rated torque 	 7.6 in-lb
Size of package	 -	 19.211 x 10.16 11 x 33.71
Weight of package	 25 lb
`	 Weight of one Bi-Stem element 	 14.7 lb f
Weight of one assembled boom 	 55 lb
Weight of system	 165 lb
12.7 ' 'One`-half' Hard` Suit
At the work site, the-one-half hard suit with caterpillar will
be swung upward to the hatch opening from its stowed position on the
front of the vehicles (see Figure 5.5) and secured to the exterior
of the service vehicle by the manipulators;. After pressurizing the
hard suit, the interior hatch with its viewing window can then be
swung open. A structure with its foot restraints (see Figure 12.8)
can then be installed so that the astronaut can climrb into his pos-
ition in the hard suit. This structure is attached to the hard suit
at its interface with the caterpillar. The caterpillar itself is
t,	 .w w rvs:. r'11'.l;^fi^rl6.oea	 34
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an accordian type mechanism which may be extended and it also may be
r	 bent slightly up or dawn. There.:
are three unilateral motor dri``es
Foot
	 required for the caterpillar.
Restraints One to extend or retract the hard
suit; one to bend the caterpillar
up or down; and one to rotate the
ffoot restraint structure. The
man can rotate the hard suit
himself independently of the
caterpillar.
12.8 'Spec'ialized Tools
Special tools will be re-
FIGURE 12.8 Foot Restraint qured for use of the astronaut.
Structure for Half Hard Suit
	
	 in the hard suit, and for use
with-the manipulators. The
following criteria are of importance in tool design and selection:
1. Use of power tools to speed the work.
2. Use of guides with wrenches, sockets or other devices to
locate the tool for work. (See Figure 12.9) (2].
FIGURE 12.9 Wrench Bit for Internal Hex-head Bolts
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4. Tools used by the astronaut should seek to reduce or pre-
ferably eliminate forces or torques applied at the tool becuase of t
the "zero , g" effects. This consideration is not necessary in tools
designed for the manipulators because when the SSV is docked to a
satellite, there is no exterior effect.
5. Tools should be designed so they can be conveniently changed.
With the manipulators it should be possible to change a tool using
only one slave arm, while the other slave arm remains with the work.
6. Tool storage should be for convenience or ease of accessibility.
7. A tethering system should be developed so that tools or slave
hands will not drift away if accidently released.
8. Power tools should have fittings such that they can be.oper-
ated by the astronaut or the manipulators.
9. The tool kit should be as versatile as possible within
weight limitations.
TABLE 12.5
SSV Tool Kit
Power wrench w/hex-head socket set, internal hex -head set
with exterior guide sockets, screw driver set with ex-
terior guide sockets.
Powered drill w/drill set
Powered saw w/blade set
Spring loaded hammer
Open end wrench set
Safety wire cutter
Tubing cutter
Tap and die set
Electronic test probe
Tethers
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CHAPTER XXXX
CREW ENVIRONMENT
Dale Dunmire
.	 Bob Mott
13 1 ' 'I'n'tr'6ftdtlon
The purpose of this section is to present the Environmental
Control and Life Support System (EC/LSS) designed for the manned.
portion of the SSV. The EC/LSS provides atmosphere temperature a,.-Id
humidity control, removal of carbon dioxide and,contaminants, pro-
visions for pressure suit connections, equipment, thermal control
and waste management. The results of various trade-off studies
performed during the design period will be presented_. A discussion
of the various suits which are proposed for use in the SSV will be
given:
`	 13.2 ' Cr'e'w E'r'yi'r'onZe'nt 'Re`qu'i'r`eme'n'ts' 'and 'Gu'ideli'n'es
The following section presents the requirements and assumptions
used in this design,
Mi's's1o'n 're`qu'i'r'eme'nts
(a) Mission Earth orbits
(b) Altitude 250 nm
(c) Inclination 50 degrees
(d) Time period 1975-80
(e) Resupply interval 12 hours
(f) System life requirement 5 years
Phy's`i'dloclical: 'data
(a) Number of crew - 2 men
(b) Metabolic heat 450-2000 btu/man-hr
(c) 02 consumption 1.04 lb/man-day
(d) Drinking water and food 6.6 lb/man-day
(e) CO2 productions 2.25 1b/man-day
(f) Water of oxidation 0.66 lb /man-day
(g) Urine water (avg) 4.21 lb/man-day
(h) Fecal water (avg) 0.25 lb/man-day
(i) Perspiration and respiration 2.20 lb/man-day
I
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S`SV data:
(a) Cabin pressure	 5.0 psia
(b) Atmospheric composition	 100% 02
(c) Cabin temperature	 65-X7,5°F
(d) Pressurized volume	 220 ft 
(c) Cabin atmospheric losses
	 2.40 lb/mission
'Emer e'ncy provisions
(a,) 'No single failure shall cause a fatality
(b) 12 hr. reserves on all expendables
(c) Portable life support systems (PLSS)
(d) Cabin repressur^.zation rate	 1 hr/1000 ft 
13.3 Atmospheric Control Description
Components of the stmospheric and waste control circuit are
shown schematically in Figure 13.1. Table 13.1 shows the various
functions and methods by which these functions were accomplished.
TABLE 13.1
EC/LSS Functions and Methods
Function	 Method
Atmosphere supplies
	
Cyrogenic
Cat control	 Molecular sieve
Contaminant removal	 Charcoal, catalytic burner
Humidity control	 Water separator
Temperature control	 Heat exchanger
Water management 	 Condensate, urine collected
and stored
Waste management 	 Vacuum-dried and stored
Food supply	 Fxeeze dried,- canned
There are two modes of operation possible; one, the normal mode
with the crew suited but _depressurized to facilitate *movement as much
as possible, and two, the crew wearing closed pressure suits as
would be required in emergencies or when EVA is planned. The first
will be referred to as "shirt sleeve" mode of _operation. The atmos-
pheric pressure control in the suit loop controls the suit pressure
to 3.7 psi,a.
The cabin 'is pressurized by opening the ixygen shutoff valve
and adjusting the two selector valves for cabin operation. The
AL
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pressurization valve maintains the cabin pressure at 5 Asia. Stor-
age of oxygen is provided for metabolic oxygen, leakage and cabin
repressuriz4tion. The oxygen storage is cryogenic and the entire
tank with expendables is resupplied prior to each mission, cryo-
genic storage was selected because of the weight ar.d volume savings
gained. A comparison of gaseous low and high pressure and chemical
means of gasstorage is given in [1)
"i3^g'eri ,Eequir'ement:	 Four factors must be considered in the
determinatio, of the amount of oxygen to be carried on the manned
satellite service vehicle. This can be represented by
	
Ot = Om + O 1 + Or + 0 
	 (13.1)
The normal recommendation for the amount of oxygen required for
use by man is 1.84 lb/day for an average total metabolic heat gen -
eration of 11,200 btu. Higher metabolic heat generation would re-
quire a greater amount of oxygen. For , the purpose of estimating
this oxygen requirement, a crew activity schedule was prepared for a
12 hour mission which represents a maximum mission time. This is
shown as Table 13.2. The crew activity schedule assumes that cre w-
man No. 2 is the pi lot of the vehicle and that he assists in the
accomplishment of the service task by working in the half-hard suit.
Crewman No. 1 is .responsible for operating the manipulators during
the docking operation with the satellite to be serviced and during
the service work. Table 13.2 shows that the total metabolic heat
generated by the two crewmen is approximately 15,425 btu. To perform
at this rate the men would need an amount of oxygen of
-	 Om	 (13,425)(1.84)/11,200	 2.54 lb 02
Leakage from the pressurized cabin during normal operation is
assumed to be less than 0.2 lb/hr. For a 12 hour mission, the amount
of oxygen to be replaced is then 2.4 pounds.
To accomplish repressurization of the cabin during the mission,
an amount of oxygen, Or, must be available. This can be calculated
from the
PV	 O R	 (13.2
r
or
Or	 PV/RT	 (13.3)
-In this equation,
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P	 =	 Cabin pressure	 -	 5.0 psia	 =	 720 psf a
V	 =	 Cabin volume	 -	 220 ft 
T	 =	 Cabin absolute temperature	 -	 530OR
f R	 =	 Gas constant for oxygen	 =	 48.3 ft-lb/lbm°R,
Then,
-	 2Qr
 -
	
(720)(220)/(48.3)(530)
  
	
6.	 lbm
f Then 6.2 lbm of oxygen is required to repressurizo the cabin each
time this is done.
	
Two a",epressurizations are provided for in the
r vehicle.	 One would be required after a period of extra vehicular
activity.	 A second repressuri'zation is provided for in the event of
some accidental depressurization.
An extra supply of oxygen is required to maintain the cabin
pressure at a safe level, in the event of a meteoroid penetration of
the pressure shell. 	 This supply is designed to maintain the cabin
' pressure above 3.1 psia for a period of 15 min after a 1/2 in dia-
meter puncture of the shell. 	 During this time, the crewmen would
' don their pressure suits or repair the puncture.	 The following is
a simplified calculation of the amount of oxygen required for this
emergency supply.
The flow through the hole is'assumed to be ise.htropic.	 It is
required to determine the weight rate of flow of oxygen through the
1/2 diameter orifice (4]4
w -= A,U/w	 (13.4)
The flow velocity,, U, can be calculated from
U =
	
[2 gc
	 (T 1	2) ] 112	 (13..5)
,r p
i where
A	 =	 1.365 x 10	 ft2
Cp -=	 0.219 btu/1b°F for oxygen
T 1 '--	 Temperature-in the cabin	 -	 70°F	 =	 530°F
T2	Temperature in the orifice
For an isentropic change in conditions between the cabin and the
orifice (kA)..f
, .T 2	p2
P
Tl	 p	 (13.6)
Since the flow from the cabin is into a vacuum where, F ='O, the flow
will be at sonic velocity and the pressure in the orifice will be
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the critical pressure, P c . The pressure, P , can be. calculated from
P =
 C. 
P (a/k 
+ l) 
	 1)	 (13.7)^,
Using k = 1.40 for oxygen, P c 	0.528 P le That is,
P2/P1
	
0. 528	 , (13.8)
for all the time gas is leaking from tho cabin.
To simplify the calculations it is assumed that the gas in the
cabin remains at 70°F'during the time that the cabin pressure drops
from 5.0 psia to 3 . 1 psia.
Then from Equation 13.6,
T2 = T 1 (P2 /P 1 ) (k - 1/k )	 530°R(0.528) 0.286 = 441°R
Using this in Equation 13.5 gives the flow velocity.
U	 [2gC (T1	 T 2 ) ]1/2
C (2)(32.2) (0.219) (530-441) (778) ) 1/2
U - 1046 ft/sec
With the assumption of constant temperature in the cabin, this vel -
ocity is constant. Now, to calculate the weight flow rate using
Equation 13.4, the specific volume, v, is required. From the perfect
gas law,
V = RT /P
	
(13.9)
In this equation, T 441°R, the temperature in the orifice, and P
is the critical pressure. If the cabin pressure is 720 psfa,
P C	 0.528 P1	 0.528 ( 720) = 380 psaf
The r
v = RT/P = ( 4 8.3) (441)/380 56.0 ft3/lb
The weight flow rate is then,
W
	
AU/V = (0.001365) (1.046) (6 0 )/56.0
_w = _1.53 lb/min
The same calculations will be performed using a cabin pressure of
31 psia or 446 psfa.
P  = "(0.528 ) P1 = (0.528) ( 446)	 236 psfa
v	 k^T/P 	.(48.3) (441)/236	 90 .4 ft3/lb
w	 AU/v = (0.001365) (1,0,46) ( 60)/90.4
w	 0.95 lb/min
The two weight flow rates' just calculated will beused to estimate-
the time required for the cabin pressure to. drop from 5.0 'psia to
:3.1 psia. The weight of oxygen lost during this pressure drop is
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calculated using the perfect gas law.
w = PV/RT
where V = 220 ft	 When P =P.0 psia or 720 psta,
w1 = (720) (220)/(48.3) (530) = 6.2 lb
When P	 3.1 psia = 446 psf a,
W = (446) (220)/(48.3) (530) = 3.84 lb
(13.10)
2
Then the weight loss, we is`
we - (wl	 w2 )	 2. 36 lb
The time, te ,.required to lose this amount of gas can be estimated
from
to	 we/wavg	 (13.11)
where 
wavg	 1.53 + 0.95/2	 1.24 lb/min
Then,
I	 to = we/wavg = 2.36/1.24 = 1.9 min
The stored emergency oxygen supply would add oxygen to the
cabin at a constant rate after the cabin pressure reached 3.1 psis
to just balance the weight of oxygen escaping from the puncture,
thereby maintaining the pressure at 3. 1 Asia. This rate is 0.9 5
lb/min as determined previously.
Thus ;he procedure for maintaining the cabin pressure above
3.1 psia for 15 minutes after a meteoroid penetration 1/2 inch in
diameter would be;
1. Allow the pressure to drop from 5.0 psia to 31 psia in
approximately 1.9 min.
2. Supply oxygen from a high pressure source at the rate of
0.95 lb/min for the remaining 13.1 min.
This would require 12.5 pounds of stored oxygen.
Table 13.3 summarizes the oxygen requirement on the manned
vehicle.
Atmospher'i'c regen'erat'ion: Regeneration of the cabin atmos-
phere includes dust filtration, odor removal, trace toxic contaminant
removal, temperature and humidity control as can be seen in Figure
13-.1. The gas is directed through a valve to the suit/cabin heat
exchanger, where it iscooled, sent to the water separator where
dual cyclic accumulators remove the condensed water from the atmos-
pheric gas and transfers it to the water storage section. The gas
 :i	 r	
..	 tea»	 ,^	
k6. ^dr	 ,. g7...^.	 ` Lr..	
lc	 ua._ ..was	 *	 s=aa'C"".	 ..rr	 ^1, ,.....
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TABLE 13.3
Oxygen Requirement
' Welgh't ,' lb
Metabolic, Om	 2.54
Leakage, 0 l	 2.40
Repressurization, Or	 12.40	
401
1
Emergency, 0e
	12_.50
then flows to the regenerable CO 2
 removal canisters, with heat trans-
port fluid supply, for cyclic operation. Any water vapor in the
process gas is absorbed by silica gel beds prior to entering the
molecular sieve. This prevents water contamination of the molecular
sieve bed which would otherwise be poisoned for carbon dioxide ad-
sorption. The water collected by the silica gel in drying tlx: air
for carbon dioxide removal is returned to the cabin during the
cyclic process by passing the dry air from the "active" sieve through
the saturated silica gel bed and back to the cabin. The silica
gel bed is electrically heated during this portion of the cycle.
During this cyclic process the carbon dioxide is desorbed over-
board to the space vacuum. The choice of this method of carbon
dioxide removal was made using Figure
	 13.2 (3	 It can be seen from
	 ±'
^	 1
this figure that a weight saving over the non-regenerative system
begins at about 20 days of mission duration which is well within
the total design mission tlime of the SS'V The molecular sieve
units are cycled on the basis of a 25 minute adsorb and a 25 minute:
desorb time period. Collection and storage of carbon dioxide for
later reclamation of the oxygen was considered in this design but
rejected on the basis of the added weight and complexity it would
add
 to the EC/LSS,. Atmospheric circulation and cabin temperature
control is provided by>
 blowers _and'heat exchanger units shown and
discussed in the thermal control section.
Trace contaminants are removed from the cabin atmosphere so
their concentration is maintained at an acceptable level by fil-
tration. The atmospheric gas is passed through a filter which
includes an activated charcoal bed and a catalytic i^urner for the
removal of any remaining trace;gases. Any large particulate matter
is removed prior to this by'a filter.
;:—
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LIOH Non--Reganerable
160
Regenerative
b	 Molecular Sieve
A 120a
80
Non-Regenerative
System Reference
40 L
0	 41 0	 80	 120	 160
Mission Duration " Days
FIGURE 13.2 CO2 Removal System Comparison
Waste control:	 Wastes, such as feces, food residue, used
expendables, and urine, will be collected as schematically shown in
Figure 13.1 and stored for transfer at the completion of a mission.
The fecal wastes are collected in collection bags and vacuum-u:,:ied
for storage.
Life 'suppdrts;	 Food will be provided in sufficient quantity
to meet an anticipated average metabolic: requirement. Because of the
t	
relatively short mission requirements of the SSV, the food and pot-
,
able water supplies will be placed aboard prior to each mission.
These will consist of a suitable mixture of quick frozen-dried foods
and food concentrates to ;agree with the normal base station menus
The food will be suitable for either the normal or pressure suited
operation. Water will be provided for preparation of the food and
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drinking,
Emer(Je`ricy' AM' 'EVA korta'b'16 ,11fe '0upport; 	Each crew member of
the SSV will be provided a Portable Life Support System (PLSS) which
will be used for emergency back}-ups, EVA and rescues. The PLSS will
operate at average metabolic loads for approximately four hours. The
rate at which the water is used in dissipating heat is dependent
upon the crew metabolic rate, leakage and PLSS equipment heat gener-
ation. The PLSS currently under development at NASA-MSC has a charge
weight of 36.1 and are uncharged weight of 66.0. its dimensions are
26 x 17.84 x 10.5 inches. The PLSS is encased in a fiberglass shell
f	 which is contoured to fit the back of the suited astronaut. Pro-
visions are made in the HC/LSS of the SSV to resupply the PLSS. , It
was assumed that improvements in this back pack would continue to be
made and the projected weight of 60 pounds was used in the ECILSS
weight estimates.
13.4 Thermal 'Con'trgl
The purpose of this section is to present a description of the
thermal control circuit within the manned pressurized cabin. The
circuit is responsible for the removal of the crew metabolic heat,
the heat dissipated from the electronic equipment in the cabin, and
the heat leak into the cabin.
'H'eat loads:	 The manned service vehicle carries two crewmen
who are required to pilot the'vhhicle and from the worksite, to dock
with the satellite to be serviced, and to accomplish the service
task. The maximum metabolic heat load on the thermal control system
would occur during the period at the worksite. At this tins, it is
possible that one man will be operating the bi- lateral manipulators
at the same time that the other will be working the half-hard suit.
A breakdown of the crew metabolic heat generation is shown in Table
13.2. The maximum heat generation rate from the crewmen is 1600 btu/hr.
It is estimated that the heat leak into the cabin is 300 btu/hr.
The heat gained from. the electron
-,,W equipment in the cabin is estim-
ated to be 1000 btu/hr.
Then the total maximum heat load on the'thermal control system
during a_
 normal `12 hour mission is approximately 2900 btu/hr.
Thermal 'c'o'n'trol 'c'i'r'cui't 'logic: 	 A block diagram of the thermal
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control circuit for the manned SSV is shown in Figure 13. 3. Meat
is collected from the suit liquid cooled garments, the cabin gas
heat exchanger, the suit/cabin heat exchanger, and the electronic
cold plates. The primary heat dissipation ele rment is the radiator
loop heat exchanger. Here the heat is transferred from the water
in the FCS circuit to Freon 21 in the radiator loop. The design
of the radiator is described in Chapter XIV of this report. The
radiator is capable of dissipating as much as 3000 btu/hr which is
sufficient for the normal heat .loads in the service vehicle. For
peak loads above the 3000 btu/hr rate a water evaporator is used.
This may occur during an emergency situation in which the crewmen
would work at a rate in excess of those shown in Table 13.2. The
evaporator is also desirable as a redundant feature in the event of
a failure in the primary radiator system due to meteoroid punctures
or equipment malfunction.
Two water pumps are provided with an automatic switch from one
E	 to the other. The switch is initiated by a differential pressure
sensor across the primary pump if it malfunctions.
The maximum temperature of the water in the circuit is 100OF
as it leaves the pump.
The radiator loop heat exchanger is designed to cool the water
to 53 °F at the *cutlet. Water at this temperature passes through
the humidity control heat exchanger where it picks up the "latent
heat of condensation of the moisture in the atmosphere. The water
then passes through either the cabin gas heat exchanger or the suit
liquid cooled garment depending on whether the crew is in the shirt
sleeves or the suited mode. From there the flow is through the
electronic cold plates' and on ^o the pump where it emerges at 1000F
Water' ;Elow rate' 'cal'cuTation	 The .following is a determination
of the required water flow rate through the thermal control circuit.
The parameters used are listed below.
Heat transferred to water, q 	 3000 btu/hr
Water temperature at radiator H/X inlet, T. 100OF
Water temperature at radiator H/X outlet, To 530F
Specific heat of water, C 	 1.0 btu/1b-OFp.
The quantity to be determined is w, the weight flow rate of water in
the circuit in lb/hr. The heat transferred to the water can be
=wit
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calculated from
q = w c (T'i - To )
Solving for the weight flow ,rate gives
v^ = q/Cp (Ti  To)
Then,
(13.12)
(1.3.13)
w = 3000/(1.4(100-53)	 63.9 lb/hr.
Converting this to gallons per minute gives
w = 63.0/(60)(8.33)	 0.128 gal/min
13.5 Suit Considerations
It was assumed in the design of the SSV that each crew member
would be suited in an acceptable pressure garment assembly prior to
a mission and the garment would remain unpressur`ized while they per -
form their normal activities. The suit could be pressurized ig re-
quired for such things as emergencies and/or EVA operations. A
primary factor which affects the ability of the crew member to meet
the functional requirements in the SSV is the pressure suit. The
following section will present the two types of suits considered in
r
this design.
Suits;	 The Block 11 Space Suit Assembly is shown conceptually
in Figure 13.4 and is considered a soft suit in this report
The development of space suits has been divided between so-called
sofa suits and hard suits. The soft suits provide more mobility and
vlexibility in the unpressurized modes but tend to give less mobility
than the hard suit in the pressurized mode of operation becuase of
the ballooning effect. The hard suit provides greater protection
from abrasion but requires a larger operating and storage volume.
Each suit concept has its own good features, but neither completely
satisfied the total, range of activities require4l by the crew of the
SSV. Data on both types of suits is given ir, Table 13.4. In addition
to'the'pressure suit, each of the crew members will wear a liquid
cooling garment which will absorb and d issipate a portion of the
metabolic heat generated furing the mission work cycle. The thermal
capacity of the liquid cooling garment at a flow rate of approximately
four and one half pounds per hour and inlet temperature of about 40 °F
is 2200 btu/hr [7]`.
The hard suit selected for all EVA 'asks that are to be performed
from the SSV is shown conceptually in Figure 13.5. As a general
t
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TABLE 13 . '4
-apace Suit Characteristics
Operational
	 Soft Suit	 Hard Suit
	 Remarks
Characteristics
	 (A6L)	 (R.X- 4 )
Storage volume	 5 ft 
	 8.5 ft 
Suit weight EVA	 50 lbs.	 70 lbs.	 Weight of final
design. Hard
suit should be
less
Atmospheric	 0 at 3.75
	 'two-gas up Two-gas suit re-
capability	 2 psia	 to 14.7 psia quires no trans-
possible	 itioning from
2 gas spacecraft
atmosphere
Dimensions
	
(cm) A6L pressurized
Helmet width 24.6 30.4 to 3.7 psig on
Helmet depth 31.3 30.4 5 ft 10-1/2 in
Shoulder width 50.7 58 168 lb subject
Chest depth 3 4.6 34.5
Hip width 51.4 40.7
Hip depth 33.7 33.9
Overall .heigh.t. 18.7 181.3
Visual capabilities
	 Head is permit-(degrees)
	 ted to move with
Up	 90	 130	 in lexan bubble
Dean	 105	 100	 helmet
Lateral
	 120
Glove Capabilities 5-Finger nylon tricot glove,
neoprene dipped with thermal
meteoroid garment cover
rule this report does not recommend EVA for SSV' tasks.
The decision to use the hard suit was made on the basis of the
^I
much 'greater protection it provides from environmental_ effects and
the increased mobility it allows. s he constant volume feature allows
the crew member to assume many natural positions with©ut struggling
252
against the ballooning effect associated with the pressurized soft
suit.
......................	 ...	 ....	 ,	 ...	 ,,...,....	 .
13.6 ' 'Cr'e^^ 'ErW ro'nMO t 'Subsys'tem Summary
The power and weight summary for the EC/LSS is presented in
Table 13.5. The power listed is the average power required during
the mission and the weights include expendables unless otherwise
listed in the table. The total peak power was determined to be ap-
proximately twice the total average power. To arrive at a maximum
weight condition the choice of one soft suit and one hard suit was
made in the crew systems section of this table. This condition would
exist whenever EVA missions were planned. The approximate volumetric
requirement for the crew environment subsystem is 27= cubic feet. This
estimate was made on the basis of a reasonable packing efficiency of
0.40 and does not include the volume of the suited man or the PLSS.
The packed volume o f the PLSS is approximately 2. 8 cubic feet.
FF41-
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TABLE 13.5
Power and Weight Summary for 'LS/ECS
Subsystem	 Power
Requirements(watts.)
Atmosphere control
Suit loop 115
CO 2 removal 40
Thermal control
Recirculation 60
Heat transport 80
Radiator loop 40
Water and waste management
Water supply
Waste water	 40
Waste collection	 35
Atmospheric supply
Weight(lb)
65
45
30
35
See chapt. XIV
30
15
40
t	 Cryogenic oxygen 20 20
Emergency oxygen 15
Controls and plumbing 20 27
Crew systems
Food and potable water 8
PLSS
	
(2 required) recharged at the 120
base station
Soft suit 50
Hard suit 70
Crew _ ..3.4.0
TOTAL 450 910
cm
i
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CHAPTER XIII
NOMENCLATURE
,
Symbol ' 'Dds ,c ,r i' 'ta, on Units
A Area
ft 
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure btu/lb -OR
'	 g Acceleration of gravity ft/sec
0 Oxygen to make up emergency leakage lbm
O l Oxygen for normal leakage
 lbm/mission
Om Metabolic oxygen lbm/mission
Or oxygen for repressurizing cabin lbm
Ot Total oxygen required lb m
P Pressure psfa
q Heat transfer btu/hr
R Gas cons tant ft-lb/lb	 O R 	 I
T Temperature OR or OF
to Time for loss of cabin pressure min
U` Gas velocity ft/sec
V Volume ft 
v Specific volume ft3/lbm
w Fluid flow rate lbm/sec
^J
I
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CHAPTER XIV
RADIATOR DESIGN
Doyle Holstead
-14.1 Radiator Requirements
To provide the heat dissipation necessary fos the thermal
control of the SS's, it was necessary to provide radiators. Heat
.p	
y evaporation 	 ,^ dissipation b ev   of all y. , usd or sublimation of it solid
requires that the liquid or solid be replenished. Since such a
supply is not readily or economically available in space, this
I
mode of heat dissipation is not feasible for systems with an ex-
tended duration. The SSV was designed fo r 50- to 100 missions per
year and for a life of 5 years. Therefore, radi.; tors were the
logical choice for heat dissipation.
In order to carry out the modular design philosophy of the
SSV, two independent heat transport circuits were needed. One
circuit provides the heat dissipation necessary for the manned
capsule and is an integral part of that capsule. The other circuit
provides the heat dissipation for those components that are not
a part of the manned capsule. These are such components as the
fuel cells, manipulators, electrical equipment, etc. This need for
two independent heat transport circuits made it necessary to provide
two radiators. However, due to limited computer time and personnel,
only the radiator for the manned capsule was designed in this initial
system design. The design of the radiator for the other circuit
would follow similar procedures, The remainder of this chapter will
be restricted to discussion concerned with the design ofthe rad-
iator for the manned capsule.
The heat to be dissipated from the vehicle is generated within
the interior, and in order for it to be dissipated by radiation, it
r
must be transported to the surface of the vehicle. The transport
can be accomplished effectively by a coolant that flows in 'a circuit j
that connects the regions of heat generation to the radiation area.
At the temperatures involved the thermal resistance of the radiation
A
t
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heat transfer mode is much greater than those of the convection and
conduction heat transfer modes. Thus, the surface area of the tubes
necessary to transport the coolant is much less than the surface
area required for radiation. in order to provide the area necessary
for the radiator, it was natural to cons,der extended surfaces, i.e«,
1(
i
In
x
 FIGURE 14.1 Tube - Fin Configuration
Figure 14.1 is a sketch of the chosen configuration. The
coolant flows through the parallel tubes, and the heat is dissipated
by radiation from the surfaces of the tubes and the fins. There
have been several theoretical studies made by other authors to
determine the fin shape that would produce the maximum heat trans-
fer per unit of fin mass. These studies called for fins of shapes
and thicknesses that are impractical from manufacturing and strength
considerations Further:;nore, if the radiator is an integral part
of the vehicle skin, it becomes a structural component with load
carrying capabilities.- Thus, the use of fins of rectangular profile
with a thickness large enough to be manufactured easily does not
'have as severe a mass penalty as the theoretical studies would indi-
cate.
Although a complete thermal- analysis of the SSV was not performed,
FLT.
I
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a reasonable estimate of the maximum heat load for the manned
capsule was made. This is tabulated in Table 14.1.
TABLE 14.1
Maximum Heat road for Manned Capsule
Metabolic, routine duties
850 btu/hr-man	 1700 btu/hr
Heat leak through walls
	
300 btu/hr
Communications, lights,
displays, manipulators
	
1000 .btu/hr
TOTAL	 3000 btu/hr
The thermal control system of the vehicle had to have the capacity
to dissipate the maximum heat loads, but also, during periods of
less than maximum heat loads, the system had to be able to reduce
the rate of heat dissipation. When the SSV is in transit between
the base station and a satellite, the metabolic heat load oill be
less and the manipulators will not be in use. it was estimated that
the minimum rate of heat dissipation will be 985 btu/hr.
14.2 Radiator Configuration
In the Stefan-Boltzmann equation for thermal radiation the
rate of heat transfer from a surface is directly proportional to
the emissivity of the surface, the area of the surface, and the
fourth power of the absolute temperature. The temperatures found
in a vehicle such as the SSV are not very high; being of the mag-
nitude of 200°F or less. Therefore, in order to provide the heat
transfer required, large areas are usually required.
14.3 Radiator Control
Radiator control refers to the attenuation of the heat rejection
from the radiator panel. Attenuation is. necessary when the heat
load decreases, the effective temperature of the radiator environ-
ment decreases, or both occur cimultaneously [l]. Various techniques
of, space radiator heat, load control are:
1. Selective freezing or stagnation
2. optical shields
3.; Valve stagnation
4. Radiator by-pass
5. Regeneration
-6. Combinations of 1 through 5
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A selective freezing system affords radiator control
during off-design conditions by allowing some tubes of the
radiator to freeze, while other parallel tubes remain active.
This technique essentially lowers the fin effectiveness of
the panel and thereby reduces the radiator's heat rejection.
The goal in the design of such a radiator system is to freeze
the desired number of tubes progressively as the load is re-duced, and then, when greater heat rejection is needed, to
thaw the tubes progressively. In a properly operating system,
the rates of freezing ande particularly, of thawing, are such
that the radiator's performance closely matches the desired
heat rejection requirement*
The advantages of a selective-freezing radiator system
ar6 that (1) the same flaid is used in the radiator as in
tba heat-transport loop t (2) only one pumping system is
necessary, (3) the number of components is minimized, and(4) the control of the radiator is obtained by passive
means. The disadva-Atages of the system all relate to the
freezing and thawing phenomena. First of all, extensive and
complex analysis to design each radiator'system is required,
as are substantial development and, test programs. The
second disadvantage arises from the lag in the radiator
system due to the slowness of the thawing process. Depending
upon the required rate of response of the radiator to the
demands forgreater heat rejection t compromises may have to
be made in t.ie radiator design. These compromises can lead to(1) a reduction in the peak heat-rejection capability of the
radiator system, which requites the use of water evaporation
devices at high loads, (2) the increase in the minimum per-
missible heat rejection requirement in order to avoid complete
freezing of the panel, or (3) the relaxation of the radiator
transient-respgnse,requirements necessitating the use of a
water-evaporation device as a trim control on the radiator.(l)
The concept of optical shields would use a covokr for the
radiator panel. The extent of coverage would control the heat
rejection rate from the panel. At maximum loads the shield would
be open and its effect on the heat rejection would be negligible.
As the load decreases the shield would, be moved, to cover a portion
of the radiator. The shield would have a high reflectiv i t-y and
low emissivity, therefore, the heat radiated from the radiator
woiild be reflected back. The shield concept has the advantage of
being almost independent of the choice of heat-transport fl4id.
At present, little is known about the details of shield design and
about the weight penalties that may be imposed (1].
valve stagnation is an active means for accomplishing reduced
radiator heat transfer. It has the same effect as accomplished by
the passive means of selective freezing. By automatically contvolled
valves, the flow in portions of the radiator panel is blocked or
-Avg=
74.
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restricted to attenuate the heat rejection. If the transport fluid
.L.n a radiator controlled by valve stangation has a freezing point
that is lower than any temperature to which the radiator is exposed,
then the respons-. of the radiator to changes in heat rejection rates
is rapid and no other trim control methods are necessary.
radiator., control by radiator by-pass uses automatically control,
valves to direct a portion of the heat transport fluid around the
radiator panel so that it enters the return flow without having
been cooled. At maximum load no fluid by-passes the radiator, but
as the load is reduced more of the fluid by-passes the radiator.
As in the valve stangati,o n technique, the radiator fluid must have
a low freezing point in order to provide rapid response to load in-
creases.
The rate of heat transfer from the radiator is strongly depend -
ent upon the temperature at which the transport fluid enters the
radiator. Thus, the use of a regenerator that decreases the tem-
perature of the fluid before it 'enters the radiator reduces the
heat rejection rate. Control valves are used to direct more of the
flow through the regenerator as the heat load attenuates.
14.:4 Radiator Parameters
Tem2eratures:	 In Section 14.1 the maximum and minimum heat
transfer rates are given as 3000 btu/hr. and 985 btu/hr., respectively.
Not only the range of heat transfer rates is critical to radiator
design, but also the temperature range. The manned cabin and space
suits must be maintained within the range of 65°F to 75°F to provide
astronaut comfort. The electrical equipment must be cooled by
cold plates to about 100°F. Allow.1ng for the necessary temperature 	 1
differences in the various heat exchangers, the radiator inlet
temperature was chosen as 80°F and an outlet temperature of 45°F or
less was required.
Fluids:
	
The selection of fluids for the coolant circuit of
a space vehicle must be based on two classes of properties: (1)
general properties and (2) thermodynamic: and transport properties.
The general properties to be considered are pour point, flash tern-
Ferature, vapor pressure, toxicity, and chemical stability.
The pour point or freezing point: of a fluid has be be consid-
ered in light of the type of radiator control. The fluid must flow
easily when operating at the design loads,, but whether the fluid is
t	 s.o ^^ ..: eyiinn .."ms`s.=.  .acy lFw ^,"& .' r ^.,.. _ 	 ?s
PPL^- c
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flow at reduced loads or not depends upon the chosen control. method.
The concept of selective freezing relies upon the stoppage of flow
at reduced temperatures. On the other hand, if valve- stagnationoor
radiator by-pass is used as the method o f control, then the fluid
must have a pour point that is less than any temperature that may
exist in the radiator.
The fluid must be non-flammable on have a high flash point.
Since the radiator circuit can be placed in an unpressurized area,
flammability of the fluid does not necessarily presnet a hazard
to the vehicle or the crew while in space. Flammable fluids do
present hazards during the development and testing that occur on
earth before the vehicle is placed in space. Non-flammable f luids
also minimize the possibility of fire during launch. 	 0
The vapor pressure of the radiator fluid must be lo., , at the
operating temperatures. Otherwise, the stress-strength considerations
_would require heavy tubes and equipment that,would not be of stan-
dard design.
The second class of properties to be considered are the thermo -
dynamic and transport properties; such as, viscosity, density,
thermal conductivity, and specific heat. In a recent study made at
NASA-MSC [ '2 a , forty fluids were evaluated in light of their thermo-
dynamic and transport propertiesas well as their general properties.
From this study, sixteen fluids were found to be candidate fluids f
for the space radiator. These candidate- fluids are listed in Table
14.2 with some of their pertinent properties as taken from reference
[2)
In Table 14.3 some of the non-candidate fluids are listed along
with those properties that make them undesirable for radiator fluids.
If a two-loop system is used, the coolant for the radiator loop
does not pass within the crew compartment, and the constraints such
as vapor pressure and toxicity may be relaxed.
Pumping power and conductance analysis results indicate a
number of fluids which offer potential for particular temper -
ature and flow regimes; however, no absolute fluid selection
can be made. Fluids which appear to offer potential include
Freon 21, Freon El. Freon E2, Freon _E3, FC- 75 and DC- 331. Due
to _their very desirable' low temperature characteristics, Freon 21
and the Freon "E" series should receive primary consideration
for dual loop radiator applications. [2]
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TABLE 14.3
Non-Candidate Heat Transfer Fluids
for Space Radiators
Fluid
	 Undesirable Properties
Water	 Pour Point, 32°F
Ammonia	 Vapor Pressure > 50 ATM
@ 200OF
Methanol	 F_ash Point 60°F
Water
(50 -43 )
In terms of thermal and `ti:ansport properties, Freon 21
compares favorably with other candidate fluids. Even though its
specific heat is lower than that of other fluids, its extremely
low viscosity more than compensates for this part. 1n.,Airesearch's
comparison fo fluids on several theoretical bases Freon 21
ranks as one of the best for low-temperature applications. System
and component designs carried out for competing fluids are a more
valid basis for comparison. on this basis Freon 21 gives system
weights_ comparable with those for other fluids. The primary
reason is the very low viscosity of Freon 21. [1]
Viscosity comparisons for Freon 21, ethylene-glycol-- water, and
Freon E3 are shown in Table 14.4.
Tube and Fin Material s 	 Radiators made of aluminum alloy and
coated with a white paint have performed acceptably in the pasta
Therefore, the analysis made used these materials. The absorptivity
to solar radiation was taken as 0.18 and the emmissivity at the
radiator temperature was taken as 0.88 Thus, the important para
meter, ratio of abso rptivity to emissivi ty, was 0.22 5 .^	 P	 Y	 Y r 	
_
As stated in Chapter VI, beryllium has outstanding properties
in. regard to space vehicle requirements. Not only is its strength
and stiffness characteristics excellent, but it also has favorable
thermal properties. Since the radiator panel is an integral part
Aga
_P
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TABLE 14 4
Viscosity Comparisons
Temperature, O F
Freon 21
Viscosity,
Freon E3
lb/sec-ft.
Ethylene-Glycol
Water
	
(62.5%--37.5%)
-200 0.00247 --
-150 0.00116 40.4 --
-100 0.00070 .1965
- 50 0.000460 .01745 0.018
0 0.000325 .00478 0.0222
50 0.000255 .00209 0.0047
100 0.000210 .00114 0.0020
150 0.000180 .000678 0.00094
200 0.000158 0.000618
of the structure and has a load carrying capability, beryllium should
be considered for future radiators. its use in the time period of
the SSV certainly appears to be feasible. A comparison of thermal
properties of :aluminum and beryllium is shown in Table 14.5.
At present there is no radiator coating d:n use that has the
absorptivity to emissivity ratio desired and that will retain this
ratio for extended periods of time. Either new coatings must be
utilized, or the SSV will have to be recoated at the central space
a
	
	
station. Optical solar reflector appears to be a promising can-
didate for long duration radiator coatings. This coating is, in
fact, a second surface mirror with high purity quartz as the trans-
parent material with silver the reflecting material. This material
has an emissivity of 0.81 and a solar absorbtivity of 0.05 [3]
	 It
is extremely stable in its thermal properties.
PM.7
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TABLE 14.5
Thermal Porperties of Aluminum and Beryllium
Property	 Aluminum	 Beryllium
Density	 172	 106(lb m/cu ft)
Conductivity	 108	 87
(btu/hr-ft -OF)
Specific heat	 .22	 .45(btu/lbm-F )
Coeff. of thermal.	 12.8	 6.4(in/in °F') -
Summary of Chosen Radiator Parameters;	 In order to make a
preliminary analysis of the SSV radiator certain parameter's had to
l	 be chosen. These parameters were chosen in regard to the previous
discussions and previous experience and were as follows
Configuration - parallel tubes of equal diameter and
length connected by fins of rectangular
profile.
Tube diameter
	
	 inside diameter, 0.018 ft
outside diameter, 0.043 ft.
Number of tubes- 20
Fin thickness	 0.00133 ft.
Fin length	 - 0.50 ft.
Fin density	 172 lbm/cu ft.
Tube density	 172 lbm/ cu ft
Fin conductivity 108 btu/hr- ft-OR
Fluid	 - Freon E3 (because of availability of
data; Freon 21 was preferred)
Mass flow
	 - 200 lbm/hr
Specific heat
of fluid	 0.25 btu/ibm-Oh
Fluid; Temperature
at entrance	 5.10 OR
Absorptivity/
emi g sivity
	
- 0.225
Heat Exchanger
Effectiveness
	 0.06	 j
W.	 _
4
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Nusselt number - 4.364
Method of control-Automatically controlled radiator
by-pass
Radiating area - one side of fins and tubes; other
areas to be well insulated
Incident radiation-Maximum possible on entire area
( 442 btu/hr-ft2
14.5 Method of Analysis
M t
To aid in the design cif the SSV radiator, a preliminary analysis
was made using the parameters chosen in the previous section. This
analysis was performed by Pomputer Program 4.1 of reference (4].
This program solved the differential equations for heat transfer by
a numerical integration technique. Solutions were for the steady
state case. The computer program output included:
(a) Tube length " 15.6 ft.
(b) Temperatures along tube.	 j
(c) Weight of fluid - 0.43.64 lb m.
(d) Weight of ducts & fins - 138.36 lbm0
(e) Equivalent environmental temperature 4790R.
(f) Pressure drop - 11.66 lb f/f t2.
(g) Total heat transfer rate - 2633 btu/hr.
(h) Radiator area	 325.6 ft2.
(i) Rate of heat radiated from surface - 105.4 btu/hr--ft2
(j) Rate of heat absorbed at surface - 79.6 btu/hr-ft2.
Due to restricted computer time and .lack of personnel, only
one analysis was performed by the computer. The results of this
analysis were-extrapolated to design the radiator for the SSV.
Figure' 14.2 shows the temperatures along the tube from the
computer analysis. From the figure it can be seen that the final
10 1 F _temperature drop occured in about 6 feet of tube length, whereas.
the initial 10°F temperature drop occurred in about. 1.25 feet of tube
length. Thus, the final 10°F drop was costly. Also, it can be seen
that an exit temperature of 45 0F could be achieved at a length of 7
ft. Therefore, the length of the SSV radiator tubes were chosen
as 7 ft.
The heat- transfer rate of 2633 btu/hr from 325.6 ft2
 that was
calculated by the computer was not sufficient and required too large
an area. However, those calculations ` were based upon direct sunlight'
	
1
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FIGURE 14.2 Temperature Along Radiator Tubes
with an angle of incidence to the radiator of zero. This would be
an extreme condition for heat dissipation. In order to avoid this
condition for the entire radiator it was decided toplace the rad-
iator panels completely around the SSV; thus, part of the panel
would be exposed to sunlight and part would be shaded. The part
exposed< to -direct sunlight would have a net heat loss rate of 25.8
btu/hr-ft 2 . The part radiating to space would have a-net. heat loss
rate of 105.4 btu/hr-ft 2 . Soz;,e portions of the radiator would have
r	 a net heat loss rate between these two extremes. An appropriate
-
- 
radiator heat transfer rate was calculated as follows:
20 sq,. ft. at 105 btu/hr -sq ft.	 2100 btu/hr.
10 sq. ,ft. at 65 btu/hr-sq ft.	 650 btu/hr.	 1
10 sq. ft. at 25 btu/hr-sq ft.	 250 btu,/hr.
.	
c40 sq. ft.	 TOTAL
	 3000 btu/hr.
	
f>
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Although the analysis was of a very preliminary nature and did not
take into consideration the effects of other surfaces exchanging
heat with the radiator, a total heat transfer rate of 3000 btu/hr
from 40 ft2 of radiator appeared to be feasi ble. Ciis feasibility
was also supported by the fact that a transient analysis that would
consider the orbiting of the vehicle would require much less rad-
iator area than that calculated by the steady state analysis.
14.6 Description of SSA" Radiator
A simplified schematic of the fluid flow of the SSV radiator
loop is shown in Figure 2.4.3. The fluid is Freon 21_, and radiator
control is by means of thermal control valves that allow the fluid
to by-pass the radiator and/or the heat exchanger w en the ;Load
attenuates.
h^
FIGURE 14.3 Simplified Schematic of Radiator Flow Loop
A schematic of the radiator panels is shown in Figure 14.4,
These consist of five tubes, each tube is seven feet long, and each
tube has extended -fins that provide a plan area of seven square feet,
,This gives 'a total radiating area of 35 square feet. Although this
is five square feet less than what was calculated as the rxeeded area,
it is believed that a detail -transit analysis will indicate that
35 square feet is sufficient.
I
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FIGURE 14.4 Radiator Panels and Fluid Flow
k
Figure 14.5 is a sketch of the SSV manned capsule, and the 	 1
areas for the radiator panels are indicated.
3 -- 7 ft Panels
2 7 ft Panels
L
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FIGURE 14.5 Location of Radiator Panels on SSV Manned Capsule
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APPENDIX A
ORBITAL MECHANICS
Saad Amer A.1 .. A. 8
Al Igne	 A.9
A.1 Introduction
The purpose of this appendix is to develop equations that
govern the motion of the space station and the cluster of vehicles
to be serviced by the SSV. It will include equations for the cal-
culation of velocity increments required, time for transfer from
one orbit to another, the definition and geometry of vehicle clusters.
The effects of nodal regression and perigee precession are
formulated for the different missions. These two effects are a
result of the oblateness of the earth. These effects result in
relative motion of the cluster vehicles about the space station.
These motions are also formulated and their effect on rendezvous
periods is formulated.
The formulations presented in this appendix are based on the
,tact that any vehicle to be serviced by the SSV differs slightly in
altitude from the space _station. In other words, the difference in
altitude Ah is much smaller than the radius of the space station
circular orbit.
The equations derived are used to generate numerical quantities
pertaining to the mission analysis given in Chapter II. These numer-
ical values are used to plan the SSV missions and to establish mission
constraints.
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Elliptical orbits
Circular velocity at perigee Vcp -	
r
Circular velo^:ity at apogee Via 	
ra
h /
Velocity at perigee	 V P - VcP (l + e) 1, 2
Velocity at apogee	 V 	 - Vca (l + r -1/2
rr
"	 Eccentricity	 e	 a --
a + r 
Ratio .#.G' elliptical orbital periods	 3/2
.Tl	 al
T 2	 a2
where a is half the major axis, and
a = 1/2 (ra + rpp
A.3 Hohmann Transfer
Refer to Figure A.l. A Hohmann transfer from a circular orbit
to another circular orbit of higher altitude is carried out as
follows
At a point on the orbit such as C, the velocity is increased
from the circular Velocity Vcp to the velocity Vp which is the
perigee velocity of the transfer elliptical orbit. The difference
between these velocities, AV, is supplied by the propulsion system.
The transfer orbit has its perigee and apogee equal to the radii of
the two circular orbits. The half major antis of the transfer
ellipse is the mean of the two radii.
After half anorbit on the transfer ellipse, a second velocity
kick AV  is given the vehicle to increase the velocity from the
apogee value Va to the circular velocity on the new circular orbit
Vcab
	.
y
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FIGURE A.1	 Hohmann Transfer
The Hohmann transfer results in minimum energy requirement
since the AV's are colinear with the initial velocities.	 It also
results in the longest transfer time of any transfer less than
h80°.
Velocity, increment
AVl _= Vp	 Vcp
V	 Vl 	 _ V
cp	 cp
cp rp
AV2	 _ Va - ,Va Y
Vca
V	
_
ca	 31+e
._w
. -.AL :: J
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=Vca 1- 1	 3 r"	 1- 1
31+e	 a	 31+e
If the difference in altitude between the two orbits is small
r 
	 - rP = Ah
Then the eccentricity a will be much smaller than unity and
3l+ee	 1+e
Also 1	 '"	 1	 2
ra-Ah
1 -
ra	 rap
Then e
= ra+r	 _	 ra-eh
P	 1+
r 
Ah
r,a 	 oh
- 2 _ ^h	 -2ra
ra
neglecting Ah—	 compared to 2,
a
Therefore,
AV1	 3 ru	 [ 1 + 2 
-1] = 3 r^`	 4 rh (A.1)
P P	 a
and AV2 = 3 	 [l -	 (1 -^) ] _r 	 2	 - 3
Ah (A.2)rr
a
4.r
a
PVT _ AVl + AV 	 =
1
+
1	 dh
3r
P a	 _	 a
Since rp = ra for small	 Ah
AV,I,	 (one transfer)	 = 2AV1 = 2OV2
AVT ,- 3 	 "3
	
A h (A.3)
-
r
a
t
Transfer time
T  = Period for the transfer ellipse
T2 = Period for the circular orbit with radius r 2 equal to ra.
T 	 ( a ) 3/2	 where a ra---^ _ r -AhT2 	r2	 2	 a	 2
.-
Ah ] 3/21 2r a
T 	 1 3h	 when Ah < <	 1
T 2 	 4 'Fa	 2r 
Transfer time is one half the period for the transfer orbit,
therefore,
T	 1 T = 1 T	 1 -- 3 Ahtr 2 e 2 2 1	 4 r 
_'T ra3/2	 1 _ 4 rh 	 (A.4a
Initial phase angle: 	 If a rendezvous is to be realized
between a chaser C and a target T,at the end of the Hohmann
transfer., the maneuver should begin with an initial phase angle 0
The angle 0 is a function of half the difference between the
orbital periods of the circular and elliptical orbits of the
target And chaser. Half the difference between the orbital periods
is given by:
AT - 2 (T2 - , Te ) = 2 T2 - Ttr
3 Ah
	
_ 8 r
	
l
a
d = w2 AT = T^ AT
2
2v 3 Ah T = 3,a Ah	 radians	
(A.5)
T	 8 r	 2	 4 r
-2	 a	 a
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A,9 Other Transfers
The Hohmann Transfer ressults in minimum energy and a long
transfer time. Faster transfers may be necessary for some missions.
Faster transfers will require more energy since the AV will not
be colinear with the original velocity. To investigate this, the
NASA MONSTER computer program was used. This program is based on
Lambert's equations. Transfer time, initial phase angle, and
altitude difference Ah between the two circular orbits were used
as input to the program. The velocity increment (AV) require-
ment, its components and the thrust direction were the outputs.
These results are plotted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
A.5 Cluster Analysis
The following vehicle clusters to be served by the SSV are
considered.
Continuous cluster:	 A continuous cluster is defined as a
cluster of vehicles that can be serviced by the taxi at a fre-
quency of at least once per orbit. Two such clusters are con-
sidered.
The first is a cluster that is co-orbital with the space
station. In this type of cluster the Satellites are ahead of
or trailing the space station. The second type of cluster of
vehicles each in slightly elliptical orbits (Ah very small) with
half the major axis equal to the radius of the circular orbit
of the space station is the type that seems to hold the most
promise. Every vehicle in that cluster will have the same
orbital period. Also, as will be shown later, the relative range
between the spate station and any one vehicle in that cluster
will be fixed in space. For n vehicles in such a cluster, the
semi-major axes of the vehicles in the cluster would be displaced
3n^degrees from each other. These clusters are depicted by
Figure _ 2.6
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Vs	 Space Station
Orbit
V
3
l
t"p	 Vs
I
4	 f
4
Slightly Elliptical
Orbit
r
^:,guge A,.2 Continuous Cluster Geometry
i
In Figure A.2c
Er = Center of the earth
+	 O = Center of ellipse
rs s = Radius of the space station circular orbit
a = Half the major axis of the elliptical orbit
a = r
ss
Both orbits have the same orbital period. 	 ,
r
For a cluster very close to the space station Ah is much
mailer than rs s and a.	 When the vehicle in the cluster is at
its apogee, the space station should be in phase with it as
depicted by position 1 in Figure A.2.	 After a quarter of an
orbit, they assume position 2 and so on
Wawa Room
T	 _
a
J
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i
b2	 a2 - (Ah) 2	 Ah< <a
dh 2 	 rss _ b
_ a _ al _ Ah 2	 1/2
a
a l1- 1-	 ^h2{	 2 a
1	 (oh) 2
2	 a	 (A.6)
The range R between the space station and the vehicle at
positions 2 and 4 is given as'
R	 = I(Ah) 2 + (ox) 21/2
-	 1/2
f	 =	 (dh) 2 ± 1 ( A h) 4
L'	
4	 a2
Ah 1 + 1 { Ah ) 2
r
8	 a
For Ah< <a
R = Ah
Therefore, the vehicle in the cluster is for all practical pur -
poses at the same range from the space station at any point on
the orbit.
To evaluate the relative orientation between the vehicle
and the space station,- the angle Y is given by
	
tan Y	 ^hZ = 1 Ah _
	 (A.7)
^h	 2	 a	
i
for Ah< <a the angle Y is very small and the vehicle stays at a
fixed orientation with respect to the space station.
._	 Relative- velocities	 continuous cluster
Vs	
rss
	
a
2	 rVa	 u r'2
a
2r 
r a + r p .4
,,
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L
The conservation of energy at perigee and apogee is written
V 2	
V 2
r	 a	 rp	 a
The conservation of angular momentum at apogee and perigee
results in
Vprp = Vara
Substitution gives
V 2 -	 u	 2r 
P	 r	 r  + r 
P
Then
e	
ra r  
_ 2Ah	 Ah
ra + r
	
2a	 a
l + e = 1 + . r 	 r 
	
2 r 	 1 + D:h
	
r  + r 
	
ra + r  _
	
a
'therefore,
V2	
ru 
(1+e)	 r	 1+ AaP	 P	 F
and,
a r 2	 r 2	 a
s.	 a
The relative velocity at position 1 Figure A, 2 is
4	
3 (a	 4h) 1^ 	 1 + Qh 1/Gu_	 _	 _ITV	 Vs	 Va	 a	 (a + Qh)	 2
LAW
,I
i4.
nPPREW
3
(A.8)
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u	 uu	 1	 Ah	 i	 Ah.
	
',^a
	
3 a	 2a	 -2a
By the same analysis the relative velocity at position 3
is given by
AV = Vp - V3 Fa Qa
For positions 2 and 4, Figure A.2, the conservation of
angular momentum yields;
Vprp = Vb a sin 0 Vbb.
Therefore,
V r	 C 1 + Qh ) 1/2
	
a--	 (a	 Qh )
Vb ^ -b-^	
41	 ( a - Ah)
	 a1/2	
[Ah 2	 ^'^2
al - --
and
I.Rili _ Vs
This shows_ that the relative velocity at positions 2 and 4 is
practically zero.
Intermittent Cluster
An intermittent cluster is defined as a cluster of vehicles
that can be serviced by the SSV less frequently than once per
orbit. One such cluster would consist of a number of vehicles
in circular orbits of up to + 40 nm difference in altitude from
	 "+
the space station. This + 50 rim-limitation is imposed by the
Van Allen radiation belts on the upper limit and atmospheric
	 i
drag on the lower limit. For these different altitudes, the
	 I
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orbital periods are different and the vehicles in the cluster
will continuously drift in phase with respect to the space
station. This limits rendezvous by the SSV with the vehicles in
the cluster to once pe r orbit for a few orbits. When th e phase
angle between the space station and a vehicle gets large enough,
a rendezvous wo*ald not be possible again for a large number of
orbits
Nodal regression depends on both the inclination angle and
the altitude. For the different altitudes for the space station.
and the cluster vehicle, a difference in plane angle will increase
with time. Since a plane change imposes a large AV requirement
on the SSV propulsion system, this difference in nodal regression
rata will limit the service to such a cluster unless the space
station orbit and the cluster vehicle orbit have the proper in-
clination angles to equalize this regression rate.
Range and communisation link
The phase angle between the space station and a vehicle Ah
different in altitude is derived as follows:
The ratio of the orbital periods is given by
T	 r	 3/2	 r	 3/2s	 ^s 	 s
Tr2	
r2	 r  + Ah
1 h for small Ah
2
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The difference in orbital periods
AT	 Tr ,^ Tr	 3 Tr Ah
	
2	 1	 2	 s
.,
	
0(Ws
	 w2 Tmssion
27T Ts
	
Tr	 Tmission
2
2	 AT
	
^ T
s 
 
T 
r
	 Tmissian
2
Ah	
radians.T
. s r2 Tmission
The range R from the space station to the SSV during its
missions is given by the law of cosines
R2	 r 2 + r22 2 rs r2 cos 0
For small Ah
r12 + r2 = 2r 1r2
R2	 - 2rs r2 (1	 cos0
r
R	 2' 3 xs r2 sin 0/2
3 7r AhR	 2rssin
	 Tmission:..Tars
since r2 = rs for small Ah
The maximum range depends on the length of the communication
link. If the communication link is Long enough and continuous
i line of sight communication is a requirement, the range R is
limited by Rmax shown in Figure A.3 Rmax is drawn about 100 nm
above theearth surface to avoid excessive atmospheric attenu-
ation. The maximum range is given by
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Rmax = 
[ rs2 . (Re + 10 0) 2 ]1/2 + [r22 _ (Re + 100) 2 ]1/2
(A.1 0)
where 
Re 
is the radius of the earth.
Rendezvous frequency:	 Rendezvous between the SSV and a target
vehicle can take place when the phase angle 0 is small enough
such that the range R does not exceed the communication link or
the line of sight range. For a vehicle at an altitude Ah from the
space station the difference in orbital periods makes a rendez-
vous highly undesirable outside a certain range of phase angle Q..
w s	 r2 ,3/2	 rs + Ah 1 3/2
W
2
	
rs	 rs
	
bw	 Wsw2 = 3w2 Ah
	
(:for small Ah)
s
`	
u	
l/2
	
2	 s
3 Ah
s	 ^"	 2 r s
The relative angular velocity i5
_ 3	 Ah
	
p w	 2 ws rs
Rendezvous is possible when the two vehicles are nearly in
phase. This will occur when one relative revolution has taken
place at the relative angular velocity Aw, or the rendezvous
	
period - A
w	
Then,
	
P	
47r	
rs	
(A.11)
3w 
s  
A 
A,.6 Nodal Regression
The nodal regression rate in radians per revolution is j1]:
cale
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J2 ^
	
cos i	 ra3/rev.	 (A.12)
J
The nodal regression rate in radians per unit time
^t '= S Z w	 w= ^ u	 .27	 r3
.	 2
S — = 2 J2w P	 cos i [rad/unit tame]	 (A.13)
Z
o	 Yl
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FIGURE A.4 Orbital Geonetry [1]
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Equal regression rates for continuous cluster.
e - Qa	 P = all-e2
See Figure A.2
For equal regression rates for the space station and a
vehicle in the continuous cluster and since both have the same
angular velocity
cos i s
	cos it
r 2 	p2
s
cos e 2^ 2
2
cos i s rs
or	
COs i s - sin is di
= 1 - 2	
Ah	 2 
+ 
[ Ah
	
4
cos i  a	 aS
^	 Finally, 2	 4
tan i s 	tai	 _ 2 (Ah]
	 ah	
(A. 14)
 1
-Equal regression rates for intermittent cluster: 	 For this
cluster all orbits are circular and have different angular
velocities. For circular orbits P = r.
For equal regress..on time rates
Cos i s Cos it
W:	
s
r2 -	 W r2s 1
Then
7/2cos i t	rl
cos i	 r	 r and rl - rs	 Ar	 _ 6h.
s	 s
Now
cos i	 -	 (sin is )	 Ql	 r7/2	 +	 r5/22s s	 s	 Ah
cos 1s r 7/2
and s
tan di
•s	
-	 -
2	
Ah
s
Ai -
	 -
7	 Ah	 (A.15)
2	 r tan is
5
Y	 ...:_ .... _	
A	 Y. _MYL4	Wh WWIWI
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Ai is the difference in inclination angle between the
orbital planes of the space station and the vehicle cluster for
both to have the same time rate of nodal regression. For small
altitude changes; the inclination angle increment is seen to
increase linearly with the altitude change. The slope of this
line is
Ahi - - 2 r st an i s 	 (A. 16)
Equal inclination angles for continuous cluster:
	
The
difference between the nodal regression rates of the space
station (subscript s) and a vehicle in the continuous cluster
with a semilatus rectum P  is given by
St	 St	 = 3 J R2 ws cos is	 wl cos it-	 (A. 17)s	 1	 2 2	 r2	 2
	
- s	 P1
Since for this case wl = ws, is	 il, and rs 	 a
1	 1
S^ S
_
	1	 K	
r 2 -	 2	
[Ah 2 ] 2
)
s	 a	 l-
a
K2 1 _ (1 + 2 ah 
2
r
s
2K (Ah) 24
r 
where K = 2 J2 wR2 cos is	 s .
Rendezvous is possible when the space station and the cluster
vehicle orbits are again 'coplanar. This occurs after a plane angle
change of 2fr radians or whens
(Sts -	 1)	 P '= 27r
r4
or	 P	 K	
s 
2	 (A.18)''(oh)
	
_.:„	 -
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For small Ah this period is
	 Long. Therefore an effort
should be made to correct this differeliCe in plane angle. This
can easily be done by station keeping equipment. This is com-
patible with the concept of cooperatively designed vehicle to be
serviced by the SSV.
Equal inclination angles for intermittent cluster:
	
For
the same orbital inclination angle the difference between the
nodal regression rates of the space station and a vehicle in the
intermittent cluster, oh from the space station is given by
w	 w
Sy s - S2 1 = 2 J2 R2 	cos is	 2 -	
1	 ( A .-17)
rs_	 r12
= 2 J2 R2	 cos is	
^/2 -	
1 
7/2
rs	 (rs+oh)
= 2 J2 R2 3 U
 IC	
sos i	 2	 Ah2	 small Ah
r /
s
7	 Ah
= K 2
	 3
r
s
Rendezvous is possible when the space station and the cluster
vehicle orbits are again coplanar. This Occurs when
S - 521) P = 27T
or	 4w r 
3
P 7K Ah
Equal rendezvous periods	 This is a derivation of the
relationship between the inclination angle i and the altitude
change Ah for equal rendezvous periods for the intermittent
cluster vehicles. For equal rendezvous periods
P288
27T	 P - constant
S	 1,
2Sts -	 ffP
Using Equation A.17
3	 2 [Wscos i s	Wlcos it	 27T
2 .72 R	 2	 -	 2	 P
r 
	
.r1
and since
W /-13r
3	 2 -	 cos i t	cos i1	 2Tr
2 J2 R 3u	 r 7/2' -r 7/2	 P
s	 1
Then
F	 cos i	 cos is	 1	 47T	 l
r5	 r17/2	 7/2	 3
	
Pi 2 R2 3 u	
c1
and
cos i s	 cos is - of sin i
r 7/2 	 r 7/2 + 7 r 5/2 Ah
	
Cl
s	 s	 2	 s
7 Ah	 C r 7/2 1+ 7 4hcos i s 1 2 r+
	
cos is + Di sin i s	 1 s	 2 r
S	 _	 s
Neglecting the second term in the bracket in the right hand
side of the equation compared to unity then
7 cos i s
	7/2
2
	
	 r	 Ah + Di sin i s = Clrs
s
This approximation was made in developing Equation A.15,
therefore
C 2 Ah+ C 3 Ai= C 4	 (A.20)
i#
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which for a constant period P is a straight line relationship
with the same slope as Equation A.15 with the slope given by
Equation A.16 , and
7 cos ^
^2	 2	 s	 ,	 C3	 sin i s , andS
C	 C r 7/2 - 4n	 rs 
7/2
4	 1 s	 3 Pi2R2 3,
Therefore, to have the same rendezvous period for vehicle
slightly different in altitude from the space station, the
relationship between the difference in inclination Ai and the
altitude change Ah is approximately a straight line.
A.7 Perigee Precession
For the continuous cluster, the space station is in a
circular orbit while each vehicle in
 the cluster is in a slightly
elliptical orbit. The perigee precesses and changes its location
on the orbit. This is caused by the earth's ob ateness For
this reason, a Vehicle in the cluster Will change its relative
position with respect to the space station. As this perigee
precession continues, each -vehicle in the cluster will execute
a rotary motion about the -space station. The time rate at which
the perigee precesses is [1]
wp	 - 37r
2
J 2	 (P) (2 - 2 sin g 	)	 rad/rev
A-2 where A = 3^rJ 2R2 	 (2 - 2 sin g i)p
Since wp; is in rad per rev, the precession rate in rad per unit
time is
^p	 - wp 2r radians per unit time
_
--
A
 rad/unit time
2 2 irp 2
P	 - a (l - e 2 ) = a	 l - (ah)C	 ^	 F
iL NOW
c
PL__7,.
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Aw	 1	 uw - 
w
2 , where =p	 3 i2	 r
rs2 1 - (rh)	 s
s
When the angle w  changes by 21T, the vehicle in the cluster
would have executed one revolution around the space station or
_ 27T
^p - period
Therefore /
r
_
 
2
period = A
	 u
7	
1 2 rh
s
or	 =	 rs2 1 - 2 rh
2
Aw Cs	 s (A. 21)
l
A:8 Total AV Requirement
The total AV required by the SSV for a Hohmann transfer
t
	
	
round trip from the space station to the vehicle to be serviced
depends on whether the vehicle is in a continuous or an inter-
mittent cluster. The AV requirement for a vehicle in an inter-
mittent cluster is presented here. The two components of AV are
Round trip coplanar transfer:	 From Equations A.1 and A.2
and since r 	 r  for a small altitude change then
AV  = AV  = AV for transfer ellipse 1, Figure A.5.
For small ph altitude chance, the AV is approximately pro-
portional to Ah Equations P.l and A.2. Therefore, for the trip_
back, the SSV would have tc_go into a-circular orbit approximately
ph below the space statio';Y (catch-up orbit) shown in'Figure A.5'
to catch up with the space station for rendezvous. Since the Dh
for this catch-up orbit is approximately twice that for transfer
ellipse 1, then
AV5 = AV4 = 2OV
For transfer ellipse 3
AV5 = AV6	AV
a^._ err	 L Tfi+^a^ a'^ri.' Eti^ : t aC.^ _. ^
	 . n .	 ..
(A•22)
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For a Hohmann transfer round trip
AV 	 8AV
2	 .-y	 A h
rp
	r 
2f 	 Ah
rp	 r 
Transfer Orbit 3	
0 
Transfer Orbit I
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Plane change of Ae:	 If the SSV is to transfer from a
circular orbit to another of same radius but in a different
plane, an angl.eAe from the first Figure A.6 shows
AV = VAG
	 (A.23)
IVll =IV21=V
FIGURE A.6 Plane Change
Since the two W components for altitude and plane change
are perpendicular to each other the mission AVM is:
2	 1/2
	
AVM - [[2 3 ru	
I	 + ( VAG) 2	 (,A.24)
	
p	 s
To this A VM must be added the total AV required for two final
phase docking maneuvers, one to the target and the other back to
the space station. The AV required for the terminal phase man-
euver is discussed in Section 2.6.
Transfer time:	 This transfer time is also based on a
Hohmann transfer round trip. Referring to Figure A.5 it is seen
that the transfer time for any of the three transfer ellipses
IWO
P-	 E I
is half the elliptical period. Since all three ellipses differ
very slightly from each other for small.Ah between the circular
orbits, to a first approximation, all three transfer times could
be cons idered equal. The total transfer time is then given by
T  = 3 Ttr
Using equation AA
Tt = 3 y--^- ra3/2	 -	 r	 (A.25)3u	 a
To this time must be added the time required for two terminal
phase docking maneuvers, which is discussed in Section 2.6.
A.J Orbital Decay
Near--circircul.ar orbits	 The specific kinetic energy is
written as
1 2Ek -
 2 V
The specific potential, energy of a satellite is
P
where the earth's gravitation constant is
- 1.4077 x 10 ~6 ft3 /sec 2 .
Zero potential energy level is taken at :infinity and potential
r	 energy becomes increasingly more negative as earth's surface is
approached`. It can best be visualized as a , potential energy
well, as shown in Figure A.7.
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FIGURE A-7 Potential Energy of a Unit Mass
The potential energy at the earth' s surface is the negative
of the escape energy from the earth's gravitational field. The
total energy of a satellite is
f	 V2	 u
in a circular orbit the total energy loss due to drag, AED,
during one revolution is given
V2 	 V2
	
bED ETl^ET2	 2	 r1	 )	 2	 r:	 (A.25)1	 2	 2
It should be noted at this point that the satellite with the
largest total energy per unit mass does not necessarily have the
largest total lifetime, since lifetime is dependent on the
ballistic coefficient, initial perigee _altitude, and orbital
eccentricity. For exarpleo the total energy of Sputnik l
surpassed that of Vanguard I by about two orders of magnitude.
Sputnik I had a lifetime of 92 days while Vanguard I is estimated
	
P	 y	 g
to have a lifetime of several hundred years.
Using the dynamic equation for circular orbit and letting
	
or	 r2-rl'
_	 uer	 y,
	
ED 	 2r1r2
_,
plmrt-
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:Energy loss per unit mass due to drag is also equal, to the
drag force per unit mass integrated over a full, revolution.
Symbolically
QED ^ M . ds
Assuming small altitude loss during each singe revolution, so
that the drag can be treated as constant,
r +r
	
AED 	 ds= CM 2 ^ Cam)
rl+r2
where rl+r = an average radius for the revolution.
Using the approximation that the circular speed is averaged-
approximately as V2	2u/(r l+r2), and 2 CgApV2 , the preceding
equation becomes
AEp = 2wPBp
Now if Ar/r < <l f then r r 2 A, r22 Equation A.25 combined with
Equation A,.26 gives in the decay rate of the orbital altitude
per revolution as
Ar	 41TBp r2
	
rev .
 	 av av
Since the orbital period can be expressed by
	
,r	 2,r 3r3	 2w/ -3 /u
av	 av
the altitude decay rate per second is
	
Ar At	 2B	 3 r	 (A.27)pav u av
The most important conclusions of Equation A.27 are that 1
orbital decay' is a linear function of the ballistic coefficient
and of air density, while altitude enters only as a square root 	 a
of radial distance from the center of the earth Thus, for a
constant B, the circular decay rate has essentially the same
shape as the air density curve.
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,APPENDIX A
NOMENCLATURE
Symbol
	
Def inition
a	 Semi-major axis of elliptical orbit
B	 Ballistic coefficient (CDA/2M)
b	 Semi-minor axis of elliptical orbit
C	 Symbol for chaser
D	 Atmospheric drag
e	 Eccentricity of elliptical orbit
E	 Satellite energy
Qh	 Altitude change
i	 Inclination angle
Units
nm
ft2/slug
nm
lb
f t/1b
nm
nm, degrees
or radians
Jr Coefficient of the potential function(Venti)
M Satellite mass slugs
P Rendezvous period
p Semiparameter or semilatus rectum nm
R Range nm
or
Radius of the earth at the equator nm
?i
r orbital radius nm
r 
Apogee radius nm
rP Perigee radius nm
T Orbital period min or as
specified
- or
Target
V Velocity at apogee -	 ft/sec
Vb Velocity at end of minor axis of
elliptical orbit ft/sec
VCa Circular velocity at apogee ft/sec
V Velocity at perigee ft/sec
V p Circular velocity at perigee ft/sec
Vs Circular velocity of space station ft/sec
;+ o Phase angle ft/sec
1
1f
m	
^.
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Symbol
	 Definition
u	 Earth's gravitational constant
(1.4077 x 10 16
 ft3 /sec t)
Q	 Longitude of ascending node
w	 Angular velocity
w 
	 Argument of perigee
Units
ft3/sect
degrees or
radians
radian/s
degree or
radians	 e
r
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APPENDIX B
MANIPULATION EXPERIMENT
i
	
	
E. W. Schedler
B. 1 Introduction
Human factors tasks study was concerned with the study of
various tasks performed by the pilot astronaut and the technician
astronaut: from the moment each astronaut enters the space taxi
until the time the astronaut leaves the taAi. It became apparent
as the study developed that little was known of the time required
to perform tasks in space. This appendix is a discussion of a
series of experiments performed to evaluate the time required to
perform a task in a simulated space environment using simple
manipulators. In order to become better acquainted with the
problem, a series of experiments were performed to determine the
the approximate time required to perform a task in space. It Was
necessary to achieve three goals in order to ;reach this objective.
The first goal was to measure the time required to perform a task
on earth. This goal for most tasks was easy to achieve. The
second gr ue l was to de termine the time required to perform a task
in a (sii ► u). ^ted) space environment. The third goal was to em-
pirically relate the time to perform a tusk on earth to the time
required to perform a task in space. A study of tasks involving
simple manipulators was within the scope of this effort.
Manipulators can be broadly classified as complex and Simp le.
Complex manipulators include remotely controlled arms or devices
with a human operator at the controls. The human arm together
with the hand has 26 degrees of freedom whereas the ,complex mani-
pulator arms ordinarily have seven degrees of freedom. The arms
have a tool or jaw that serves as a hand and usually, the arms and
jaw are Controlled either me chanically or electrically. The com-
plex manipulator' was not 'included in this effort.
A simple manipulator was considered to be a rigid po le con-	 j
trolled by a man at one end. At the other end a tool was mounted
to aid in the task to be performed, other types of simple mani-
pulators, such as a flat strip that can be unrolled from a con-
tainer or aas tube that can be extended bg	 y inflating the tube
pw_ `P
-
4
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would function much like a rigid pole, A rigid pole that could
be lengthened in 5 ft. increments to as long as 20 ft. was used
in the experiment
A postulate of this effort was that the time required to
perform a task in space, T s , can be expressed as;
Ts
	f(Te, w, Gn , V, P, Mn )	 (B.1)
where
	
	 T
e
. is the time required to perform the task on earth
w is the effect of weightlessness
G  is the effect of the astronaut's soft suit glove,
G1, or hard suit glove, G2
V is the effect of vusual acuity
P is the effect of reduced pressure environment
Mn is the effect of reduced mobility of the soft suit,
r
r	 M1, or the hard suit, M2
The necessary body movements to perform a task on earth are
much the same as the body movements to perform a task in space.
The time required to perform a task on earth was the logical
reference point of the study, since this measurement could easily
be made
The effect of weightlessness would tend to increase the time
required for some tasks such as applying a torque and would reduce
the time required for other tasks such as moving a Large object.
Thus in a complete work analysis ,study, each sub-task. needs to be
studied individually.
The effect of a glove seriously degrades task performance
for handling small parts. Task performance handling larger parts
is only slightly degraded using a glove. An experiment was per-
formed using a leather glove filled with sand. The experimen t
showed that screws of 1/4 inch diameter and smaller were difficult
to pick with a,glove.
_""go r OMEN
-+	 .^ .,	 :,,.	 ^ .^%.s'Sa::ird...... .. c.a.a•,^'^'. -'. KiY6'_ '- R	 'kY'M`	 1'. ^'	
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A reduction in atmospheric pressure increases the time re-
quired to perform a task. A search of the literature shows that
a reduction to five pounds pressure increases the time by about
ten per cent.
An important factor in task performance is visual acuity.
Unless an astronaut can see clearly, it is impossible to use a
simple manipulator. Artificial lights must be available when
needed. The experiments performed in this effort indicated a
rapid increase in time to perform a task using a simple manipula-
tor on objects about one inch in diameter at a distance greater
then 15 ft. This result was correlated well with information
found in literature.
The effect of suit mobility must recognize the problem of
performing a task in soft suit within a taxi. The soft suit serves
as backup protection in the event of failure in the pressurized
cabin. An astronaut in a soft suit loses much of his mobility
when the suit ii,, pressurized. In general, he will have great
difficulty reaching over the height of his shoulder and below
27 inches from the floor upon which he is fastened. Other move-
ments against the pressure of the suit are difficult and tirinq.
The constant volume hard suit, although easier to use, has the
disadvantage of additional bulk.
A test board was built to test three tasks The first task
was the removal of a 1/2 inch nut from a bolt and replacing the
1/2 inch nut on another bolt using a pair of vise-pliers on the
end of a simple manipulator (see Figu:;e B.1). The second task
was the removal of a 1/4 inch Alen head screw from one hole and
replacing the screw in a second hole The Allen wrench was
mounted onthe end of a simple manipulator. The third task was
the removal of a spark plug from one hole and replacing the spark
plug in_a second hole. The spark plug wrench was mounted on the
end of a simple manipulator.
{	 B.2 Experiment One
The first experiment was a neutral_ buoyancy experiment per-
formed in a swimming pool (see Figures B.2, B.3). The purpose of
the experiment was to determine the time required to perform. each
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of the tasks on the test board as the distance from the aquanaut
to the test board was varied. Each task was performed three
times. For example, with the spark plub, the time required to
insert the tool over the plug and unscrew the plug was recorded
the time required to insert the spark plug back into the threaded
hole and tightened was recorded. This procedure was practiced
several times and then measurements were recorded for the removal
and replacement done three times in succession.
The entire procedure was repeated at distances of.zero, five,
ten, fifteen and twenty feet from the test board using a simple
manipulator. The results are summarized in Figure B.4.
B.3 Conclusions Neutral Buoyancy Experimenterime
It was found that the vise-pliers was 'a poor tool to use
with a simple manipulator. The pliers did not open or close easily
and there was considerable difficulty with visual acuity as the
distances to the nut became large. The difficulty was in deter-
mining whether or not the pliers were grasping the nut properly.
r
The concluzion was that the vice-pliers was not a compatibly
designed tool. It was difficult to Locate properly on the nut;
it'was difficult to open and close the pliers (this feature could
be corrected by improved design); and it occasionally dropped the
nut when bumped against the bolt,
The Allen head screw removal and replacement worked well at
distances five to ten feet from the test board. At larger dis-
tances the loss of visual acuity degraded the performance of
locating the Allen wrench into the screw insert and locating the
removed screw into a second hole. The Allen wrench was magnetized
to hold the screw; however, this did not work well, as the screw
frequently fell off the wrench. The need was for a tool that
would grasp and hold onto the screw and release the screw at the
proper time.
The -removal and replacement of the spark plug worked quite
well; the spark plug wrench was more nearly a compatibly designed
space tool than the vise-pliers or the Allen wrench. The spark
plug was easily acquired by the wrench the wrench did not drop
the plug after removal; loss of visual acuity and depth perception 	 -,
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degraded the performance at distances of twenty feet. There was
some difficulty in placing the plug into a threaded hole. This
problem can be reduced by using a cone shaped entrance to the
hole. An additional improvement would be to use larger thread
sizes and threads that are more easily used. A conventional light
bulb uses knuckle threads and a similar thread for screw fasten-
ers is recommended. A screw that uses knuckle threads is easily
.inserted and it would be less likely to have the threads crossed.
B. 4 Experiment Two
The purpose of the second experiment was to determine the
variation In time to perform a task as a function of distance
using a thr(^e-dimensional television arrangement (see Figure B.5)
Emphasis was placed upon using only the spark plug wrench on a
simple manipulator. This experiment showed that it was neces-
sary to provide the dimension of depth which is the Z dimension.
A loss of Z axis perception increased the time required to per-
form a task and opened up the possibility of damage to the equip-
ment.
B.5 Conclusions Visual Acuity_ Experiment
This experiment showed that the time required to perform a
task with a simple manipulator and three--dimensional television
increased by a factor of three or four as the distance increased
from zero feet to five feet. The time required to perform the
task at zero feet with television was very nearly the same as
without television. The learning process made these two time
values much the same. This data is shown in Figure B.6.
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IAPPENDIX C
THE UNCONVENTIONAL PROPULSION SYSTEM
Al Igne
C.1 Introduction
In order to evaluate the feasibility of employing unconven-
tional propulsion techniques for orbital corrections, a literature
survey was made to establish the parameters associated with them
and their present state of development.
The following propulsion methods were investigated:
(1) Nuclear rockets
(2) Solar energy rockets
(3) Plasma rockets
(a) Thermonuclear reactors
(b) Electric arc heating
('c) Magnetohydrodynamic acceleration
I`	 (4)	 Ion propulsion
(5) Photon rockets
(6) Solar sailing
(7)	 Miscellaneous unconventional propulsion methods
While it may be noted at the outset that some of these sys--
tems are more .feasible than others, all of them have been included`
in order that the general characteristics and performance of such
1 systems will be reflected in the study.
C.2 Nuclear Rockets
A typical nuclear heat exchange rocket is shown schematically
in Figure C.1. Nuclear energy can be released in this type rocket
by the decay of radioactive isotope. The amount of nuclear acti-
vity is regulated by the control rods. Cold propellant is-passed`
through the heat exchange -tubes where it is gasified and heated 1
to vory high temperatures. It is then expanded through nozzle
where supersonic jet velocities are reached. Higher specific
impulses are obtained by using working fluids. of lower molecular
weight. Hydrogen is usually considered as the most desirable
working fluid.
P
PM-7
Px
)zzle
)es
x:
.. 0 9
	Pump	 Nuclear. Reactor
FIGURE C.1 Typical Nuclear Heat Exchange Docket
Because there is no air in interplanetary space, there is no
radiation scattering and a simple shadow shield scan be used to
?1beep the high intensity neutron and gamma: radiation from reacl.ing
the manned crew and sensitive instruments on the vehicle-. The
working fluid is also used as part of the shielding,
Table C.1 [1] shows estimates of shielding weight for nuclear
reactors:
TABLE C.1
SHIELD WEIGHTS
Reactor Thermal	 Distance	 Shield Weight
Power	 From Crew
r	 (megawatts)	 (f eet) 	 tons	 tons gawatt
	
50	 20	 22.0	 0.44
	
50	 200	 13.5	 0.27
	
100	 20	 24.0	 0.24
	
100
	
200	 14.5	 0.145
	
200
	
200	 15.5	 0.077
	
1000	 200	 16.5	 0.017
The selection of the specific isotope may depend either on
the specific 'power (watts of thermal energy per gram of fresh
isotope) or the half-life of the isotope. There is a direct
relationship between these two characteristic properties [1]
and summarioed in Table C.2
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TABLE C,, 2
ISOTOPE SPECIFIC POWERS
Isotope Specific Power Half-life Or igin
Pm - 147 4.345 2.6 yrs. Fission product
Ru - 106 29 .800 1. 0 yrs. Fission product
Po - 210 141.000 138 days Neutron Lrra.dia-
ta.on of bismuth
Table C.3 from [21  below compares the speci_fio impulses of
a radioactive decay rocket and a fission rocket.
TABLE C.3
COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR ROCK TS
t
Energy Source	 Isp _(sec)	 Thrust/Weight
Radioactive decay
	
400--700	 10-5	 10
Fission	 500-1100
	
10-2 - 10
For restartable systems it is necessary to provide a closed-
cycle cooling system, separate from the main hydrogen flora through
r
	
	
a solid-core fission reactor, to permit cooling of the reactor
after shutdown. A schematic diagram of such a low thrust, closed
cycle system is shown in Figure C2.
H2
Optional PressureTank	
.^..J Source Without Pumps
H 2 Pomp Radiator	
.
Reactor
With
Internal
Heat Exchange
.	 hit Loop
One or More Valve
Actuated Low Thrustp.	 Exhaust Nozzles
FIGURE C.2 Low Thrust Restartablc Nuclear Rocket
7ith Closed-Cycle- Cooling
s
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The systems discussed above are all fission reactors incapable
of being restarted. In fact, after the shut-down of a nuclear
rocket flight system, the reactor has to be discarded unless
excess coolant is provided; it will fail from overheating of the
fuel elements if the flow of working fluid is not continued for
some time. Because the radiator needed for cooling the recir-
culating fluid after shutdown is large and heavy, restartable
rockets become unwieldy at high thrust levels. For low thrust
range the radiator system is manageable and could be in contention
for orbital corrections. It is believed that these restartable
nuclear fission rockets are suitable for low thrust operations such
as attitude control systems and orbital maneuvering in space.
Nuclear heat exchange rockets are currently being developed
by Project Rover. The propellant (usually liquid hydrogen) is
forced through the heat exchange tubes in the nuclear reactor,
heated to approximately 3000 1 to 5000° F, and expanded through a
conventional nozzle. Specific impulses are estimated to be between
800 and 1200 sec. Besides the solid reactor system, two other
interesting hypothetical nuclear propulsion methods are visualized:
(1) A gaseous "cavity" reactor
(2) Fluidized reactor with floating particles of fission-
able material
C.3 Solar EneKgy Rockets
Solar energy rocketswere proposed by Krafft Ehricke several
years ago. His design would use solar radiation collected by two
large reflectors of alwnintmi covered mylar polyester by which the
working fluid (hydrogen) would be heated to about 1400 0 to 4200 F
and expanded through a conventional nozzle. The general design
schematic is shown in Figure C.3. Two main engineering disad-
vantages of the system are:
(1) The reflectors have to be accurately oriented toward
the sun at all time
(2) This propulsion method does not function in the, shadow
of the earth
PIM
X
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Minor disadvantages are: The optical losses carried by the
absorption of light by the mylar sphere, imperfections of the in-
flated spherical surface, vulnerability to micrometeors, etc.
Solar Radiation
	
j	 i1	 i 1	 /	 i	 i , 
	
1	 i
nozzle
r 
^^±
Pumps\-3 H 2 Tank
FIGURE C.3 Basic Arrangement of Solar Energy Rockets
For this system it is estimated [2] that the vacuum expan-
sion specific impulse is from 400 to 700 sec. and the thrust-to-
r	
weight ratio is from 1.0^ 3 to 10 2. Payload ratios as high as 0.2
for interplane--ary travel are estimated for this system [3]
For a maneuverable earth satellite system, the solar energy
rocket does not seem very promising, because roughly one-half of
the orbital, time is spent in the shadow of the earth and no man-
euvers can be accomplished during this time.
Solar energy rockets may have their most promising applications
in the field of interplanetary travel.
C.4 Plasma Rockets
Plasma is a mixture of ions, electrori,s, and neutral particles,
usually at an extremely high temperature. Plasma can be generated
either by heating or•by magnetohydrodynamic forces. The most
powerful heating mechanism could, theoretically, be established
by a thereto-nuclear reactor. (Project Sherwood). Plasma tempera-
tures on the order of 100 million degrees and specific impulses
of 200,000 sec. could be reached; although for better efficiency
the reaction products should be diluted with a propellant, ob -
taining a specific impulse of roughly 10,000 sec.
Another plasma heating method is the use of an electric arc
Propellant
and
Fissionable
Material
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employing a water-stabilized or a gas-stabilized arc. Plasma
temperatures on the order of 100,000° and specific impulses of
1,000 to 2,000 sec. are estimated [2].
The third plasma propulsion method employs electromagnetic
acceleration. Specific impulses of 10,000 sec. are estimated
(plasmoid velocities up to 2 x 10 7 cm/sec have been measured in
the laboratory vacuum chamber (2].
'F
FIGURE C.4 Schematic Diagram of a Gas Phase Nuclear
Fission Heating Plasma Rocket
Figure C.4 shows a gas--phase, nuclear fission heating, plasma
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. In Figure C.6 from (43, the plasma specific impulse versus
gas flow to arc and power to plasma is given. Also, in the same
reference, the plasma thrust versus plasma mass flow and power to
plasma is plotted in Figure C.7. It should be noted that specific
.impulse decreases, but plasma thrust increases for increasing
plasma mass flows and a constant power input. In the Figure C.6,
the specific impulses of solid rockets, best chemical rockets, and
nuclear rockets are also indicated for comparison.
100
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cn
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,^ Z
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0.1
nP = 2500 K _-
nP=250 K
nP-25 KW
T= misp
p
31.5
t
0.1
	 1	
10	 100
Plasma Mass Flow, r (g/sec)
FIGURE C.7 Plasma Thrust 'Versus Plasma Mass Flow
C.5 Ion Propulsion
	
k
In the ion rocket, the gas molecules in the exhaust jet are
energized to such a high level that they are completely ionized,
(By an electric field of high voltage.) The ions are accelerated
to 'very- high velocities, in, excess of 10, 000 volts, thus mini -
mizing the amount of propellant required. Either an electrostatic
or a linear accelerator can be used In order to keep the vehicle
from accumulating -a positive charge, the electrons_ themselves
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must be emitted so that recombination occurs immediately after
ion expulsion.
The basic arrangement of ion source, electron source, and
electric generators is given in Figure C.8 (5). The main genera-
tor, G el is producing the current I and the voltage U=Ui+Ue'
The auxiliary generator is used to maintain the rear electrode at
a zero potential level.
FIGURE C.8 Basic Arrangement of Ion Rocket
Either a gas (H2, He, N 2 ) or a solid (Rb, Ce) can be used as
an ion source. A schematic representation of several possible
combinations of ionizing surfaces and grids (accelerating, de-
celerating, and focusing) is shown in Figure C.9 [6].
As a power source, a close-cycle nuclear power plant appears
feasible with,present technology in nuclear engineering. A
closed-cycle employing either gas or condensing liquid can be used
and the power capacity seems to be limited only by the size of the
radiator cooler needed for heat rejection. Rocketdyne studies
have indicated a minimum surface requirement of 1,000 to 5,000
square feet per magalwatt of	 output. A typical schematic
for a nuclear reactor powered ionic engine is shown in Figure
C.10 [10].
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Ionizing Surface
Electron Emitter
	•	 Accelerating Grid
Ions
\:__'^ .,,,,,•Potential Distribution for Zero Ion Current
A. Plane Emitter, Accelerate Only
Ionizing Surface
•w
Electron Emitter
Accelerating Grid
	
-	 -•- Ions
Potential Distribution
B Scalloped Surface for Focusing, Accelerate Only
Ionizing Surface
Decelerating Grid and Electron Emitter
^.^`.	 Accelerating Gridfocusing Grid
Potential Distribution at Wire Position
Potential Distribution Between Wires
C. Scalloped Surface Plus Focusing Grid, Accelerate,
Decelerate
Ionizing Surface
• • '"'---- Accelerating Grid
•	 Decelerating Grid and Electron Emitter
---.Ions
s
Potential Distribution
D. Scalloped Surface, Accelerate, Decelerate
FIGURE C.9 Representation of Several Possible Combination
of 'Ionizing Surfaces and Grids
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FIGURE C.10 Typical Nuclear Pow,--*,red Ion Engine
The use of solar energy by employing a system of 40 mirrors
(150 ft. diameter) is discussed (5). The diameter of such an
imposing spaceship is approximately 1,100 ft., which seems to
exclude the solar powered ion rockets from use in the presently
proposed satellite pattern; Figure C.11 shows a section through
rairrors, boilers, generators, coolers, condensers and frWne, as
well as a cross sect i on through the turboelectric power plant.
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Specific impulses of 5,000 to 20,000 sec. and initial ac-
celerations of 5 x 10'-5 to 5 x lU -4g are estimated in (6) . The
overall vehicle specific power (jet power per unit vehicle weight)
is estimated (7) to be 0.05 to 0.10 for an atomic reactor with
liquid metal reflectors and shielding. This results in a vehicle
thrust-to-weight ratio of 10 ^4 . For a solar rocket, a thrust-to-
weight ratio of 10 -6 is estimated.
For ion rockets, upper limits of specific impulse and thrust-
to-weight ratio at 60,000 sec. and 10 ~S , respectively, have been
estimated [2].
In general, ion propulsion with a nuclear power source seems
to be the most promising micro-thrust system at the present state
of technology and could not probably be applied to the synchro-
nized satellite station-keeping task,
C.6 Photon Rockets
In case of photon rockets, there are three possible systems.
(1) Thermal photonic rockets
(2) Electrical phoptonic rockets
(3) Direct photonic rockets
Two of these systems utilize the principle of turning the
matter just into heat or electricity while the third converts
matters, directly into kinetic energy. The three systems are best
visualized by conside ring a searchlight, a radar transmitter,
and a gamma-ray emitting radioactive material., respectively.
The required light pressure for microthrust propulsion (8)
is 0.01 atm., and for conventional thrust levels up to 10 atm.
This would correspond to black body temperatures of 50,0,00 0 to
250,000° K. Obviously, solid matter cannot survive at those
temperatures and the only possibility would seem W be use of a
gas in the form of a plasma as the radiating matter.
To focus the radiation and direct it into a parallel beam,
mirrors with a reflectivity of 0.99999999 would be requI ed.
Otherwise the absorbed energy would vaporize the reflecting surface
instantaneously. Such a reflecting power cannot be expected of
solids or liquids. Sanger (9) peoposes a novel ,idea of using a
i
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compresses electron gas for such a mirror. in other words,
because solid walls are inadequate at the extremely high tempera-
tures, the photon-emitting gas must be contained within walls of
compressed electron gas or magnetic fields.
A beam of photons is emitted at the jet velocity of
9.84 x 10 8 ft/sec and accelerations up to 1 g are estimated.
Photon rockets are completely out of the range of present
technology, but they present: a theoretical upper limit of per-
formance for space propulsion systems. As in -the case of an
ideal photonc rocket, all matter * is transformed directly into
energy. This seems to be the only power plant for possible
interplanetary travel, givincj theoretical velocities approaching
the speed of light.
C.7 Solar Sailing
Propulsive force is derived directly from the pressure of
the sun's light falling on the sail of the space vehicle. The
sail material must have an extremely low ratio of mass per unit
area in order to realize any practical acceleration. Solar
radiation pressure at earth's orbit is approximately 0.9 x 10
dyne/cm 2 (1.3 x 10 9 lb/in 2 ). For a commercial sail material with
a thickness of 0.1 mil, this would yield an acceleration of 10.49
to the space vehicle. The fact that no propellant mass is needed
makes solar sailing one of the most intriguing possibilities for
micro-thrust space propulsion.
C8 Miscellaneous Propulsion Systems
Two of the least investigated unconventional propulsiol
methods are the acceleration of small conducting particles by
magnetic fields and space propulsion by interstellar gas. Both
systems are at present in a speculative stage and no definite
numerical values of specific impulse could be found in the litera-
ture.
C.9 Comparison of Microthrust Devices
The comparison for the final selection of the-unconventional
propulsion system is based on the following considerations-
(1)	 Power plant performance and capabilities
w
tetra+, a....
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(2)	 Present technological feasibility
The magnitude of the following power plant parameters were
reviewed and are pres%nted in tabular form in Table C.4.
(1) Specific impulse and jet velocity
(2) Thrust-to-weight ratio (i.e., initial acceleration
irA g)
(3) Exhaust velocity
(4) Thrust-to-weight ratio of the power plant
(5) Specific power (power/power plant mass)
(6) Operating temperature
(7) Typical working fluid
(8) Power-to-thrust ratio (power plant efficiency)
Figure C.12 is presented, giving a pictorial representation
of the regions of acceleration and specific .impulse for the space
propulsion systems. The chemical and nuclear engines have the
best values of specific power. Other devices, operating at much
longer times, have lower efficiencies.
The specific impulses for electrical propillsion systems are
higher than for others and less propellant is needed, implying
greater payloads. This makes ion propulsion very desirable for
missions where long time orbital corrections are Heeded.
C.10 Summary
At this preliminary stage, it seems that the most promising
unconventional power plant systems for future use on in-space
vehicles are the low-thrust restartable nuclear rocket and the
ion accelerator. For a vehicle needed for maneuvering and docking
purposes, the ion accelerator propulsion system is not suited due
to a low thrust-to-weight ratio. The low thrust restartable
nuclear rocket is currently within the present state-of- the-art.
Research, development, and flight of reactors for space power
generation have been in progress for some time on the SNAP programs.
The other components such as the radiators,_ pumps, etc., are at a
very high state of development. The efficiency and reliability of
these components are very high. From the cost-effectiveness point
of view, the low-thrust, restartable nuclear reactor appears to be
the most attractive propulsion system for producing the desired
orbital corrections.
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APPENDIX D
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
Bill Wakeland
D.1 Design Constants
The design of the attitude control system is based upon the
following design constants;
TABLE D.1
	Manned SSV	 Robot SSV
Ixx	 1512 slug-ft 1
	 502 slug-ft 2
I, 
Y 
y	 860 slug-ft2 	 286 slug-ft2
Izz	 860 slug-ft 2 	286 slug-°ft2
r	 5.5 ft	 5 .5 ft.
W	 3220 lbs.	 1070 lbs.
a 5 0	 5-°
a	 .230/sec.	 .2.30 /sec
tmin	 .05 sec.	 .05 sec.
.016 ft.	 .Ole ft.
Wm	 440 lbs.	 0
d	 .5 ft.	 0
The main thrust axis is designated as the X-axis; the yaw
axis is designated as the Z-axis, and the pitch axis is the
Y-axis.
E.2 Thrust Misalignment
Using the inequality (8.7)for the manned service vehicle,
T  ' <	 2 rW
Tc	WmZ+^W
TM
T
< 130 (Manned vehicle)	 (D.1)
c
For the robot vehicle Wm and do not apply,
therefore,	 T
m < 688 (Robot)	 (D.2)
T 
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D.3t Cyc e'OReration
Equations (8.10),(8.11) 1 and (8,12) are used for the sizing
of the attitude control thrusters. Recall that the arrangement
of attitude thrusters gives a torque impulse around the X-axis
which is twice as large as that around the Y-axis and Z-axis.
T0 = 1.1  1&	 (D.3)rtrain
X-axis min impulse	 = 2T cx (2r)t min - 1.1 1X
T 
cx	
004 1x
(8.10), Y-axis min impulse = T cy (2r)tmin = 1.1 1 y
Tcy	 = T cz = .008 1y
For the manned vehicle:
T cx
	 = 6.05 lbs.	 (D.4)
T cy
	 = T Cz = 6.88 lbs.
For the robot vehicle:
T 
cX	 2.01 lbs.
T,y	 Tcz
	 2.29 lbs.	 (D.5)
For standardization, the thrusters were sized at seven
pounds for the manned vehicle and two and three-tenths pounds
for the robot.
DA Roll Rates
The rate of roll about any axis is given by
T 
c 
(Nr)t = I
NT rt	 (D.6)
Manned SSV: t = 1 sec.
6x = 5.83*/sec.
Oy = Qz = 5.130/sec.
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Robot SSV: t 1 sec.
t
4x = 5.78°/sec.
4y = oz = 5.070fsec
D.5 Limit Cycle Propellant Usage
Let the average drift rate through the deadband be ed.
Assume that the initial velocity inside the deadba,nd is p l . Then
•
the next velocity is e 2 , and:
0 2 ) = 1. 1 « l o l l	 (p.7)
.
since the thrusters were sized to produce 1.1; at the minimum
:.impulse.
The average drift rate is given by
•	 21 ; 1 1 1Q21
ed	 –: -- ---- 	 4 D . 8
1011+1 02 )
Using (D.6)
r	
ed =
	
(l•l^ 0 1 ^ a
	 (;J) 2)
1._lot
Since	 0 <	 < 1.1a
(D.9)
•	 1.1.a
then	 0	 0	 < 2
For a conservative estimate take the average drift rate to
be the"maximum.
Od
1. la	 (D.10)
The period of the limit cycle will be no less than:
_ 2T	 a- —	 (D.11)
min 0
There will be two pulses for each limit cycle. Then the
weight of the propellant used per cycle is
K^'-'
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2TctminN
sp
where N - number of thrusters.
Then the weight of propellant, per axis, per hour is
1800 ( TCtmj,nN) 2 r
Wt =
	 al T	 {D.1.3}
sp
For the manned SSV;
_ 1800 (49) ( 0025) (16) (5 5) (57.3)
Wax ^'	 (5 (250 1512.)	 ^ .5E6 lb/hr.
Wty
	
Wtz	 1800(495(.0250) (4) ( 5 .5) (57.3_)m .258 lb/hr.
For the robot SSV
_* 1800 (5 3) (.0025) (16)' (5 5) (57.3)Wt 	 5 (250)(502	 = .191 lb/hr.
Wty = Wt
z
 = 1800 (5 5 3) ( 2 002 () (4) (5.5) (57.3) = . 08 4 lb/hr.
D6. Feedback Control System
Reference should be made to Figure 8.1 and Section 8.11.
Since the saturation of the thrust controller occurs at 250,
or . 44 rad
NT r
	
K44	 (D. 14)
From Equation 8.15,
w - (K/I) 1/3,
	
p	 a1w
k  = a2/w
The cost functional to be minimized is
	
OD
I	 2[e + q3 e2] dt	 (D.15)0
P 
_ —	 r ^. 
	
- -"6701
c
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Utilizing the results of reference (3] to optimize the
system with reference to the cost functional w 4g3 was chosen
as 7. This evaluates 9
3 
as 49. xn other words- propellant
expenditure was weighted 49 times as heavily as the displace-
ment, error. The coefficients (3) were determined to be a1=3.0
a2=2.7 . The parameters, P and Kr are calculated by (8. 15) and
K by ( D .14)
For the manned SSV:
K	 (467) (5.5)'
	 350x	 .34'__::
K - = K = 2(7) (5.5) = 175y	 Z
W  = (350/15.12) 1/3 = .613
Wy = w
Z = (17 5/8 60) 1/3	 .58 7
pX ^ (3) (.613) = 1.84
py	 p
z 
= 3 (.587) = 1.76
K
rx = 2.7/.613 - 4.3
Kry	 Krz
	
2.7/.587 = 4. 6 	-
For the robot SSV
K
4(2.3) (5.5)_
_
 = 115
X _ 
K	 2 (2.3) (5.5) = 57.5
.44Y	 ;
u X (115/502) 1/3 = .613
w
Y	
CAZ = (57.5/286) 1/3	.587
,, - i Q a
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KrX	 4.3
Kry 
= Krz	 4.6
The above optimized design will give a dynamic linear
response of a ? per cent overshoot and a 9.5 second settling
time for a 95 per cent recovery.
APPENDIX E
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM SIMULATION
Bill Wakeland
In Appendix D, the feedback control system constants were
determined as a result of a Linear analysis In order to check
the response of the non-linear system, a digital computer program
was constructed to simulate the system. Some results of this
simulation are shown as a phase plane plot in Figure E.1. The
recovery of the system from initial disturbances was sufficiently
close to the desired response that no changes were considered
necessary as a preliminary design.
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APPENDIX F
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
Henry Ferguson
Vern Feiste
In this chapter, a possible program of development is out-
lined. This program is based upon what is technically feasible
and not upon actual governmental findings or planning schedules.
A chart showing estimated initiation dates for the different
contract phases is presented in Table F.l. An 18 month time
period has been allowed between final program plan approval and
completion of the SSV prototype primarily to safely accomplish
development of manipulators for the spacecraft. Because of the
weight and power requirements of state-of-the-art manipulators,
it is believed that this particular component will demand a large
lead time
Also a ` second possible problem may be encountered in devel-
oping the technology required to fully utilize the material
beryllium in the SSV structural design. Much research is pres-
ently under way to develop methods of machining and joining
lightweight metals Like beryllium.
No other development problems are anticipated. Subsystem
design was _based, for the most part, on documented and/or flight-
proven spacecraft techniques Further improvement in the per-
formance of these subsystems on the order of 10-15 per cent was
anticipated by the 1975 launch date.
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APPENDIX G
SSV POWER SYSTEM WEIGH" CALCULATIONS
Mac Dillsi
Power and Energy Requirements
1. Manned SSV
Back to
To Site Dock Work
	
Dedock	 Station	 Total.
KW	 0.8	 1.92	 1.84	 1.92	 0.8
Hrs .	 2	 1/2	 7	 1/2	 2
KWH	 1.60	 0.96 12.88	 0.95	 1.60	 18.00
2. Unmanned SSV
KW	 0.35	 1.42	 1.33	 1.42	 0.35
Hrs.	 2	 1/2	 7	 1/2	 2
KWH	 0.70	 0.71	 9.31	 0.71
	 0.70	 12.13
System Components
1. Fuel Cell provides 1440 watt x 12 hrs = 1.7,280 watt-hours
2. Auxiliary secondary NiCd battery for manned SSV to
provide the energy balance
18,000 - 17,280	 720 watt-hours
At 17 watt-hours/1b and 65 per cent depth of discharge
Battery weight 720/(0.05)(17) = 65 lbs.
3. Emergency primary (AgZn) battery for communication and
guidance and control (332 watts for 3 hours);
Energy required = 996 watt -hours
At 80 watt-hours/lb and 75 per cent depth of discharge,
996/(0.75) (80) = 16.6 lbs.
Fuel and Tankage
Assuming 25 per cent added fuel for contingencies
(1.25) x (0.75 1b/KWH) x 18 KWH) 17 lbs of fuel
Use 18 lbs (16 lbs oxygen, 2 lbs hydrogen)
Assume fuel used as high pressure. gas (worst case weight-
wise)
Oxygen at 1,000 Asia including tanX	 40 lbs
Hydrogen at _7,500 psia including tank	 45 lbs
Total fuel and tankage	 85 lbs
r
I
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Power Conditioning
The desired electrical output is 40 per cent AC (400 Hz)
and 60 per cent DC.
DC (0.40) x 1.92 KW	 0.77 KW
AC (0.60) x 1.92 KW - 1.15 KW
Regulators Weight
DC (0.77 KW) x (7.5 lb/KW)* = 5.8 lbs
AC (1.15 KW) x (7.5 lb/KW)* = 8.6 lbs
Inverter
(1.15 KW) x (32 lb/KW)*	 37 lbs.
Wire Assume	 = 10 lbs.
Total Power conditioning
Weight	 61.4 lbs.
*See reference 12 Chapter 11.
Power System Weight Surtunary (lbs)
	Manned	 Unmanned
Fuel Cell	 175	 175
Fuel and Tankage	 85	 85
Auxiliary Battery	 65
Emergency Battery	 17	 17
Power Conditioning	 62	 62
Total
	
409	 339
I
I
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APPENDIX H
SIMPLIFIED LIQUID ROCKET DESIGN PROCEDURE
Al Igne
Three sets of quantities that must be known accurately in
order to design a liquid rocket motor are (a) the chamber and
nozzle dimensions, (b) the heat transfer and cooling system
specifications, and (c) the hydraulic and geometric parameters
of the injectors. Only the basic motor dimensions will be
considered here.
The quantities that are usually specified initially are i
thrust F(lb); combustion pressure p c (psia) external pressure p 
(psia); and propellant chemicals. The characteristic velocity
(C*) and the characteristic length (L*) , data for specific pro-
pellants must be collected empirically in advance.
From the given conditions we wish to find values of thrust
area, At ; exit area, Ae ; chamber volume, Vc ; and propellant
k	 weight flow rate, m. The following procedure may be used.
1. Select a value of thrust F, combustion pressure p ,c
and external pressure po ; determine the propellant combinat-
ion and, if a bipropellant, the mixture ratio r.
2 Using empirical data collected from static rocket engine
tests with the propellant at the values of PC and r just
chosen_, in conjunction with thermochemical calculations,
determine the ratio of specific heats y characteristic
length L*, and characteristic velocity C*. The value of
is usually between 1.1 and 1.3, and L* often lies between
40 and 100 in.
3 Use the ratio of specific heats y and pressure ratio
PC/po to calculate the nozzle coefficient C  and the ideal
nozzle expansion ratio w, as in the following equations.
E = A 
	
= r 	 (P—) 1/2 { 2  	 (1'-'1) /Y	 1/2At	 'Y	 pc	 Y`l	 pc
_ W
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where
C	 1	 ,_,2.., l .,	 pe ) ( Y-1) /Y	 1./2 + { Pe-PO	 A f	 Y-1	 pc	 pc	 At
The theoretical values of C f must be corrected slightly for
friction and divergence of the nozzle, C fx = XflC f . in a well
designed nozzle, Cfx is less than 3 per cent smaller than Cf.
4. Use the basic relation F = CfxpGAt to compute the
throat area At and the known ratio e = Ae/At to compute
the exit area A 
5. Use the definition of characteristic velocity C* to
calculate the total mass flow rate m, thus ih = pcAt/c*.
6. Determine the combustion volume V  from the relation
V  = L*At using the empirically measured characteristic
length L*.	 i
7. The ratio of combustion chamber cross-sectional area to
nozzle throat area At , is determined from a knowledge of
heat transfer and structural strength factors. Heat
transfer is increased if A, is small; stress is increased if
At is large. A typical range of Ae/At is 2.0 to 6.0. When
this ratio if fixed, the chamber length Lc is also determined.
Using as an example 'a 600 lb thrust N 2 04 and MMH engine, we
arrive by this process at a set of specifications, listed
in Table 9.4 in the order in which they must logically be
calculated.
